


WHATEVER
THE FORECAST

...WEAR VOUR
PLATEAU

Even if the weatherman crosses you up, you’re always dressed

right in the suit with the weightless feel . . . your Plateau"— the

largest selling year-’round suit in the history of men’s clothing.

Smooth and lustrous, made of the finest wool that’s been

specially pre-laxed in the loom by Pacific Mills, your Plateau

worsted suit is given Balanced Tailoring by Timely Clothes. See

stores below or write for the name of the Plateau dealer nearest

you. Suit $75. Slacks $22.50. Sentry Coat $62.50.

Kennedy’s, boston muse's, ati.anta
MEYERS & McCarthy, FORT WAYNE SATO CLOTHIER, HONOLULU

PACIFIC MIIIS A
DRESS
RIGHT
You can’t
afford
not to!

261 Fifth Avenue, New York 16. A member of Burlington Industries, Inc.



(OR GROSSLY UNFAIR)

WORLD
The Mercator projection of the world

is very popular. This does not make it

right. Greenland, you will note, looks

bigger than Australia where actually

it is neither anywhere near as large nor

nearly as stimulating.

Gerardus Mercator invented this map
in 1559 so that navigators could de-

termine true directions from one con-

tinent l«vanother without having to stop

and ask farmers. And in all fairness

I

Merdator didn l really know about

Australia, he only suspected its exist-

ence. He called it “Terra Incognita

Australis,” a condition we are trying

very hard to rectify.

However, with all its shortcomings, the

Mercator Projection gives you an ade-

quate idea of how Qantas Super-G Con-

stellations serve Europe, Asia, Africa,

North America, Australia, and the

South Seas. If you would like to join

us on all or any part of #ur 02,000 ex-

tremely comfortable miles of routes—

1st Class or Tourist—see your travel

agent or any Qantas or BOAC office. If

you’d like some fine, free folders, write

Qantas, Union Square, San Francisco.

Australia’s

Overseas

Airline
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"If you want to make him furious

just call it the proletariat vodka”

Don’t you dare! We’ll sue you for slander!

Hiram Walker’s is a strictly plutocratic,

capitalistic vodka— distilled clearer than the
glass that holds it— from pure American
grain. An improvement? Gospodin,
you should try it!

80 AND 100 PROOF • DISTIUED FROM GRAIN • HIRAM WAIKER & SONS INC, PEORIA, ILLINOIS

2 'h!%snt££t ,v3r.!



COVER: Ted Lindsay and Gordon Howe
Photograph by Richard Meek

Detroit Red Wing Superstars Lindsay and Howe are

rarely as still as they appear on this week’s cover.

More often pro hockey's top scorers are seen in a criss-

cross of dazzling skating teamwork. For their story,

told by Hockey Expert Afarshall Dann, see page 66.
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Milwaukee folded in the stretch of last year's pennant race, but their manager has new plans for 1957

IBC: GUILTY AS CHARGED 16
The conspiracy to monopolize boring gets its comeuppance in federal court. By Martin Kane

BEN HOGAN’S MODERN FUNDAMENTALS OF GOLF. PART II 26
The greatest golfer of our time explains the mysteries of stance and posture

THE ARTIST AND THE HEAVYWEIGHT 36
Floyd Patterson changed forever the night he won the title. Painter RUSSELL Hoban recaptures a historic moment

GONZALES: KEY TO OPEN TENNIS? 40
Pancho the Great in a color and word portrait, plus a call for an open by William F. Talbert

SMOKETREE'S RANCHEROS AND THEIR GAUDY NEIGHBOR 52
California's exclusive playgrounds In Color with text by Horace Sutton

CLIMAX ON THE COURT 59
Jeremiah Tax reviews an exciting basketball season and previews the NCAA championship tournament

WINGS OF THE RED WINGS 66
Detroit, for the 19th consecutive year, is in hockey's Stanley Cup playoffs. Marshall Dann tells why
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Hotbox: Jimmy Jemail asks: Do you agree
with the Ivy League ban on spring football?

Horse Racing: Reports from New Orleans by
Whitney Tower, Santa Anita by James
Murray

Outdoors: Mark Sullivan reports oheering
news from Washington for conservationists

Skiing: Mort Lund follows the wonderfully
successful Toni Sailer on his first U.S. trip

IN NEXT WEEK’S ISSUE:
I

THE SECRET OF SEBRING
America’s foremost road classic has a dramatic surprise in

store. It will be unveiled in next week’s preview by Kenneth

Rudeen. With evocative pictures in color by Richard Meek
and a closeup of the nation’s leading driver, Carroll Shelby

PLUS:

LESSON III OF BEN HOGAN’S MODERN FUNDAMENTALS
OF GOLF: THE FIRST PART OF THE SWING
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Railroads have

changed since 1830...

TEACHER’S
HIGHLAND CREAM

86 PROOF • Blended Scotch Whisky
Schieffelin & Co., New York
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AT THESE

FINE STORES

NEW YORK, N. Y.:

Bloomingdale's • Browning King • Finchley
Levine’s • Leighton • Nica Rattner
Peyton. Ltd. • J. W. Ryan • F. R. Tripler & Co.
Mannie Walker • John Wanamaker
AKRON, OHIO: The M. O'Neil Co.
ALBANY, N. Y.: Steefel's

ATLANTA, GA.: Muse's
ATLANTIC CITY, N. J.: Alix of the Traymore
Baltimore, MD.: Hamburger's
BATON ROUGE, LA.: Welsh & levy
BEVERLY HILLS, CALIF.: J.W. Robinson • JerryRothschild
BIRMINGHAM, ALA.: Henry Porter

BOSTON, MASS.: Delano's • Filene's
Jordan Marsh • Lebow Bros. • Tweeds

BROCKTON, MASS.: Tonis Inc

BROOKLYN, N. Y.: Browning King
Jack Diamond * Field Bros.

buffalo, N. Y.: Adam, Meldrum & Anderson
CAMBRIDGE, MASS.: J. August Co.

CARMEL, CALIF.: Glennon's
CASPER, WYO.: Harry Yesness, Inc.

CHARLOTTE, N. C.: Tate-Brown
CHICAGO, III.: Carson Pirie Scott

Fagman • Marshall Field • Jerrems
CINCINNATI, OHIO: Ben Friedman
CLEVELAND, OHIO: Bunce Bros. • The Halle Bros. Co.
COLUMBUS, OHIO: Dunhill's • John H. Pumphrey
DALLAS, TEXAS: Gus Roos • Jas. K. Wilson

-
DAYTON, OHIO: Metropolitan Co. • Rike Kumler
DENVER, COLO.: Daniels & Fisher

DETROIT. MICH.: Hughes & Hatcher
Jerry Morse • Scholnick’s • Harry Sutfrm

DOYLESTOWN, PA.: Ely's

EAST ORANGE, N. J.: Mittler Ltd.

EL PASO, TEXAS: Hoffman • Union-Fashion
Framingham, MASS.: Jordan Marsh • Perlmutter
HACKENSACK, N. J.: Law. Inc.

HARRISBURG, PA.: David'S f
HARTFORD, CONN.: G Fox • Warner & Bailey

HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.: Sy Devore
HOUSTON, TEXAS: Norton Ditto

JACKSONVILLE, FLA.: FurchgOtt'S
JAMAICA, N. Y.: B & B Clothes
KANSAS CITY, MO.: Jack Henry
LAKEWOOD, CALIF.: Norm Meager
LONG BEACH, CALIF.: Buffum's
LOS ANGELES, CALIF.: Bullock's-WestWOOd

Harold F. Chapman • Phelps-Terkcl
Silverwoods

LYNN, MASS.: Judd Inc.

MIAMI BEACH, FLA.: At most fine stores .

MILWAUKEE, WIS.: MacNeil & Moore
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.: Juster Bros
MORRISTOWN, N. J.: M. Epstein, Inc.

NEWARK, N. J.: Browning King • Samuel D. Schwartz
NEW HAVEN, CONN.: Gentree Ltd.

NEW ORLEANS, LA.: Porter's

NORFOLK, VA.: The Hub
NO. HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.: Campbell'S
OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLA.: Men Inc.

PALM BEACH, FLA.: Harry E. Schur
PALM SPRINGS, CALIF.: Ray'S V
PALO ALTO, CALIF.: ROOS Bros.

PASADENA, CALIF.: Don Kay • Phetps-Terket
PATERSON, N. J.: Scotty Levinthal • Meyer Brothers
Philadelphia, PA.: Gimbel's • Morvllle

Jacob Reed's Sons • John Wanamaker
PHOENIX, ARIZ.: Hanny's

PITTSBURGH, PA.: Hughes & Hatcher • larrlmor's

PORTLAND, ORE.: Meier& Frank • M. & H. H. Sichel
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READING, PA.: Croll S Keck
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ROCHESTER, N. Y.: McFarlln Clothing Co.

ST. LOUIS, MO.: Boyd's

ST. PETERSBURG, FLA.: Maas Bros.

SACRAMENTO, CALIF.: R00S Bros.

SAGINAW, MICH.: Heavenrich
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH: Maurice Anderson
SAN DIEGO, CALIF.: Marston Co.

SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF.: R00S Bros.

SAN MATEO, CALIF.: ROOS Bros. i

SANTA BARBARA, CALIF.: Jack's, Ltd.

SARASOTA, FLA.: Maas Bros.

SCHENECTADY, N. V.: Jos. Nusbaum, Inc.

SEATTLE, WASH:. Frederick & Nelson • littler

Spokane, wash.: The Crescent
STAMFORD, CONN.: Lou Konspore
SURFSIDE, FLA.: Frederick Judd

SYRACUSE, N. Y.: Hotel Syracuse Men's Shop
TAMPA, FLA.: Maas Bros.

TOLEDO, OHIO: Al Cook • Willard

TUCSON, ARIZ.: Steinfeld's

UPPER MONTCLAIR, N. J.: Olympic Sport Shop
WASHINGTON, D.C.: Garfinckel's • Lewis & Thos. Saltz

WEST NEW YORK, N. J.: Schlesinger's

WHITE PLAINS, N. Y.: Court Tailor

WILMINGTON, DEL.: Wright & Simon
YONKERS, N. Y.: John Wanamaker
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Can trouferf change your life

?

Many men speak of

the experience of wearing their first pair of Daks as a revelation. They have

abandoned belts and suspenders tor the new ease of a modern principle of

dressing. For Daks trousers *

why they fit and hang so

and distinction. That ’s why they

a slim look around the waist,

in featherweight worsted flannel

gaberdines, just as faultlessly

tailored. Prices from §29.50

$16. 00).You will find Daks in

are self-supporting. That’s

^-well, move with such ease

give the proud owner such

These British imports come

Airweave tropicals and 10 oz.

woven as Daks are faultlessly

In linen §22.50. (Walking shorts,

the fine stores listed opposite, or

write Simpson Imports Inc, Dept.SB, 9 East 37th St, New York 16. Telephone

MU 5-7445. Also Daks for women: skirts from S22.95, slacks and walking shorts.

Ye}!... if they're I

^

Tailored fy S. Simpson Ltd, oj London, England ® ™
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MANUEL ANGELES, professional

football player in Mexico, wears
Jantzen’s Regimental Stripe High
Diver swim trunks, with clasticized

front waistband. Sizes 28-38, $5.95.

See this and other Jantzen Sportswear

for Sportsmen at all leading stores.

rM sportswear for sportsmen

Jantzen Inc., Portlond 8, Oregon

from

knowing

hands . .

.

0 riginality

new ideas . . . imaginative uses of

leather that set you far ahead in style,

provide new concepts of foot comfort.

THE MONACO-Handsome, tour-eyelet,

mocc raglan blucher oxford in rich boarded

sandalwood calf or black Rhino calf.

J. P. SMITH SHOE CO.. CHICAGO K. ILLINOIS

Crafting luxurious tootwear tor discriminating stores and

clientele has been our sole occupation tor over 61 years.

6

MEMO FROM THE PUBLISHER

HOBAN'S PATTERSON.

T
he central figure in the

painting on the center pages

of this issue was not an unfamil-

iar subject to Artist Russell Ho-
ban when he painted the new
world heavyweight champion
after he defeated Archie Moore
in Chicago last November.

For in 1953, Hoban, then a

full-time TV art director, was

spending all his spare time in

boxing haunts like Stillman’s

Gym (Hoban illustrated A. J.

Liebling's series, The University

of Eighth Avenue, SI, Dec. 5 and 12, ’55); was taking boxing

lessons at George Brown’s Gym (where Hemingway used

to train when in town); and was painting portraits of the

most likely fighters he could get to pose for him.

One was up-and-coming Floyd Patterson. “If you’d asked

me to design a prototype of a champion, it would have

looked,” says Hoban, “the way Patterson looked then

quick and lean, like a race horse."

The early portrait, which meets the intimately critical

standards of Floyd’s wife, his mother and his manager, now
hangs proudly in the Patterson home in St. Albans, N.Y.

For a description of what Hoban saw when he painted

his latest Patterson portrait, see page 36.

The reception everywhere for the Hungarian Olympic ath-

letes and coaches during their nationwide Freedom Tour,

now drawing to an end, has been a heart-warming one. Ful-

filling one of its purposes, the tour has resulted in a generous

number of specific and suggested opportunities for their em-
ployment and resettlement. Some members of the tour have

already been able to accept the jobs or scholarships which

will do the most to make them at home in their new home-
land. For others the right place still remains to be found.

Most of them, of course, will not move into American life

through their athletic skills but through their other talents,

some of which I was able to indicate to you in a “scouting

report” in our Jan. 14 issue. Many of you wrote me in re-

sponse to that with suggestions and proposals which hav •

notably aided the resettlement of these courageous Olym-
pians. Until the last of them is settled, Sports Illustrated
will be glad to burn of other possibilities from its readers,

who have already shown their interest in this cause in which

the highest values in sport join the fight for freedom through-

out the world.



JIMMY J EMAIL’S

HOTBOX
The Question:

Are you in accord with the

Ivy League in its ban on

spring football practice?

(Answers by members of

Sports Illustrated’s Silver

Anniversary All-America at

the Touchdown Club Dinner

in Washington, D.C.)

WILLIS M. TATE

President

| Southern Methodist

University

No. Spring football

doesn't do any harm.
In fact, spring prac-

tice improves the cali-

ber of football. We
limit it to 28 days. No

one can say that this is overemphasis. Ath-
letes are going to engage in some spring

activity. Why not football practice if they
like it best?

ROGER W. BLANCHARD
Dean
Episcopal Cathedral

Jacksonville, Fla.

r ^ 1
1 No, because I approve

1^-. 1 of full athletic schol-

arships. Spring foot-

ball practice helps a

boy. He learns the fine-

points of the game and
is encouraged to keep in training for the

regular football season in the fall. There's

no doubt that this helps him play a better

game and lessens the chance for injury.

DR. WILSON H. ELKINS

CHARLES C. TILLINGHAST JR.

Corporation lawyer

Yes. Abolishing spring

football practice has

taken the emphasis off

football and has en-

couraged other sports.

Football players are a
bit better rounded if they engage in other

sports. They should be able to choose an-
other sport and not be required to report

for spring practice.

DOUGLAS MacARTHUR II

U.S. Ambassador to

Japan

President

U n iversityofMaryla n d

No. I don’t doubt the

|

sincerity of the Ivy

League. They think

.
that spring practice

puts too much empha-
1

sis on football. I dis-

agree. Spring practice does no harm. The
boys are going to engage in some sports

activity. If they want to practice football,

why stop them? It isn't compulsory.

7 Yes, I’m fully in ac-

fp» cord with this ban.
Football should be
played for fun, because

they are subject to a
great pressure by their coaches. In colleges

where there is spring practice, they must
report. Abolishing this practice gives them
the chance to enjoy other sports.

BRIG. GEN. EDWARD W. SUAREZ

V ice.-l '»m ma ndrr

Central Air
Defense Force

No. Football is tough.

It takes a lot out of

you. Top physical con-

ditioning prevents in-

jury. I believe in

spring practice, but it

shouldn't be as intensive as that of the
regular season. It's good to see what ability

the youngsters have, but spring training
should not be compulsory.

continued

• • 0j*g
READY
FOR SOMETHING
BETTER?

TAKE ALONG

mCORONET
VSQ BRANDY

in the Handy-Pack Flask

BRANDY DISTILLERS CO., NEW YORK. N.Y.,

CALIFORNIA GRAPE BRANDY, 84 PROOF
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HOTBOX
continued

Easy to take

with the

^^ontaf lex

JAMES W. BAMPTON
Manufacturer
Aerosol Products

Yes. Abolishing spring

practice does exactly

what the presidents of

V W the Ivy League col-

leges intended- It
“ takes some of the grind

out of football, discourages overemphasis
and lends to keep football in its proper
proportion within the educational process.

This is a move in the right direction.

Far greater scope in picture taking. And with utmost ease!

Contaflcx III, with its fast Tessar f/2.8 50mm lens, produces

splendid pictures indoors or out, with or without flash. And by
attaching a component lens— the Pro-Tessar tele f/4 85mm -you
get striking close-ups. Great at sporting events and for portraits.

If you want your picture to cover a lot of ground, there's a wide-

angle component lens — the Pro-Tessar f/4 35mm. Both in bayo-

net mount for quick interchange with front element of camera
lens . . . Brilliant, large view at all times while sighting and focus-

ing with its unique rangefinder. Speeds to 1/500 sec.

Model IV has built-in exposure meter ... At leading dealers.

WEST GERMANY

Write for

Contaflex booklet

CARL ZEISS, INC.,

485 Fifth Avenue,

New York 17

FOR A CLOSER ELECTRIC SHAVE

ERNEST L. MASSAO

Oklahoma
Housing development

and oil leases

No. Spring practice is

a good weeding-out pe-

riod. It’s a sort of pre-

view for coaches. Fur-
thermore, the players

acquire a little more
know-how, get into better shape and are

less likely to be injured in the regular sea-

son. You must remember that it’s a big

step from high school to college football.

Conditions beard; helps tauten skin, counteract perspiration;

makes it easy to get a clean, close shave. $1 DR. EDWARD M. WINANT
New York
Orthopedic surgeon

I'm in favor of spring

football practice only

if a student does not

participate in other

athletic activities. It's

good for physical con-

ditioning and the teaching of fundamen-
tals, but football should not be given pref-

erence. Overemphasis results when there is

a strong preference for football.

NEXT WEEK:

Who is the better fisherman,

you or your mate?

SPORTS ILLUSTRATED



COMING
EVENTS

FRIDAY, MARCH IS
Baskotball
NCAA Tourney (regional*); eastern. Philadelphia; mid-
western. Leunglon Ky., western. Dallas, lar western.

Corvallis, Ore. (through March 16).

Bool Show
land-O-lakes Boat. Marine & Tackle Show. St. Paul

(through March 24).

Boxing
Ike Chestnut vs. Gil Cadilli, featherweights (10 rds),

• Mad. Sq. Garden, New York. 10 p.m. (NBC).

Fencing
Intercollegiate Fencing Assn. Championships, New York
(through March 16).

Shooting
Southern Conference Rifle Championship, Lexington, Va
(through March 16).

Skiing
3rd American International Downhill. Slalom & Giant Sla-

lom Championships, Stowe, Vt. (through March 17).

Sportsmen Show
Annual Canadian National Sportsmen's Show. Toronto

(through March 23).

Wrestling
Eastern Intercollegiate Assn. Championships, Penn State,

University Park. Pa. (through Match 16).

SATURDAY, MARCH 16
Boskclball
(College)

e National Invitation Tournament. Mad Sq Garden. New
• York. 2 p.m. (CBS). (Also March 18. 19. 21. 23.)

(Professional)

e National Basketball Assn, playolts teams and sites to be

determined. 2:30 p.m. (NBC).

Booling
Optimist Sailing Championship Races. Clearwater. Fla

(thiough March 17).

SI. Petersburg-Havana Sailing Race. St. Petersburg, Fla

Curling
Gordon International Medal (U.S. vs. Canada). Montreal.

Hockey
Montreal vs. Boston, Montreal,

Toronto vs. New York. Toronto.

Shooting
Salinas Rodeo Gun Club Trapshoot. Salinas. Calif,

(through March 17).

National Doubles Championship. Minneapolis.

Tablo Tonnit
National Juniors' Team Championship. Chicago (through
March 17).

Tonnis
USL1A Women's Indoor Championships, finals. Chestnut
Hill, Mass. (March 11 through 16).

' Trock & Field

Chicago Daily News Meet. Chicago.

Heptagonal Games Ithaca. N Y
New York Pioneer Club Meet. New York.

SUNDAY, MARCH 17

Boston vs. Chicago, Boston
Oetroit vs Montreal. Oetroif

New York vs. Toronto, Mad. Sq. Garden. New York.

Polo
* Hall ol Fame match, Boca Raton. Fla.

Skiing
Boston College Trophy Race. Wilmington. Vt.

MONDAY, MARCH 18

Boxing
Stephan Redl vs. Al Milone. welterweights (10 rds.), St.

Nick's. New York. 10.30 p.m. (DuMont).

Handball

National YMCA Senior Handball Championships. Brook-
. lyn. N.Y. (through March 23).

TUESDAY, MARCH 19

Auto Show
Regional Automobile Show. Lubbock, Tenas (through
March 24).

Boxing
Joey Giambra vs. Al Andrews, middleweighls (10 rds.),

Oakland. Calif.

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 20
Boxing
(Amateur)
Golden Gloves East-West Championship finals. Chicago.

• 10 p.m (ABC).

Hockoy
Toronto vs. Montreal, Toronto.

continued
'See local listing

TV * COLOR TV • NETWORK RADIO

ALL TIMES E.S.T. EXCEPT WHERE OTHERWISE NOTED

Let workday
worries

give way to

golf!

For quick release from workday worries

trv placing better golf. For you, better

golf mav mean better clubs. Look at

all famous brands . . . they feature

advanced design with shafts built bv
True Temper.

You get a new feeling with True
Temper Rocket Shafts. Finer balance

lets vou swing free. You’re less likely to

"tighten up.” Your shots are more ac-

curate with controlled flexibility, made
possible by True Temper’s step-down

shaft design . . . vou can feel power
travel down to the ball.

Today’s improved clubs offer more
fun from golf. So look at new clubs —
and when you do, look for the True
Temper brand of value on the shaft.

Odds are 98 to 1 that you'll find it.

Like to play better golf?

Don't fit your game to wrong clubs.

Ask a “Pro" to fit new clubs to you!

^ True Temperm a Finest quality in Fishing tackle • Garden, lawn and (arm

tools • Shovels • Shears • Hammers, hatchets, and axes
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^'ATOMIC

ENERGY
focSafleiTim

Thanks to the peacetime atom, the vital heart of the

Dunlop tire is strengthened through application of

AccuRay®... a revolutionary precision nucleonic process.

On cooler running AccuKated tires,

you get many extra miles of safer driv-

ing. What’s more, ever)’ Dunlop tire

is more perfectly balanced to bring

you new stability, control and comfort

on super highways or rugged by-ways.

Through AccuRay’s precise nucle-

onic action, an exact amount of pro-

tective rubber is uniformly applied to

every cord ply. This eliminates two
major causes ol premature tire failure;

the dangerous heat build-up caused

by excessive ply-rubber coating and
the ecjually critical ply separation and
shearing action between plies result-

ing when rubber coatings are too thin.

For your own protection, get a

matched set of Dunlop Accu-
Kated tires ... in Nylon or Super

Hi-Test Rayon. See the complete

line at your Dunlop dealer’s.

Dunlop’s AccuRay Process -Beta Rays, emitted

from Strontium "90”,scan sheets of coated tire cord,

controlling uniform application of select insulating

rubber within precise tolerances of ±.001 inch.

YOU'LL GO FARTHER. ..SAFER ON TIRES BYDUNLOP
THEY'RE AccuRated®

DUNLOP TIRE AND RUBBER CORPORATION, BUFFALO 5, N.Y.

P. S. Golfers— you 'll never know how good you are until you play

COMING EVENTS
continued

THURSDAY, MARCH 21

110 Oafs Winter Sailing Championships. Tampa (through
March 23).

Boat Show
Connecticut Boat Show, New Haven, Conn. (Ihtough
March 24).

Court Ton nit

National Doubles Championship, New York.

Hockey
Detroit vs. Boston. Detroit.

Skiing
National Junior Downhill, Slalom, Cross-Country ft lump
Championships. Reno (through March 24).

FRIDAY. MARCH 22

Botkotboll
NCAA Championships, finals and semifinals. Kansas City.

Mo. (through March 23).

Boating
Havana-Vadero Ocean Sailing Race. Havana.

Boot Show
American & Canadian Sportsmen's Vacation & Boat

Show. Cleveland (through March 31)

Southwest Sports. Boat ft Vacation Show, Dallas (through

March 31).

Boxing
Miguel Berrios vs. Carmelo Costa, featherweight elinuna-

• lion bout (12 rds.), Mad. Sq. Garden, New York, 10 p m.

(NBC).

Fencing
National Collegiate Championships. Detroit (through
March 23).

Golf
National Goll Show, New York (through March 30)

Gymnottict
National Collegiate Gymnastics Championships. Annapo-
lis. Md. (through March 23).

Kmgsbufg Gun Club Trapsfroot, Krngsburg, Calif (through
March 24).

Track ft Field

Cleveland K of C Meet. Cleveland.

SATURDAY, MARCH 23

Aulo Racing
• Florida International 12-Hour Grand Pm Endura-ce

Race. Sebnng, Fla. (CBS*) (through March 24).

Botkelboll
(Prolessional)

e National Basketball Assn playolls. teams and sites to be
determined. 2:30 p.m. (NBC).

Billiords

National Collegiate Billiard Tournament (finals). Iowa
City. Iowa.

Fox Hunting
The Stoneybrook Meeting. Southern Pines, N.C.

Boston
V
ys. New York. Boston.

Montreal vs. Chicago. Montreal.

Toronto vs. Detroit, Toronto.

Gullstream Park Handicap. J100.000. 3-yr.-olds ft up.
• 1 . n

,
Hallandale, fla .

4 45 p.m. (CBS).

Tonnit
Pro matches. Rosewall vs. Gonzales, Louisville.

Track ft Fiold

Invitational Indoor Meet, Boulder, Colo.

SUNDAY, MARCH 24

Hockey
Detroit vs. Toronto. Detroit.

New York vs. Chicago. Mad. Sq. Garden. New York.

Motorcycling
National Championship Cross-Country Race. Glendale,

Calif.

Skiing
New England Kandahar Giant Slalom. Cannot Mt.. N.H.

• See local listing.

HUNGARIAN OLYMPIANS’
ATHLETIC TOUR

Friday, March IS

Hungarian swimmers and water poloists in competition.

San Jose. Calil.

Saturday, March 16

Hungarian swimmers and water poloists in competition

Stockton. Calit.

Sunday. March 17

Hungarian swimmers and water poloists in competition.

San Francisco.

Tuosday, March 19

Hungarian swimmers and water poloists in competition,

San Francisco.

TV * COLOR TV • NETWORK RADIO

ALL TIMES E.S.T. EXCEPT WHERE OTHERWISE NOIED

10 SPORTS ILLUSTRATEO



IOOK FOR<

Here’s the spinning rod that was designed
and built to make you a better Fisherman. Its

lightness, power, perfect balance and finely

tapered tip combine to give you smooth,
effortless Power Glass casting action found
in no other spinning rods. Models with new
locking reel seat 6>Vt', 7' and 8',- Weights
4-5'/j oz. $22.00— $24.00. Models avail-

able without locking reel seat 6 '/j'- 7'.

oSue c/m

<5
Action Speaks Louder Than Words . . . and

the lithe, live, lifetime action of H-l Power

Glass Rods speaks for itself . . . tells you with

your first cast that they are the finest glass

rods ever built!

These are the glass rods you've been waiting

for—hoping someone would build. They're

designed, crafted and guaranteed* for a

lifetime of perfect performance and prideful

*A4 m a/m ^

POWER GUIS
ownership. And they II make you a better

fisherman, too!

See super action, super service H-l Power
Glass Rods at your dealer's today.

‘LIFETIME GUARANTEE. All H-l Power

Glass Rods are guaranteed against any de-

fects due to workmanship or materials and

are built to give a lifetime of fishing pleasure.

This trim, lightweight masterpiece will

bring you new salt-water fishing thrills.

H-I's exclusive, precisely controlled
Power Glass manufacturing process re-

sults in more power in the butt, greater

firmness in the center and a sensitive,

flexible tip for super action. Two models
No. 3415, Weight 5'/4 oz.; Length

5W, $12.00 and No. 3416, Weight
5 oz., Length 6l/o', $12.50.

Prices subject to change without notice

Manufacturers of the largest line of Fishing Tackle in the World

HORROCKS-IBBOTSON CO., UTICA, N.Y.
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FRED HANEY

LIGHTS A FIRE

His Milwaukee Braves blew the National League pennant

last year, but he has other plans for the coming season

by ROY TERRELL

The 1956 National League season

ran for 167 days. On 125 of those

days anyone looking at the baseball

standings in his morning newspaper

would have had a minimum of diffi-

culty in locating the Milwaukee Braves.

They were on top. They so dominated

the race that at one point, on July 26,

they led second place Cincinnati by 5H
games and the poor old Brooklyn

Dodgers by 6; as late as Labor Day the

Braves were still 3 Yi games ahead.

Yet, on the one day which counted

most, the Braves were second. In the

standings on the morning of October 1

it was the Dodgers who had won the

pennant. This, in itself, would not have

been so remarkable (the final stand-

ings two of the three previous years

had been the same) except that in 1956

the Milwaukee Braves had the better

team. Why, then, did they lose the pen-

nant? What was the matter with the

Braves? And have they patched it up?
The easiest answer is that the Braves

really didn’t have the better ball club.

Yet there is hardly a player or manager
or club owner in the National League

who will deny that the Braves had the

best personnel. “If I’d had that team,”

says one rival manager who didn’t, “I’d

have won the pennant by 10 games.”

Says the manager of another: “The
Braves should have won by 12.” And
one of the league’s outstanding play-

ers, an alert young man with a future,

just shakes his head and says, “I think

they could have won by 15.”

Why, then, didn’t they?

There were three reasons, says Fred

Haney, the one man who does happen
to manage the Braves. “The failure to

hit up to expectation all season long at

four positions: catcher, second base,

third base and left field. Weak funda-

mentals; our failure to do some of the

simplest things right—lousy bunting,

poor base running, throwing to the

wrong base— lost a lot of games. And a

hitting slump in September.

“Everybody has hitting slumps; ours

just happened to come at the worst

possible time. When we needed them
the most, we weren’t getting any runs.”

Happenstance, says General Man-
ager John Quinn. “A little thing here, a

little thing there. All those early rain-

outs, which piled up the double-headers

later on. That tie game stopped by rain

in Milwaukee which we later lost in

Pittsburgh. The two-day layoff in St.

Louis before the final series of the year.

That’s a good example. The ball club

looked great on Tuesday in Cincin-

nati: they took over and almost ran

the Redlegs off the field. Then we go

to St. Louis, sit around in hotel lobbies

for two days with nothing to do and by
Friday night we’ve lost the edge. Re-

member, if we had won just one more
game all season long and the Dodgers
had lost just one more—just one, we’d

be the champions, and everyone would

be asking what’s wrong with the Dodg-
ers. Little things,” says John Quinn.

“Just little things.”

THE 58-YEAR-OLD MANAGER IS SPARING

Too much extracurricular activity,

says Jackie Robinson. The Braves were

out drinking when they should have

been thinking. “A couple of key men
on the club . . . did not take care of

themselves down the stretch.”

They choked under pressure, say

ballplayers on opposing teams in the

National League, and Robinson, again,

was the one who said it first. "They’re

beginning to taste that pennant,” he

said when the Dodgers began to close

the gap in August, "and they’re begin-

ning to choke on it.”

Sheer stupidity, says a veteran Mil-

waukee writer who has watched the

club since it came from Boston in 1953.

The Braves are not a smart team; they

pull bonehead plays on the bases, at

bat and in the field.

Not hungry, says another. Because

of the reception the team has had in

Milwaukee, because of the vast crowds

which day after day pour into County
Stadium, the ball club is bulging with

money—and it has been more than

12 SPORTS ILLUSTRATED



NEITHER HIMSELF NOR HIS PLAYERS AS HE DRIVES THEM THROUGH SPRING TRAINING'S TOUGHEST CONDITIONING PROGRAM

generous in paying big salaries to young
players who, on other clubs, might
have had to work a little harder and

wait a little longer to attain the same
financial gains. The Braves have had

it too easy.

Lack of experience, say some of the

Braves, and then differ among them-

selves as to what this means. “Maybe
we weren’t serious enough,” says War-
ren Spahn. “Some of the younger play-

ers seemed to feel that if we didn’t win

today, we’d win tomorrow.” But Joe

Adcock, also talking about inexperi-

ence, feels that the Braves wanted to

win too much. “There’s something

about being in a tight pennant race for

the first time that gets you,” he says.

“I guess you could say we tightened

up. We were all trying too hard. None
of us except Spahn—and I guess Rice

and Thomson and Pafko— had been

through it before.”

Haney, chorus hundreds of Milwau-
kee Braves fans across the country.

“The trouble was Haney. He bunted

too much, and he didn’t fire up the

team the way he should.” And this, of

course, brings up the question which

looms in many minds as the biggest

one of all: Were the Braves capable of

being fired up by anyone—or anything?

Deep inside, did they really want to

win the pennant badly enough?

BELOW AVERAGE

Each of these questions or reasons

for Milwaukee’s 1956 failure contains

at least a grain of truth. Haney, for ex-

ample, has good grounds for complaint.

The Braves did goof, time and time

again, on their execution of plays, but

Haney, unlike the writer who feels a

lack of intelligence was the prime fac-

tor, prefers to blame improper ground-

ing in fundamentals before the season

began. Certainly Del Crandall at catch-

er (.238), Danny O’Connell at second

base (.239), Eddie Mathews at third

(.272) and Bobby Thomson in left field

(.235) hit far below their potential and
far below their average of other years.

And, while it was almost universally

accepted at the time that Milwaukee’s
collapse centered around the magnifi-

cent pitching staff which seemed to

come apart all at once (with the nota-

ble exception of masterful old Warren
Spahn), later inspection proved that

Haney was right and this was not so.

Lew Burdette and Bob Buhl, who won
37 games between them during the

year, were still pitching good baseball

at the bitter end and losing because

they weren’t getting any runs. It was,

as Haney said, the hitting: Adcock,
who had 38 home runs and was second

in the league with 103 runs batted in,

drove in only four of those in the last

15 games; Henry Aaron, the 23-year-

old batting champion, drove in only

two of his total of 92 in the last 11.

Little things happen to all ball clubs

but, just as Quinn said, an unusually

large number seemed to happen to the

Braves. And there is little doubt, as

Robinson charged, that some members
continued
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FRED HANEY’S FIRE

continued

of the team were living it up a little.

Certainly the Braves have been spoiled

from the first by the most enthusiastic

and appreciative audience in baseball.

As for Haney’s tactics and his manage-

rial talent—or lack thereof, as charged

— the Braves, with all that material,

did lose the pennant.

And once again, if the Braves really

did burn to win, somewhere inside, it

certainly didn’t show. What, then, as

the 1957 season approaches, do the

Braves have in their favor?

For one thing, a very good baseball

team, which is what all the other play-

ers and managers and officials were

talking about in the first place. Outside

of the Yankees, who play in another

league and, at least until October,

would appear to be the least of Milwau-

kee’s worries, there isn’t a better-look-

ing squad in Florida.

The pitching staff, which was the

best in baseball last year, now looks

even better. It led the league with a

combined earned run average of 3.11,

gave up the fewest runs, the fewest

home runs and pitched the most com-
plete games. This year there is still the

great Spahn, of whom Cincinnati

manager Birdie Tebbetts said, ‘‘He

has gained fame, prestige and money
... I strongly recommend that he re-

tire.” There is Burdette, who is good

enough to hold out for $30,000, and
Buhl, who beat the Dodgers eight

times last year. There is an older, more
experienced Crone, a healthy Conley,

two fine-looking rookies of ’56, Taylor

Phillips and Bob Trowbridge, and the

good reliefers, Lou Sleater, Ernie John-

son and Red Murff.

As if all that weren’t enough, the

Braves have a young man from Puerto

Rico named Juan Cordova Pizarro and,

when they have nothing else to do,

they all like to stand around just to

watch him throw. As a raw 18-year-

old rookie, Pizarro won 23 games while

losing only six for Jacksonville last

year, struck out 318 while walking

only 144 in 274 innings and had an

earned run average of 1.77. "He could

be just as great,” says Bill Terry, the

old Giant who now bosses the Sally

League, “as Warren Spahn.” And
Rollie Hemsley, who managed Char-

lotte last year and used to catch Bob
Feller, says, “He's got it. He’s the near-

est thing to Feller I’ve ever seen.”

Adcock, at first base, is one of the

big hitters in baseball, and the odds

are heavy that he will get even better.

Johnny Logan is a superior shortstop

and, next to the Cubs’ Ernie Banks,

the best hitter at his position in the

league. Mathews, in a bad year, still

hit 37 homers and drove in 95 runs;

no one has ever mistaken him for Pie

Traynor at third base, but he has a

good arm, can throw and the Braves

do not ask that he get too fancy with

his glove as long as he can swing that

bat. And Milwaukee also has two-

thirds of a very fine outfield in Aaron,

destined to be one of the game’s truly

good hitters, and swift Billy Bruton.

During the winter the Braves had

chances to make trades, chances to

patch up their problems at second base

and in left field. But, as John Quinn
will tell you, there is a very good rea-

son why they didn’t. “We believe,” he

says, "that we have a team which, just

like it is, can win the pennant. We

went to the winter meetings prepared

to trade and, as a matter of policy,

talked to every club in the National
’

League. But in each case, we felt that

the other team wanted too much; to

get what we needed to strengthen one

position, we would have had to weaken
another. In our position—and it is a

good one— that would have been ask-

ing for trouble.”

But, despite their failure to make a

trade, the Braves are unworried. They
believe that the catching staff of Del

Crandall (who can hit the long ball and

some day is surely going to have that

big year), Del Rice and Carl Sawatski

is as good as any in the league. They
are pleased with the improvement
O’Connell continues to show at sec-i

ond base ("It was an unfamiliar posi-

tion, remember,” says Quinn, “and if

a fierce competitor, 20-game winner Warren Spahn would be the logical field

leader for the Braves were it not for his southpaw fondness for happy-go-lucky clowning.



you don’t think he is better defensive-

ly, just ask Logan”). And they still

hope he will hit to his .293 average in

two years at Pittsburgh. As for Thom-
son, despite his anemic average he

drove in 74 runs and hit 20 homers,

and there are teams which have won
pennants with less impressive statistics

in left field than that. The Dodgers,

to name one.

But, even beyond this, the Braves

have some good young ballplayers from

a farm system which won seven pen-

nants last year and is responsible, ei-

ther directly or through trades, for 34

of the 44 members on the 1957 spring

training roster. Three fine young catch-

ers, for example, named Sammy Tay-

lor (.358 and 123 runs batted in at

Topeka), Mike Roarke and Bob Rosel-

li will probably all go back down be-

cause there is no room— and no need

— for them at the moment. Felix Man-
tilla, who filled in brilliantly at short-

stop for the big league club last year

and hit .283, worked at second base

last winter in the Puerto Rican League

and is labeled “ready” if O’Connell

should falter again. For left field there

is a host of candidates: Wes Coving-

ton, a powerful left-handed slugger

who hit .283 in 138 at-bats for the

Braves last year and cleared up some
of his defensive inadequacies with a

season of winter ball during which he

also led the league in home runs; Ev
Joyner, a .344 hitter for Shreveport of

the Texas League who throws better

now than he once did; young Earl

Hersh, a .307 hitter and the American
Association All-Star left fielder for

Wichita; and, of course, there is al-

ways old Andy Pafko, now 36, but for

a few games just about as good as

anyone around.

But what about the choke-up
charges?

“Now that it’s over and we lost,”

says Mathews, “I think last year might
have been the best thing that could

have happened to us. We learned a

lot.”

“Now that we’ve been through it,”

says Adcock, “I don’t think we’ll tight-

en up again. We know what to expect

and we’re ready to go on from there.”

As for Haney’s managerial ability,

the standings from the day he relieved

Charley Grimm until the end of the sea-

son tell an oft-overlooked tale. In that

stretch of nearly four months Milwau-
kee played at a .630 pace, winning 68

games while losing only 40. The
Braves’ record for the complete season,

on the other hand, was .597, and that

of the Dodgers .604. Haney used the

sacrifice almost to the point of exas-

peration for sideline strategists, but he

explains simply that with a team that

has pitching like his a few runs will do
and the best way to get them is some-

times with the bunt. It wasn’t that the

Braves bunted too much that hurt; it

was that too often they failed to bunt

effectively.

Now, with a new season just over

the horizon, Fred Haney is making
sure that nothing like this happens

again. “You’re going to hate my guts

next spring,” he told his players in the

clubhouse in St. Louis the night the

season ended, “but you’ll love me
when you see that World Series check

in the fall.” Haney has driven the

Braves hard since the opening day of

spring training— and they have worked
hardest on fundamentals. They have,

in fact, worked harder on everything

than any team in Florida.

WORKING OVERTIME

Until the exhibition schedule opened
last Saturday, the Braves worked from

10:30 each morning until sometimes as

late as 4:30 in the afternoon. Last

year, under Charley Grimm, they were
sometimes on the field less than two
hours. When other teams have taken a

day off because of rain, the Braves have
run through a downpour. They have
practiced sliding—even the veterans-
like a bunch of rookies. They have
practiced such unheard-of things as

starts, almost like a group of sprinters,

because Haney feels that they some-
times failed, by half a stride, to beat

out hits last season they should have
beaten out. They have worked end-

lessly at taking leads off bases and on
rundowns and cutoff plays, and the

pitchers have drilled over and over

again at holding runners on base and
fielding their positions. And, endlessly,

Haney and his coaches have had them
bunting. Finally, when they aren’t do-

ing something else they run. An error

in an intrasquad game has been the

signal for a shrill blast of the whistle

and then everyone runs; even the play-

ers on the nonerring team have to take

a lap around the park with the rest.

“Well, Fred,” someone asked Haney
last week, “do they hate your guts?”

“You know something,” said Haney,

“I haven’t heard a word of complaint

from anybody on this ball club. They
may not love me, but they’re taking

it without squawking.”
Whether they love him or not prob-

ably occupies little of Fred Haney’s
thoughts; it is enough that this is his

team as last year’s never was. He is

convinced: “We will win the pennant
if we play the type of ball we’re capable

of and have the right frame of mind:
desire.”

Frank Lane, the voluble general

manager of the St. Louis Cardinals,

agrees: “Jackie Robinson,” he says,

“did the Braves the biggest favor any-
one ever did when he popped off last

winter. I think he has them worked up
to where they are determined to prove
he was wrong.”

Last year the Braves looked remark-
ahly like a team that could win or lose

without turning a hair. The ballplayers

denied this, sometimes halfheartedly,

and Haney pointed out that inside

they really did care. “They want to

win as bad as any team I ever saw,”

he said. “They are just unfortunate

in not showing it.” But the feeling

still persisted that this was a team
without spirit. The feeling survives

even as the 1957 season approaches,

and it will undoubtedly continue un-

til the Braves themselves prove it to

be untrue.

One explanation might be found in

the fact that the Braves lack a driving,

inspired leadership on the playing field,

and everyone from the bat boy to John
Quinn admits it. Spahn could be the

leader they need, for he is a great com-
petitor who hates to lose with a deep

and honest rage. But he controls his

emotions and in the clubhouse Spahn
remains the clownish, happy-go-lucky

left-hander who amuses more than he

inspires. Johnny Logan plays baseball

like a man possessed, and he too burns

with the need for victory. But some-
where between shortstop and the dug-

out this spark deserts Johnny Logan,

and he becomes the young and casual

and easygoing club prankster. Crandall

has tried but he is too serious; the

Braves aren't sure they want anyone
telling them to quit fooling around.

Mathews’ feelings belong to Mathews,
and they are not for public show. And
Adcock is not the type, nor is Thom-
son or any of the rest.

"You can’t just go out and get a

team leader,” says Quinn, “or tell

someone that he should be it. Leaders,”

he adds thoughtfully, “just have to

happen.”

But spirit, like everything else in

baseball, has to be a team affair. It

may not be necessary to have a Reese

and a Robinson, a McMillan and a

Temple, a Dark and a Moon, to keep

a club moving; maybe, just because

each man in his own way is afire with

the need to win, they can all blaze

together. If the Braves of 1957 find a

way to be so ignited—as the Braves of

1956 definitely were not— they should

get their pennant. ' E N D
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CHARGEDIBC: GUILTY AS

The courts have caught up with the boxing monopoly

of James D. Norris, thus joining Sports Illustrated in

its demand for more competition in and out of the ring

by MARTIN KANE

Divorcement, divestiture and dis-

solution, known to lawyers as the

three D’s, may be the fate of the

International Boxing Club (James D.

Norris, president).

Because Federal Judge Sylvester J.

Ryan found it guilty of conspiracy to

monopolize championship boxing and
of carrying out the conspiracy, the IBC
now faces the special nightmare of the

antitrust offender. Within the next

month lawyers for the Government
and for the IBC will draw up proposed

decrees to put the decision into effect.

These will be presented to Judge Ryan,
who will prepare his own decree. His

decree will redefine, it is expected, the

financial and promotional face of box-

ing in the United States. What usually

happens in such cases is that the Gov-
ernment proposes a decree demanding
“drastic” relief. The defense usually

suggests a much milder course.

The final decree may order the IBC
to divorce the business of promoting

fights from the business of operating

such arenas as Madison Square Gar-
den, Chicago Stadium and the Detroit

Olympia. The defendants may have to

divest themselves of one or more of

these arenas or of their stock in one or

more of the IBC affiliates. They may,
indeed, have to dissolve the IBC.
The IBC’s exclusive contracts with

such boxing champions as Lightweight

Joe Brown, Middleweight Gene Full-

mer and Welterweight Carmen Basilio

may be declared illegal.

The IBC is now likely to lose its

tight control of boxing, which allowed

it to guarantee 104 fights annually for

sponsors of its twice-weekly television

shows. These fights had to include a

certain number of the vastly profitable

championship bouts.

What happens to the IBC will de-

pend on how big a part the court will

let it play in boxing. Jim N'orris may
well feel that the game isn’t worth the

candle any more. Without a czardom

to insure his profits, the most power-

ful impresario in the history of boxing

may decide to throw in the towel.

On such considerations will depend
whether the defendants will appeal

Judge Ryan’s eventual decree. Such
an appeal must be to the Supreme
Court of the United States, not to the

Court of Appeals. In every civil action

under the Sherman and Clayton anti-

trust acts in which the LTnited States is

the plaintiff, an appeal from the final

judgment must be only to the Supreme
Court, which has lately rejected the

corporate insolence that pretends pro-

fessional sport is not a business subject

to the antitrust laws.

Judge Ryan needed 59 printed pages

to cover the matter but it was, for all

that, a concise statement. IBC’s activ-

ities were never simple, except in in-

tent, and Judge Ryan’s opinion made
them crystal clear.

The judge found:

“As a result of the control exer-

cised by the defendants over their

own arenas and the exclusive leases

of other arenas and stadia, all other

promoters have been excluded from

promoting championship boxing con-

tests in said arenas and stadia during

the period June 1949 through May 15,

1953 (roughly the period covered in

the complaint] ....

“The intent of the defendants and
the necessary result of their activities

. . . was to combine in order to obtain

control of, and exclude others from,

the promotion of championship boxing

contests in the United States.”

It was, the judge said, a conspiracy

in violation of the Sherman Antitrust

Act, participated in by the IBC, Mad-
ison Square Garden (of which Norris is

also president), Norris and Arthur M.
Wirtz, his principal associate.

The conspiracy began in 1948, when
Joe Louis was planning retirement as

heavyweight champion. The late Harry
Mendel, an oldtime pressagent, had the

original idea and complained until his

death that he had never been adequate-

ly rewarded for it. He and Truman K.
Gibson J r., who was Joe’s adviser and is

now secretary of the IBC, approached
Norris and Wirtz with a scheme where-

by Louis would use his prestige to sign

the four leading heavyweight contend-

ers to exclusive contracts for an elimi-

nation series to pick the next champion.

Norris and Wirtz would stay temporar-

ily in the background. Louis would re-

sign as heavyweight champion and

then assign the exclusive contracts to

Norris and Wirtz. For this service to

sport Joe was given $150,000 outright,

a salary of $15,000 a year and stock in

the Norris-Wirtz corporation, which

came to be known as the IBC.

93% CONTROL

With the heavyweight champion-

ship exclusively in its possession, the

IBC was able to make it a self-perpet-

uating ownership simply by insisting

t hat challengers agree to defend exclu-

sively for IBC if they won the cham-
pionship. The prestige of the heavy-

weight championship enabled IBC to

win similar exclusive contracts in most
of the other divisions. Rival promoters

who threatened even weakly to com-
pete with the IBC were bought out, at

first, but in time the IBC was power-

ful enough to crush competition at no

cost. In time lesser promoters quit the

field in droves.

"Of the 44 professional champion-

ship contests presented in the United

States between June 16, 1949, the dale

of the first championship contest pro-

moted by defendants, and May 15,

1 953, the defendants promoted, or con-

trolled the promotion of 36, or approx-

imately 81', of them,” Judge Ryan
found. With growing power they con-

trolled 93'
, of the championship bouts

presented between January 1951 and
May 15, 1953. They controlled tele-

vision, radio and movie rights, too.

They owned or controlled the arenas



‘The intent of the defendants and the

necessary result of their activities . . .

teas to combine in order to obtain

control of. and exclude others from,

the promotion of championship box-

ing contests in the United Stales.'

FEDERAL JUDGE SYLVESTER J. RYAN

where championship fights could best

be presented, with exclusive leases on
Yankee Stadium and the Polo Grounds

for outdoor shows. And, though Judge
Ryan did not mention it, they set up
“co-promoters” in cities they did not

otherwise control.

The fact is that they just about con-

trolled boxing below the championship

level, too, though Judge Ryan’s deci-

sion was solely concerned with cham-
pionship boxing. Their two weekly net-

work presentations killed off all but a

handful of small clubs. Fight managers
were forced to truckle to the IBC in

order to get their boxers on television.

What will happen to boxing now?
Until Judge Ryan’s eventual decree is

entered no one can say. But some
measure of competition will be re-

stored to its promotion. Fights will

still be televised on the major net-

works, so that there is no sound basis

for hope that we will see a full resur-

gence of the small fight club, where box-

ers can earn as they learn. But some
closed clubs will reopen. Ex-promoters

around the country are beginning to

dream of a return to their old stands.

As, for instance. Sad Sam Silver-

man, the Boston promoter who told off

the IBC and had to get out of town:

“Everybody in the fight game I’ve

spoken to is pretty happy. It’s very

good for boxing. It’ll make a lot of new
promoters."

Fight managers were less outspoken.

For a while, at least, they will still have
to deal with the IBC. But one of them
had a few anonymous words to say:

“It’s the best thing in the world that

could happen to boxing. Am I glad!”

NORRIS DISAPPOINTED

“No manager will say this, of course,

because they’re scared. We’re all very,

very, very happy but no one is going

to say it.”

Not even Jim Norris himself was
saying very much in public. From some-
where in the Caribbean he reported

through his New York office that ‘‘the

court’s decision was, of course, a disap-

pointment to me.”
“All I can say at this time," he went

on, “is I hope we will not be prevented

from continuing to present our Wednes-
day and Friday night fights, which

have proved such popular television and
radio attractions.

“We already have contracted for

the Gene Fullmer-Sugar Ray Robinson
fight to be held in Chicago on May 1.

After that we hope to continue with

our summer plans. This will depend,

however, on the terms of the decree

which will be entered to carry out the

court’s decision.”

One of the IBC’s summer plans en-

visaged a heavyweight championship

fight between Floyd Patterson and

Hurricane Jackson to be held outdoors

at either the Yankee Stadium or the

Polo Grounds. But Cus D’Amato, man-
ager of Champion Patterson, has late-

ly been renewing his old feud with the

IBC and would not, one may assume,

be averse to dickering with another

promoter. Someone like, for instance,

A1 Weill, who was cast into outer dark-

ness by the IBC as soon as he lost his

grip on Rocky Marciano.

If the IBC is divested of its powers

and divorced from its arenas, its pros-

pect of promoting the next heavy-

weight championship fight may dis-

solve. In tears, of course. end
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EVENTS & DISCOVERIES
MICKEY AND THE MACHINE AGE • A LONG PROBLEM FOR

BRAGG • DEMARET'S WEARING ON THE GREEN • A FRESH

START FOR THE STRIPERS • DIM RED LIGHT ON FOOTBALL

PROGRESS REPORT

mHE Missouri Valley Conference

committee investigating rumors of

fixes in basketball games refereed by
John Fraser, which were first reported

to the conference by Dr. Harry Corbin

of the University of Wichita and the

Rev. Paul Reinert, S.J., president of St.

Louis University, met for five hours in

St. Louis last week. There had been no
indications that an inquiry was in prog-

ress until the rumors were printed in

Sports Illustrated in the March 4 is-

sue, although in a news release after the

meeting the committee said the investi-

gation began on February 15.

The committee examined the films of

one of the games (nine games were in-

volved), interviewed Fraser and an-

nounced at the session’s end that "it^ias

not found anysolid facts to substantiate

reports by (Sports Illustrated) that

one of its referees was involved in a

basketball fix.”

The news release reported that Mis-

souri Valley athletic directors, coaches

and sportswriters had been asked for

"leads and information” and that the

same request had gone to Sports Illus-

trated. Coaches and officials had ex-

pressed confidence in Fraser’s integrity,

the news release said, but there was
"concern” that Sports Illustrated
was not physically represented at the

meeting.

Actually, Sports Illustrated was
represented by "leads and information”

supplied the committee at the request

of the Rev. Charles Sanderson, S.J., of

St. Louis University, president of the

conference. The committee’s tentative

conclusion would indicate that these

leads have not been fully developed or

else not properly evaluated. However,
the committee says its inquiry will con-

tinue, as it certainly should.

BIZMAC AT BAT

T)IZMAC, an electronic creation of

the Radio Corporation of Amer-
ica, labors during the week solving

problems in logistics on ordnance sup-

plies at the Army Ordnance Tank-
Automotive Command in Detroit.

Weekends, apparently, Bizmac and
its human directors share a human
curiosity about the great American
summer preoccupation, baseball. Re-

cently, Bizmac digested some statis-

tics on the batting-average ups and
downs of several major league stars

and, after two or three seconds’ reflec-

tion, provided some feed-back fore-

casts for 1957. This qualifies Bizmac for

membership in the Hot Stove League
of America and indicates that mechan-
ical computers can be, relatively, hu-

man. Bizmac based its guesses on the

batting averages of the last five years

and, presumably, did not consider Ted

Williams’ propensity for spitting at

fans or Mickey Mantle’s sore knee.

Remembering, then, that Bizmac is

projecting from incomplete data, here

are some figures to file away until the

season ends:

1957 1956

(Bizmac est.) (official)

Mantle .342 .353

Ashburn .328 .303

Williams .322 .345

Kuenn .319 .332

Minoso .317 .316

Furillo .314 .289

If we are to accept Bizmac’s elec-

tronic estimation, age will wither Ted
Williams23 points and stale Mantle 11.

On the other hand, Richie Ashburn

and Carl Furillo, like old wines, will

improve. If Bizmac comes through all

right, you can expect a wider range of

forecasts next year. If not, let’s have

continued

CURRENT WEEK & WHAT’S AHEAD
• Baseball Business

C. Leo DeOrsey, newest member of the Washington Senators directorate,

shocked other club owners with the pronouncement: "Baseball is a business-
big business.” To forestall monopoly charges, DeOrsey suggests 1) a 16-team
league with eastern and western divisions, 2) limits on farm club holdings, 3) an
option clause for player contracts such as obtains in the entertainment world.

• Post No Bets

Bowing to the Post Office Department, Caliente’s Kentucky Derby Future Book
this year will accept no bets by mail. But in case you’re in Caliente, these

are the early odds: Bold Ruler and Barbizon 3 to 1, Gen. Duke 4 to 1, Iron

Liege 6 to 1 and Federal Hill and Round Table 8 to 1.

• Relay Milestone in Texas

The Texas Relays next month will break long precedent, accept Negro athletes.

Several northern teams which once declined invitations will participate.

• Censored Love Story

Czechoslovakia’s press and radio have not been allowed to carry the news that

the American hammer thrower, Harold Connolly, has filed a foreigner's applica-

tion to marry comely Olga Fikotova, Olympic discus champion (SI, March 11).

Determined suitor Connolly, whose Czech visa has expired, is now sweating it

out in Germany while Olga remains in Prague.

18 SPORTS ILLUSTRATED



“I can't bear to watch them."
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continued

the Army start some pencil-work re-

checks on those ordnance solutions.

LONG JOURNEY INTO HEIGHT

T7I1.LAN0VA UNIVERSITY’S big, black-

* haired and exceedingly competent

pole vaulter, Don Bragg, experienced a

certain understandable regret last

week when he made his last appearance

at Madison Square Garden. Bragg

cleared 15 feet for the 19th time at the

Knights of Columbus Games and
heard the last of many bursts of wild

applause. At the same time he could

not avoid a vast sense of relief. In

four years of traveling between Villa-

nova and New York for winter meets,

Bragg has endured logistical complica-

tions which would have daunted even

a bull fiddle player or the mother of

quadruplets, for a pole vaulter cannot

hit the road with empty hands.

Bragg’s particular pole—a Giltal

Vaultmaster— has many things to rec-

ommend it. It is made of light alloy

steel, is stiff enough, as most poles are

not, to support his 195 pounds and can

be tastefully wrapped in a blue canvas

case—the gift of his father— which

bears the legend: “Don ‘Tarzan’ Bragg
— 15 feet 9 inches or Bust.” It is, how-
ever, 16 feet 3 inches long—longer, one

might say, than a giraffe’s neck.

Every Thursday, if he is to vault at

the Garden on Saturday, Bragg must
telephone the stationmaster at the

Pennsylvania Railroad’s Villanova sta-

tion and say, in effect: “I’m coming.

Get ready.” On Friday he must carry

the pole up 20 steps from the base-

ment of the athletic field house and
walk it a quarter mile to the station

and get it aboard the Paoli local for

Philadelphia. This is a relatively sim-

ple operation— by walking to the back

of the train he can push it through the

door in the end of the last car and lay

it in the aisle, although he must watch

it henceforth like a hawk to keep other

commuters from stepping on it.

At Philadelphia’s 30th Street sta-

tion, however, things get more compli-

cated. Early in his career Bragg tried to

angle a pole through the vestibule of a

Pullman car in Philadelphia; one end
tilted up, came in contact with the

pantograph of the electric locomotive

and caused an alarming, lightninglike

flash. Bragg escaped being fried on

the spot, apparently because of the

canvas case, but the high voltage cur-

rent melted one end of the pole like

wax. The railroad instantly set up a

loading procedure calculated to keep

the vaulter intact.

Bragg’s appearance, with pole, at

Philadelphia now causes a wondrous
turmoil. The locomotive of the train he

is to ride is uncoupled and moved down
the track out of harm’s way, and cur-

rent in the overhead wires is shut off

before he is allowed to get his gear

aboard; the same rigmarole goes on

at Pennsylvania Station in New York
before he can get off. After that, he

faces the problem of getting the pole

13 long blocks uptown to the Para-

mount Hotel. During his first three

years, by pleading and cajoling, he was
usually able to find a cab driver who
would glumly consent to let him lean

out the window and clutch the pole to

the side of the taxi. This year, how-
ever, cab drivers will have no part of

him. The pole must be carried on to its

destination through thousands of gog-

gling pedestrians.

This chore Bragg has finally man-
aged to place upon other shoulders.

For four years he has had to endure

the hard fact that sprinters, hurdlers,

weight men and broad jumpers have
no sympathy at all for a man with a

pole. But Villanova now has a promis-

ing freshman vaulter named Ron
Brady, a fellow who not only under-

stands Bragg’s problems but appreci-

ates his instruction and example; Bragg

has grandly turned the pole carrying

over to him. Even so, Bragg worries as

he rides uptown in New York. He is

certain that Brady will not stop in a

bar, or leave the pole in a hock shop,

or tie a red flag on the end of it and
slip it into a passing truck. But even a

fellow vaulter might fall prey to am-
nesia, or get mugged by scamps in the

employ of a scrap-metal combine.

With the KC meet ended last week,

Bragg still looked a little remote and
preoccupied; he had to get back to Vil-

lanova one more time.

A SLIGHT FADE

J
ames Newton Demaret, the affa-

ble eyesore of the professional golfing

brigade, has forsaken the chartreuse,

ecru and fuchsia togs with which he
has stamped his trademark on the na-

tion’s golf courses for nearly two dec-

ades— a piece of sartorial news that

could be rivaled only by an announce-
ment that the Army was giving up

khaki. "Everybody is coming out in

wild colors,” Jimmy explained to an

astonished reporter the other day. “It

isn’t distinctive any more.”

So the 46-year-old Demaret, who
started on the pro circuit two years be-

fore Ben Hogan and now ranks as its

undisputed dean, finished the Baton
Rouge Open wearing nothing louder

than a charcoal gray sports shirt and

brown slacks. What caught the eye of

the crowd was not his garments but his

score: a tournament-winning 278. And
this was no one-day flash-in-the-pan.

Jimmy has been playing some of the

steadiest golf of the tour—and of his

career—ever since the pros hit Palm
Springs in January— all due to a dis-

covery by this blithe-spirited gray-

beard that tournament golf can be fun.

"I tried something new,” Jimmy
says. “No, I’m not talking about vita-

mins. I mean with my game. I’ve been

playing golf for 40 years, and, in an

average 18-hole round, I used to hit

about 10 solid shots— I mean dead

solid on the club. I hadn’t played in a

tournament since September, so I got

to Palm Springs early and started ex-

perimenting with my grip. I moved
my right hand under and my left hand
over. I felt for the first time that I

really enjoyed playing golf, because I

got such a kick out of hitting the ball

solid.

“I enjoyed the tournaments at Palm
Springs, Phoenix and San Antonio
more than any I’ve ever played in.”

Demaret squinted into the sun,

searching a moment for further reasons

for this success. “You play your best

golf after you reach 30,” he went on.

“Golf is played on 150 acres under all

conditions and types of life. It takes a

long time, for instance, to learn to play

in clover, to handle wet lies, to allow

for windy conditions, and you seem to

learn a new shot every time you go out.

Here’s Hogan with the greatest game of

them all, and even now he practices

three or four hours a day. Young play-

ers on the tour have to learn. Nobody
can tell you how to play out of clover;

you have to learn.”

Despite Hogan, Demaret thinks the

practice tee can sometimes be a handi-

cap to a young player if he fails to use

it properly. "You play enough every

day to keep your game sharp,” he says

of the touring pros. “We have 45 tour-

naments, and that’s enough for any-

one. You can wear yourself out physi-

cally as well as mentally on the practice

tee.” In the same vein, Jimmy frowns

on the overearnest attitude of younger

pros. "The kids today are too serious,”

continued on piujc 25



lead the care free life

..in stretch-to-lit DuPont Nylon
Water skiing or soaking up the sun, you’ll cut quite a figure in a swimsuit knitted of

stretch Du Pont nylon. For it has a wonderful way of smoothing the figure, of

conforming to curves in and out of the water. Lithe and flexible as an Olympic

athlete, stretch nylon is supremely comfortable . . . dries ever so fast.

Du Pont makes fibers, does not make r NGS FOR BETTER LIVING ... THROUGH CHCMISTHY



BIG M ANNOUNCEMENT NEWS

1. EXCLUSIVE STYLING SHARED BY NO OTHER CAR— Slock, clean-cut. dynamically different. Here's the most advanced car you can buy at any price.

At the very top of Mercury's dream-ea

All the brilliant BIO M feature;

2-4. NEW BREEZEWAY VENTILATION WITH ROOF-LEVEL AIR INTAKES. NEW intakes above the windshield and gently flows out through the power-

SKYLIGHT DUAL-CURVE WINDSHIELD, NEW RETRACTABLE BACK WINDOW _ operated hark window. It's the greatest improvement in car ventilation in

No other car in America has all of these Turnpike Cruiser features. And automotive history. The new windshield wraps up as well as around each

you get them at no extra cost. Air is drawn in through the supplementary side. You can see high traffic lights and mountain scenery without bending.



NEWEST, MOST DRAMATIC EXPRESSION OF MERCURY'S DREAM-CAR DESIGN

Shown above, the Turnpike Cruiser 4-door. Also available in a 2-door model. A 290-lip Turnpike Cruiser V-8 engine is standard in both models.

fleet—THE TURNPIKE CRUISER
for ’57 plus 7 round in no other car!

0L2.U5.8.T.8.9.1I2. -

5-7. NEW MONITOR CONTROL PANEL, TACHOMETER, AVERAGE SPEED COMPUTER _
The Monitor Panel is planned for easy use, and includes such advanced

instruments as a Tachometer to check engine rpms and a new Computer

Clock to let you figure your average speed at any point in .your trip.

Straight out of tomorrow— THE BIG IVIERGUR^ffor 57
MERCURY DIVISION • F 0 R 0 MOTOR COMPANY

NEW QUADRI-BEAM HEADLAMPS- The outside lamps have both high

and low beams. The inside units have high beams only. Using all four

beams for highway driving produces a far better and brighter pattern of

illumination. A foot switch turns off high beams, switches on low.



*('omfortized construction

by Holeproof means

weather-conditioned for

year-round wear plus

perfect fit and soft touchfeel

•TM 01957 by

Sweater-Mate

COMFORTIZED* SOCKS

by HOLEPROOF
of luxurious Hi-Bulk Orion

$1.50 per pair

at fine stores everywhere

Luxury is afoot when you wear Holeproof's

Orion Comfortized* socks. Here’s the look and feel of

richness. Lush to the touch— they’re made of 100%
hi-bulk orlon and come in a wide range of striking

sweater-mate colors. Sizes: 10 1 >-13.

SWEATER-MATE COLORS

V

HOLEPROOF CORP., A Division of Julius Kayser A Co., Marietta, Ga.
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he says. “They could learn a lot from

Mike Souchak and A1 Besselink. Those

fellows take the game with a carefree

attitude. After a bad round they don’t

let themselves get down. They know
that the next time they’ll do better.

Souchak hits the ball as solidly as any-

one in the game today. But he hasn’t

yet learned the finesse shots. That boy

is going to be great when he does learn

them. Give him three or four years on

the tour and he’ll be tough to beat be-

cause he learns so fast.”

Demaret skipped the Pensacola Open
last week, will play only in the St.

Petersburg Open before he begins rest-

ing for the Masters. “The Masters is

a green giant,” three-time winner

Demaret says, “I want to be ready for

it,” Playing in only the tournaments

he cares to this winter, he has still

managed to be among the leading

money winners on the Southern cir-

cuit. Not bad for an old man in a

drab new getup.

CLUB FOR BATHING

Conceivably the most frustrated

golfer of the week was S. D. Coch-

ran, a septuagenarian competing in the

annual Trans-Mississippi Seniors Tour-

nament at Las Vegas, Nevada. Coch-

ran, after trundling happily for 15 holes

at his normal 14-handicap pace, hit his

tee shot into the water on the 150-

yard 16th. Then he hit 11 more tee

shots into the water, finally got on the

edge of the green and three-putted for

a 28. He finished the round, threw
away his score card with the record 28

on it, lit out for Palm Springs and
probably hasn’t touched a club since.

INLAND STRIPERS

The striped bass, a large, elusive

and hardy game fish which inhab-

its the salt waters of the ocean, has

lived happily in his natural habitat for

a long time, disturbed only by larger,

hungry fish and by the usually inef-

fective efforts of man to snag him via

surf casting (SI, Aug. 27-Sept. 3). Not
long ago a few stripers were swept in-

land on the crest of a neap tide and

found themselves stranded in the fresh-

water Santee-Cooper reservoir system

of South Carolina. Surprisingly, in-

stead of giving up the fishy ghost, the

stripers survived and, indeed, produced
little stripers. It was not long before

they began to crowd the indigenous

largemouth bass in the reservoir.

Now the stripers, which learned eva-

sive tactics at sea when confronted by

surf casters, may have to learn new
tactics to avoid the lures of inland fish-

ermen. Nelson Cox, the game and fish

commissioner of the state of Arkansas,

borrowed a batch of st ripers from South

Carolina to stock Lake Ouachita, and

the stripers took to this second new
environment like fish to water— fresh

water. All indications are that striped

bass fishing will be a big sport in Arkan-

sas in four or five years.

VIEW FROM THE VOLGA

Pro football is now engaged in

self-examination following the de-

cision of the U.S. Supreme Court that,

unlike baseball, it is a business. It may
interest Bert Bell and the rest of the

National Football League to learn that

their game (that is to say, business)

has recently been the subject of critical

examination in the Russian press as

well. Here, for the information of Mr.

Bell and other Americans, is the way
the Soviet magazine Pliyskullura i

Sporl interprets the game under a

blurry photograph of a Lions-Cardinals

pileup.

“On the gaily colored page of an

American sports magazine are repre-

sented certain unusual objects: met-

al helmets which are stuffed with

soft pillows, hard composite breast

plates covered with squeaky leather

and unusually large shoulder pads.

What could they be? Are they out-

fits for travelers from outer space or

models for the newest orthopedic ap-

pliances? No. Neither one nor the

other. This is the sportive garb of

American football players. And they

JOURNEY'S END

The yachtsman’s tender where he sits,

The pain is great, one sees.

All day he bravely held his stern

Against a spanking breeze

—Richard Armour

become invalids sooner because of this.

“In the middle of the field, which
reminds one of the shape of a football,

are crouching two men, clad in helmets

and hard armor of threatening propor-

tion. One of them holds in his hands
a ball shaped like an egg. The judge’s

whistle sounds. The player holding the

ball throws it with force between the

legs of one of his partners. At the same
second, on this very spot, a melee

occurs. In the same heap there are, at

that moment, nearly half of the players

of both teams. Suddenly, from under-

neath the mountain of bodies there

appears a man with the ball in his

hands. He jumps up and immediately

falls down again, having been caught
by the leg by one of his opponents.

The football player frees himself with

difficulty from this grip and fiercely

throws himself forward. But he is

hardly allowed to make a few jumps.
Someone from the opposing team grabs

him by the neck and they both fall

down, and over the ball that has

slipped out of his hands there rises an-

other mountain of players. The battle

flares. Are you waiting for the judge’s

whistle? In vain. This is all perfectly

legal according to the rules of American
football. What is more, it is permitted

to attack a player without the ball and
to seize him by the hands or by the

collar of his neck, to beat him on the

head and to trip him. All this, plus a

rather brisk tempo, makes the game
an exceedingly sharp and original sight

which attracts a great number of spec-

tators and masochists.

“There are 13 players to each team.

Many see in this particular number the

reason for so many misfortunes that

befall the players during the match.

The fact of the most surprising combi-

nations and legal holds often brings a

heavy trauma on the players. That,

plus the high tempo of the game, allows

each player to remain on the field no

more than four or five minutes—after
that comes the substitution. And by

the way, not every player has the luck

to remain on the field for even these

precious minutes. If he is caught yawn-
ing or making the slightest mistake,

the unfortunate player is immediately

removed from the field. In articles deal-

ing with football one often reads: ‘After

the judge’s last whistle, there remained

in the field considerably less than half

of the players. The rest could only

observe the game from afar, being all

on stretchers.’
”

No help from Pliyskullura on some
of the NFL’s currently pressing prob-

lems. But, then, no claim either that

the Russians invented Bert’s game.



THE MODERN FUNDAMENTALS OF GOLF PART II

STANCE
and

POSTURE
by BEN HOGAN

with HERBERT WARREN WIND and drawings by ANTHONY RAVIELLI

ONE of the great fascinations of golf is the instinctive

feeling a player gets soon after he has taken the game
up that there is an explanation for everything that takes

place, that the seeming mystery of how to hit the ball

well and hit it well regularly is not mysterious at all, that

it is possible to arrive at answers that will be as clear-cut

and irrefutable as the solution the master detective un-

folds in the last chapter of a mystery novel. All of us, quite

like detectives, set off on our own separate paths. We
develop a clue here, put it to the test to see if it holds up,

develop another lead there, test this lead in turn to see

if it will hold up, and so on and on. It is not an easy job.

Today’s brilliant deduction all too often folds under

deeper examination and becomes tomorrow's dead end.

And more than that, with no trouble at all you can get

off on the wrong track, increase your error by studiously

taking the wrong turn at another crucial fork in the road,

and before you know it you are lost in a labyrinth of your

own making. Perhaps the only true mystery to golf is the

essential magnetism the game possesses which makes so

many of us, regardless of discouragement, never quite

turn in our trench coats and magnifying glasses and stop

our search for the answers.

Golf also seems to bring out the scientist in a person.

He soon discovers that unless he goes about observing and
testing with an orderly method, he is simply complicating

his problems. In this general connection, I found oul that

it helped me immensely to bring along a notebook and
pencil to the practice tee and to write down after each

session just what it was I had been working on, exactly

how it was coming, and precisely where it was that I

should resume my testing the next time I went out to

practice. I will probably keep on studying golf all my life,

but I honestly feel that I have now acquired a sound
understanding of the game that will be of real value to

all golfers. How I wish I knew what I know today when
I was a youngster just starting out!

As I said in the first article of this series, no one can

play good golf unless he has a correct, powerful, repeating

swing. A man or woman of average coordination can build

such a swing if he or she goes about it sensibly. It really

boils down to learning and practicing a few fundamentals

until performing them becomes almost as instinctive as

walking. There are not as many things to learn as you
might think, for the swing we are teaching has been

stripped down to the authentic essentials. The only "tech-

nical” thing about this swing is the explanation. There is

a definite purpose behind every movement.
The first of these inclusive fundamentals is, of course,

the grip, which we discussed last week. The second is the

stance and the posture. Many golfers make the sizable

error of thinking of the stance as that preparatory part

of the swing in which the player merely lines himself up

on the target he’s shooting at. While one of the purposes

of the stance certainly is to set up the direction of the

shot, it also has quite a number of other functions that

are much more important. Power and control must be

combined in a good golf swing, and the stance is that step

in which a golfer sets himself up so that 1) his body will

be in balance throughout the swing, 2) his muscles are

ready to perform fluidly and, 3) as a logical result, all the

energy he pours into his swing will be channeled to pro-

duce maximum control and power. When you see a fine

player making little individual movements of his feet or

his knees or his shoulders as he settles into his stance, do

not mistake these for empty gestures of nervousness. And
they’re not movements, either, that precede his arriving

at a static, fixed position. What he’s actually trying to

do is to feel that everything he will be calling on in his

swing is in balance and poised for action.

When a golfer steps up to his ball to play a shot— mind
you, he already has his grip on the club and from the

moment he took the club from his bag he should be get-

ting the feel of the weight— he first aligns the face of his

club with his target. Then, aligning himself with the face

of the club, he shuffles into position for the upcoming shot.

The adjustment of the feet, the legs, the body, the arms

and hands— all these are done simultaneously, inter-

dependently. However, for the purposes of instruction, we

will take them up one at a time, and we will start with

the feet.

continued on page 28
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BEN HOGAN continued

To begin with, how far apart should the feet be? The
soundest rule, since it applies for people of nearly all builds,

is that THE FEET SHOULD BE SET APART THE
WIDTH OF THE SHOULDERS WHEN YOU ARE
PLAYING A STANDARD FIVE-IRON SHOT. THEY
ARE SET SOMEWHAT CLOSER TOGETHER WHEN
YOU PLAY THE MORE LOFTED CLUBS, SOME-
WHAT WIDER THAN THE WIDTH OF THE SHOUL-
DERS WHEN YOU PLAY THE LONG IRONS AND
THE WOODS. Spreading the feet too far apart is some-

what self-defeating. By over-extending your legs, you may
lock them at joints that must remain supple. I do want to

bring out, however, that most golfers take too narrow a

stance. I advocate a stance that is fairly wide because it

gives you a firmer foundation for traction and balance,

and it permits the shoulders to be unbunched and to operate

more freely than a narrow stance does.

Some tournament-caliber golfers, as you may have

noticed, choose to stand with the toes of both feet pointed

out. It has always struck me that these players succeed

in spite of the placement of their feet, for I have been

convinced since my early days in golf that THERE IS

ONE CORRECT BASIC STANCE: THE RIGHT
FOOT IS AT A RIGHT ANGLE TO THE LINE OF
FLIGHT AND THE LEFT FOOT IS TURNED OUT A
QUARTER OF A TURN TO THE LEFT.

The feet should he set apart the icidtli of the shoulders
when the golfer prepares to play a standard rice-iron shot

The term a quarter of a lurn may be confusing, and I had

better explain that what I have in mind is that placing

your left foot so that the toe would be pointing right at

the target would amount to a full 90-degree turn from a

position perpendicular to the line of flight. In other words,

a quarter of a turn signifies a quarter of that 90-degree

angle, or about 22 degrees to the left of perpendicular.

When a player employs this stance, his body will be in a

much better position when the club is coming into the

ball on the downswing to go in the direction in which his

left foot is going. As a matter of fact, you can tell just

from looking at a good golfer’s stance exactly where he

is aiming to hit his shot. Most pros even tend to list their

bodies a little toward the target at address. On the other

hand, a golfer who stands with both feet turned out

makes you wonder to yourself, ‘‘Is this fellow going to

hit the ball right-handed or left-handed?” His stance

gives you no clue in which direction he's going.



Obeying the basic stance accomplishes several very im-

portant things, the full value of which will become clearer

and clearer as this series progresses. FIRST, IT MAKES
IT APPRECIABLY EASIER FOR THE GOLFER,
AS HE GOES INTO HIS BACKSWING, TO FEEL
AND CONTROL THE MUSCLES THAT SHOULD
INITIATE THE SWING. SECOND, THE CORRECT
STANCE ACTS AS A PERFECT AUTOMATIC GOV-
ERNOR ON THE AMOUNT OF HIP TURN THE
GOLFER CAN TAKE (AND SHOULD TAKE) ON
THE BACKSWING. It allows the hips to be rotated as

far around as is advisable, but it prevents them from being

rotated too far around. Now, if the player stands with his

left foot squared (or perpendicular) and not turned out as

it should be, when the hips are turned—since they start at

a point nearer to the right and rear—they will turn well

beyond the point of maximum desirable rotation. If a

player’s right foot is turned out instead of squared, this

also allows his hips to turn further around than is advisable.

The incorrect positioning of the right foot can lead to many
serious errors, including dipping the left knee, swaying the

Here are some check points to use when you are prac-

ticing your hip turn: When you start from the correct

basic stance and complete a full hip turn, your belt buckle

should point toward the toe of your squared right foot.

However, when you start from the faulty stances we've
described above, your hip turn will carry you well past

this check point and your belt buckle will be pointing in

almost the exact opposite direction from your target.

Third, the stance also affects the downswing, a very

great deal. By standing with his right foot pointed out,

for example, a player definitely makes it much harder for

himself to bring the club swiftly and smoothly into the

ball and through it. He has obstructed his own passage

forward. He has to go on a detour out and around his

right hip to get past it. He also makes things hard for

himself in a different way if he stands with his left foot

squared and not turned out that vital quarter of a turn.

I know that if I stand with my left foot squared, my left

leg and my whole body feel uncomfortably restricted

when I’m hitting through the ball. Instead of everything

moving cohesively and freely toward my target, every-

thing is grinding under strain. IF YOUR LEFT FOOT IS

CORRECTLY POSITIONED, ON THE OTHER
HAND, YOU CAN GO THROUGH THE BALL WITH
EVERYTHING YOU’VE GOT. YOU CAN RELEASE
THE WHOLE WORKS. THERE ISN’T AN OUNCE

correct
1 \

right leg out to the right, turning the hips excessively, and
making a forced, incorrect shoulder turn as left arm breaks

OF ENERGY THAT ISN’T IMPARTED TO THE
BALL.
The fact that an apparently insignificant detail like the

position of the left foot can affect your entire swing for

better or for worse is an intrinsic part of golf. The ex-

planation is, of course, anatomical—not that we will

pursue this at all deeply. In any event, certain muscles

of the body connect with certain other muscles. When you

use one muscle in a certain chain, you also activate the

others that are connected with it. There are some sets of

muscles that should be active in the golf swing, and there

are some other sets of muscles that have no real business

in the swing. For example, when a golfer overturns his hips

going back, then, since he cannot move forward by the

proper means—using the hips themselves— he has to call

on incorrect sources of power, like his right shoulder, to get

some force into his shot. When he brings these incorrect

forces into his swing, his coordination breaks down, for by

using wrong muscles he necessarily curtails the correct

functioning of the correct muscles. That is why it is so im-

portant to develop the right habits, proper muscle memory.

The way the parts of the body function in the golf swing

is, in fact, not unlike a Western movie with heroes and

villains: if you set it up so that the good guys take over,

the bad guys can’t.

continued



BEN HOGAN continued

Turning now to the arms. During the swing, one of the

two arms is always straight—that is, fully extended.

There’s a very good reason for this. IN ORDER FOR
THE CLUB TO TRAVEL ITS MAXIMUM ARC,
ONE ARM MUST BE EXTENDED AT ALL TIMES.
If a player breaks his left elbow on the backswing or

breaks his right elbow on the follow-through, he shortens

his arc appreciably. And if he swings with a shorter arc,

he gives himself a shorter distance in which he can ac-

celerate the speed with which his club is traveling. (The

greater the speed of the club, of course, the greater the

distance he will hit the ball.) It’s like accelerating an

automobile. If you accelerate an automobile over a dis-

tance of, say, two blocks, can you get it up to anywhere
like the speed you’d obtain if you accelerated it for a

distance of five blocks? Moreover, if one of the player’s

two arms is always extended, his arc will be uniform.

This gives him a far better chance of building a repeating

swing than a player who bends his arms a little differently

on each swing and whose coordination is bound to vary

as his arc varies.

The left arm, straight at address, remains straight

throughout the backswing while the right folds in at the

elbow. On the downswing, the left continues to be fully

extended and the right gradually straightens out. A foot

or so past the ball, the point in the swing when the club-

head is traveling at its peak speed, both arms are fully

extended for the one and only time during the swing.

After this point is reached, the left arm folds in at the

elbow and the right remains straight to the end of the

follow-through. (This is sort of the reverse of the back-

swing, when the right arm folds in and the left remains

straight.) All during the swing, until it begins to fold at

that point beyond impact, the left arm ideally should oper-

ate as if it were an extension of the shaft. Naturally, there

must be some suppleness, some break in your left wrist.

After all, it is a hinge. In general, then, though the left

arm should be straight, this doesn’t mean that it should

be locked at the wrist or elbow or be any place as stiff as

the arm of a robot. No, this is a very pleasant game, and

unnatural straining isn’t at all necessary, or desirable.

In the golf swing, the arms, in effect, act as the connec-

tion between the club and the body. The closer you keep

your two arms together, the better they will operate as

one unit, and when they operate as one unit, they tend

to pull all of the elements of the swing together.

The upper part of the arms should be pressed very

tightly against the sides of the chest. In my own case,

I consciously work to build up so strong an adhes-

ion between the upper arms and the chest that a

person would have to exert a really terrific amount of

force to wedge them apart.THE ELBOWS SHOULD BE
TUCKED IN, NOT STUCK OUT FROM THE BODY.
AT ADDRESS, THE LEFT ELBOW SHOULD
POINT DIRECTLY AT THE LEFT HIPBONE AND
THE RIGHT ELBOW SHOULD POINT DIRECTLY
AT THE RIGHT HIPBONE. FURTHERMORE,
THERE SHOULD BE A SENSE OF FIXED JOINT-
NESS BETWEEN THE TWO FOREARMS AND
THE WRISTS, AND IT SHOULD BE MAINTAINED
THROUGHOUT THE SWING.
A word of emphasis about the elbows. You want to press

them as closely together as you can. When you do this l and

the elbows are pointing properly to the hipbones) you will

notice that the “pocket” of each elbow—the small depres-

sion on the inside of the joint— will lie in the center of the

arm, at the midway point. The pockets will be facing toward

the sky, as they should, not toward each other. It’s a good

check. In this position of address, though the left arm hangs

relatively straight, the right arm should be broken a little

at the elbow as the elbow points in. On the backswing this

right elbow must not fly out, and only if it is correctly posi-

tioned at address will it be able to fold in close to the body.

During the first half of the backswing, the right elbow

should move hardly at all. It mustn’t slide out laterally or

slip back along the right side. As it folds close to the body,

the elbow should always be pointing toward the ground.

It helps, you will find, if the upper part of the right arm
adheres as closely as possible to the side of the chest.

s continued



At address, the right elbow

points directly to right hip-

bone. The elbow can then fold

in correctly on the backswing

Keep the elbows and arms
as close together as possible

throughout the entire swing

At address , left elbow points

directly to the left hipbone



BEN HOGAN continued

When your arms are set right at address, it makes it im-

measurably easier to get the proper function out of the arms.

With practice, they will act the same way on swing after

swing, with no variation, repeating the same action almost

like a machine. As your arms become schooled, you will get

the feeling that the arms and the club form one firm unit

—sort of as if the two arms were equal sides of a triangle,

with the club emerging like the spire of a steeple at

the peak point where the arms join. As you practice, your

arms will recognize with increasing certainness when
they are on the right track as they swing back and then

forward. “This swing,” you will feel more and more

surely, "is bound to go away from the ball and come back

through the ball very nearly the same way every time.”

And it will.

Now, before we go into the final phase of stance and
posture— how a golfer’s legs and his body in general should

be flexed as he positions himself over the ball— is perhaps

the right time and place to interject a brief comment on

that greatly overworked and abused word relaxation. I

would guess that it is harder to achieve proper relaxation

in golf than in any other sport. Simply being in motion

helps an athlete tremendously to relax. The average golfer’s

understandable anxiety about whether or not he’s going

to be able to perform his swing correctly from his next

static start is the chief reason he worries his way around
the golf course.

There are several ways, all of them connected with un-

derstanding what the swing is really about, through which

a golfer can help himself to lick this problem. Right off the

reel, it will help him if he realizes that pure relaxation is

something he can’t attain and shouldn’t want to. There is

nothing wrong with a person if he feels a bit keyed up when
he goes out to play golf. He should. It is natural. He’s going

to be doing something that takes some concentration and
effort, so he shouldn’t expect to feel as free from tension

as if he were loafing at home in the evening watching a TV
show. No topnotch competitive golfer I have known was,

or is, totally relaxed. Each of them feels the pressure of

tournament play. Being of different temperaments, they

feel it somewhat differently and they absorb it, expressing

it or not expressing it, in their individual ways, depending

on whether they are Jones or Nelson or Demaret or Mid-
dlecoff or Snead or Sarazen or Armour.

There is, however, another type of relaxation—you might
call it active relaxation as distinct from passive relaxation.

Regardless of how nervously taxed a player may be under

the strain of competition, all fine competitive golfers, as

they prepare to play a shot and actually play it, manage
to be actively relaxed, to be neither limp nor tense but to

have live tension in the parts of the body that will be do-

ing the work. They tune up the muscles they will be using,

the way a musician tunes up his instrument. The fact that

there is something to do, rather than something not to do,

is what is so helpful.

The average player, no different from the tournament
player, can learn to prepare himself for his shot by posi-

tioning himself so that his muscular system is all set to

work correctly. ABOVE ALL, HIS KNEES MUST BE
PROPERLY FLEXED. THE LEGS MUST BE SUPPLE
BUT AT THE SAME TIME THEY MUST HAVE THIS
LIVE TENSION. The rest of the body will pick up this

athletic temper from the legs. When his knees are flexed

as they should be, a player can move his hips and shoulders

with a real sense of ease. All the movements, in fact, be-



Numerous average golfers fail to

realize that an incorrect stance

and faulty posture greatly affect

the success of the entire string.

The golfer is off balance from the

start if he keeps his legs stitT, or

lets his knees buckle, or crouches

his shoulders tray over the ball

When he assumes the “ semi-sitting

position," the upper part of player's

trunk remains relatively erect as he

bends at the knees. The knees point in

come easier and more integrated. This is why you hear fine

golfers so often remark that the days they play their best

golf are invariably those days when their legs are really

ready and eager for action.

Assuming the proper posture as he addresses the ball is

a purposeful movement in which a player lowers his body
from its normal erect position into a sturdier and more
balanced position for executing the golf swing. Do not

use your hips as you bend your knees. YOU SHOULD
BEND YOUR KNEES FROM THE THIGHS DOWN.
AS YOUR KNEES BEND, THE UPPER PART OF
THE TRUNK REMAINS NORMALLY ERECT, JUST
AS IT DOES WHEN YOU SIT DOWN IN A CHAIR.
IN GOLF, THE SIT-DOWN MOTION IS MORE
LIKE LOWERING YOURSELF ONTO A SPECTA-
TOR-SPORTS-STICK. THINK OF THE SEAT OF
THE STICK AS BEING ABOUT TWO INCHES OR
SO BELOW YOUR BUTTOCKS. In this semi-sitting po-

sition, your body should feel in balance both laterally and
back-to-front. You should feel a sense of heaviness in your
buttocks. There should be more tension in your legs from

the knees down—the lower part of your legs should feel

very springy and strong, loaded with elastic energy. Your
weight should be a bit more on the heels than on the balls

of your feet, so that, if you wanted to, you would be able

to lift your toes inside your shoes. The back, let me re-

peat, remains as naturally erect as it is when you’re

walking down a fairway. Do not crouch the shoulders

over the ball. You bend your head down only by bending

your neck, not your back or shoulders.

When you practice this semi-sitting position, have a

golf club in your hands and go about it exactly as if you
were getting ready to play a shot. When you are standing

erect before the ball, you will find that, with your arms
normally extended, the head of the club will be raised

about four inches above the ball. As you lower yourself

into the semi-sitting position— your upper trunk should

feel like it’s an elevator dropping down a floor—the club-

head descends as your trunk descends. When you have

completed the semi-squat, the clubhead should be an inch

or two above the ball. Then, with a little motion, the

hands set the clubhead behind the ball.

A word further about the knees. During the golf swing,

the knees work “toward each other.” Since they do, let’s

start them that way to begin with, each knee pointing in.

In my opinion, this is a very valuable short cut, for then

you have to move the knees only a very small amount
as you swing, and you can concentrate your attention on

other movements.
The right knee should be broken a shade more in to

the left, if anything, than the left knee is to the right.

If the right knee is pointed in, then it’s “in business” all

the time. It helps brace the right leg on the backswing,

and the right leg must be sturdily braced to prevent the

golfer from swaying his body laterally to the right as he

swings the club back. For another thing, the right knee

will then be in the correct position for the downswing
when the power of the right hip and leg is released to-

ward the target. If the golfer's right knee is pointed straight

ahead or out to begin with, he can bring it in with a

separate action on the downswing, of course, but he is

making the knee do double work, and there’s no sense in

that. As for the left knee, having it pointed in just a bit

at address is the best insurance in the world for develop-

ing proper left-leg action on both the backswing and

downswing.

continued



BEN HOGAN continued

To sum things up generally, then, when you have a cor-

rect stance and correct posture, then and only then will

your legs, arms and body be properly balanced and posi-

tioned to carry out their assignments during the swing.

Then and only then will you be able to feel live tension in

those arm and leg muscles which must function actively

during the swing. NOTE THIS WELL: THE MUSCLES
TO WORK WITH ARE THE “INSIDE MUSCLES”—
THE MUSCLES THAT STRETCH ALONG THE IN-
SIDE OF THE LEGS AND THIGHS, THE MUSCLES
ALONG THE INSIDE OF THE ARMS.

Head bent comfortably .

.

Left arm fully extended .

.

Right arm slightly bent .

.

Left elbow points to left hipbone.,

right elbow points to right hipbone

Arms as close together as possible .

.

Knees pointed in ..

Right foot perpendicular to line.

Left foot pointed out l/* turn.

Large anatomical drawing and

the smaller diagram sketch

emphasize important inside

muscles the golfer should use
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CORRECT STANCE AND POSTURE In looking back over this chapter, I can appreciate that

it may make acquiring a sound, dependable golf swing

seem a slow and painstaking proposition. That isn’t

exactly true. You can learn these essential positions and

movements a lot quicker than you think, provided you

get started right. At the same time, some patience is re-

quired. You simply cannot bypass the fundamentals in

golf any more than you can sit down at the piano without

a lesson and rip off the score of My Fair Lady. Learn-

ing the grip and stance and posture clearly and well is,

in a way, like having to practice the scales when you’re

taking up the piano. In fact, the more I think about it,

the best way to learn golf is a great deal like learning to

play the piano: you practice a few things daily, you
arrive at a solid foundation, and then you go on to prac-

tice a few more advanced things daily, continually in-

creasing your skill.

Practice at home can be made more pleasant—and at

least as profitable— if you do it along with a fellow golfer,

your wife or son or daughter or golfing friend. Then each

of you can take turns checking how well the other is doing

and helping him to correct his errors. Teaching, you know,

isn’t the worst way to get things straight yourself. If,

however, you are a person who prefers to practice things

by yourself, let me recommend using a full-length mirror

as the best means of checking your moves.

However you choose to practice, bear in mind that the

end objective is to build a sound swing, not a swing with

only superficial good looks. While I do not claim that I

have a model swing or a perfect swing, I do think I know
the ingredients that make one. If you learn and apply

the precepts this series teaches, this does not mean that

your swing will necessarily be, minute action for minute

action, a literal duplicate of mine. Like any individual,

my way of executing a fundamental is bound to be some-

what different from what is natural execution for a player

whose build or muscular arrangement is different from

mine. The big idea, as goes without the saying, is for you

to execute the fundamentals properly so that you will

have a swing that functions properly. When all is said

and done, style is function and function is style. That is

why there is a basic resemblance among all fine golfers.

Despite their personal mannerisms, in major ways they

all do the same things. It may just happen that the

“style” you evolve will instantly recall Harry Cooper or

Mac Smith to your golfing friends, and that wouldn’t be

such a bad thing at all.

NEXT WEEK:
THE FIRST PART OF THE SWING

In 'presenting Lesson A’o. 3 in the March 25 issue

of Sports Illustrated, Ben Hogan writes:

The fundamentals of golf, as I see it, fall into four

natural groupings: those that relate 1) to the grip,

2) to the stance and posture, 3) to the first part of

the swing (from address to the top of the backswing)

and 4) to the second part of the swing (from the

start of the downswing to the finish of the follow-

through). In this chapter we will be discussing the

first part of the swing. This phase of the swing re-

quires some instinct, a sense of organization, some

thought and a fair control of muscular action. It

is, however, much less involved than this makes it

appear. Learning the backswing actually consists of

getting a few movements clear in your mind and

then learning to execute them ....

Continue Lesson No. 3

in next week’s issue
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AN ARTIST LOOKS
AT HIS SUBJECT

With rare and human insight, Russell Hoban re-creates in words and a painting the bright moment

when young Floyd Patterson changed forever and became Heavyweight Champion of the World

Russell Hoban is alreadyfamiliar to Sports

Illustrated readers for the earthy, Dau-
mierlike paintings which accompanied A.J.
Liebling’s The University of Eighth Ave-

nue, and for his humorous short story, The
Sweetheart from Luna. He also rendered

the memorably satiric illustrations for A
Manager and His Fighter. For his latest

assignment he was told, “Go to Chicago, see

the fight and paint and write as you see fit.”

A
t 9:28 p.m. Chicago time, November 30, 1956, inside

k the crimson ropes of the ring under the white lights of

the Stadium, Floyd Patterson became the Heavyweight

Champion of the World. There was only one such moment,
a unique point in time that replaced the one before it and

was replaced by the one after it, the victory thus destroyed

and preserved as the young man and the older one advanced

through time and the event receded.

Later, in Patterson’s dressing room everyone tried to

hold the bright moment, to surround it with words and
prevent it from escaping. Floyd smiled at the solid wall

of faces and voices; he had not yet merged with the image

of himself freshly created, for he had not until now an

inner conception of his value. Sports Illustrated had billed

him as "the next heavyweight champion.” Cus D’Amato
had said that he was good and would be a champion and,

the manager and fans having created the image, he ac-

cepted it and did what was necessary, never knowing until

now that it was true. It was true, and the voices said

“Champ!” and “How does it feel?” and "When did you

know you had him?” He was polite, and smiled, and said

that he thought he had showed that he could punch a little.

Patterson’s face is kind and thoughtful. His hands are

large and simple and make big fists that move with terrible

swiftness. Jack London’s description of a fighter fits him:

“The toughness . . . the instantaneousness of the cell ex-

plosions of the muscles, the fineness of the nerves that wired

every part of him into a splendid fighting mechanism.”

He is wonderful to watch, for his action has a quality

of wholeness, so that, while incredibly fast, he is easy to

see. As a diver in perfect form seems to be in the air longer

than he actually is, as the folds of a matador’s cape seem
to move slowly in a perfect pass, so Floyd’s movements
are retained by the eye, seem to last longer than the elapsed

fraction of a second. This speed and wholeness of move-
ment and the ability to see “so many openings that I try

to get to all of them at once” give him the incomparable

skill that must be seen to be believed.

So it is likely that for a long time to come audiences

will see the gentlemen who are now the custodians of the

title coming down the aisle in that almost formal paseo be-

hind the policemen: Dan Florio, the trainer, and his brother

Nick, Dan small and sad and wise, Nick tough and knowl-

edgeable; Cus D’Amato, with the dignity of a Roman sen-

ator; and Floyd Patterson, the Heavyweight Champion
of the World, who is ready to fight any man alive.

But never again will they look the same as they did that

night, though they stand for their group portrait a thou-

sand times. Their lives were changed forever at 9:28 p.m.

Chicago time, November 30, 1956. After that moment they

began to live differently, dress differently, speak different-

ly. greet friends and strangers with a new warmth and dig-

nity. They were changed and changing men.
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Pancho

the Great
RICHARD GONZALES IS THE KING OF AN EXPANDING

TRIBE OF TENNIS PROFESSIONALS WHO ARE CASTING

A LONG SHADOW OVER THE AMATEUR TENNIS WORLD

by RICHARD PHELAN

Tennis players are nomads. They
wander over the earth, turning up

at the same place at the same time,

fighting like Saracens to keep or ad-

vance their rank. There are two tribes,

strictly separated—the amateur play-

ers and the professionals. They never

come together in serious play, for the

open tournament, long a major attrac-

tion in golf, is forbidden in tennis.

The professional group is much the

smaller, harder working and better paid

of the two. It doesn’t go to Wimbledon
and the other capitals of the amateur
game, but follows a route of one-night

stands over six continents. Usually it

boasts the best tennis player in the

world. It does so right now: Richard

Alonzo Gonzales, the 6-foot 3-inch

Californian.

On a recent Thursday afternoon

Pancho Gonzales drove up to the Pan
Pacific Auditorium in Los Angeles in

a 1949 Ford. The current professional

tour had reached town the day before,

and there was time for rest and work-

outs before the matches on Friday and
Saturday nights. Besides Gonzales, the

group includes Ken Rosewall, the chal-

lenger; Jack Kramer, the promoter;

Pancho Segura; and Dinny Pails. Rose-

wall and Pails are Australians, but for

all the other members of the troupe

Los Angeles is a doubly welcome stop

because it is home.

With Gonzales in the Ford was his

youngest son, Danny, who is 5. (The
other children, Richard, 8, and Manuel,

7, were in school.) Gonzales dressed

and began a workout with Dinny Pails

playing opposite him and with Danny
as the ball boy. The canvas tennis

court was stretched over a wooden
floor. Danny, trotting around the court

in a small boy’s flat-footed way and

busily picking up balls, made a clatter

that filled the auditorium. Gonzales re-

luctantly sidelined him, and the prac-

tice went on.

After an interval a small, perfectly

clear voice came from a row high up in

the shadows: “Daddy, am I going to

be the ball boy any more?"
“Not right now,” said Gonzales.

“You make too much noise on the

boards."

The workout continued. Presently

Gonzales called his son down from the

top row and handed him a can which
had contained tennis balls.

“Go and find the man and ask him

if you can please have some ice water

in this.”

In five minutes Danny reappeared,

walking very carefully, trying not to

spill the water.

Mrs. Segura and Mrs. Rosewall came
in and sat down together in a box.

“Go and say hello to Wilma and Vir-

ginia,” said Gonzales. Danny trotted

over. Dinny Pails, now on the sidelines,

introduced him to Mrs. Rosewall. He

playful pancho of amateur days sees

the New Year in at a New York nightclub.

shook hands. Mrs. Segurawas obviously
an old friend.

The workout continued: now Gon-
zales and Segura.

“Daddy,” said the small voice, again

audible throughout the huge auditori-

um, “Mr. Pails says if I took my shoes

off I wouldn’t make any noise. Then
could I be ball boy again?”

“Yes,” said Daddy, and in a moment
Danny was racing down the sidelines,

making hardly a sound.

“They come and climb on our bed

in the morning,” said Pancho a few

minutes later, dripping sweat. “And I

ask them, ‘Did you brush your teeth?’

and they say, ‘Yeah.’

“Then I say, ‘What?’ and they say,

‘Yes Sir!’”

Pancho Gonzales is far better known
as an athlete and individualist than as

a father and disciplinarian. Now 28, he

has nine years of prime tennis experi-

ence to add to the best physical equip-

ment nature can give a man in his pro-

fession. His reach and stride and speed

are phenomenal. Training, for him, is

not so much a matter of doing things

that are good, but of ceasing to do

things that are bad. "If I lose a few

matches, I stop smoking, go to bed

early and pay more attention to what
I eat. In a few days I’m all right again.”

continued
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PANCHO THE GREAT
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But built into the remarkable ath-

lete’s body is a happy-go-lucky dispo-

sition which is both a curse and a bless-

ing. His extra-casual view of life and
tennis can put him two sets down in a

crucial match and then—often but not

always—save him by allowing him to

win the next three. It has made his ca-

reer a zigzag affair of boom and bust

rather than the short, smooth ride that

is common in tennis. Twice already,

and for a total of six years, Gonzales

has marked time as a has-been.

It was only by accident—an auto-

mobile-scooter accident—that he be-

came a tennis player at all. His father,

Manuel Gonzales, is a house painter

in Los Angeles. His mother is a seam-

stress. They came to Los Angeles from

Chihuahua, Mexico and Richard was

born there in 1928, the first child of a

series that eventually totaled seven.

Richard’s childhood and the Depres-

sion coincided exactly. His parents

struggled to keep their family clothed

and fed; he did not grow up in a

tennis-playing environment. When he

was 7 years old he built a scooter of

two-by-fours and roller-skate wheels

and pushed it happily into the street—
straight into the side of a passing police

car whose door handle pierced his left

cheek and laid it open (as Manuel Gon-
zales described it to his wife) “like

a flower.”

The boy recovered quickly from the

accident and forgot it, but his mother
did not. She liked to keep her children

near her, where she felt they were safer

than on the streets and playgrounds.

By the time Richard was 12 it was clear

that he was a born athlete, and clear,

too, that he couldn’t be kept in the

house and yard forever. His mother
gave him a cheap tennis racket for

Christmas and hoped for the best. She
had never played tennis, but had seen

it played; it was obviously safer than

football. Then, too, it was a game ac-

ceptable in good society, and Mrs. Gon-
zales wanted the best for her children.

Nobody ever gave Richard Gonzales

a tennis lesson, then or later. He did

most things correctly on a tennis court

from the beginning, by instinct. Chuck
Pate, a boy he met at school, was able

to point out faults and tell him how to

correct them. “He was the only one
that ever did," says Gonzales. He also

gave Richard the nickname Pancho.

(Pate himself is not sure that he did,

but Gonzales’ mother is certain. “One
day a boy came to the house,” she re-

calls, “and said, ‘Mrs. Gonzales, where

is Pancho?’ I said, ‘I have no child

named Pancho.’”)

Those nearest Gonzales dislike the

nickname and call him Richard, but he

doesn’t object to it. He even signs

autographs "Pancho Gonzales.”

Chuck Pate was one of the first to ex-

perience Gonzales' big serve, a phe-

nomenon which brings gasps from any

gallery that sees it and brings victory

more dependably than any other part

of his game. “Even as a kid,” says

Pate, “he had a bigger serve than the

other kids. It just grew up with him."

Fora time Pancho looked on tennis as

“a sissy game.” But he won so con-

sistently that it was hard to resist.

Eventually, as all promising youngsters

in southern California do, he came to

the attention of Perry Jones, the secre-

tary of the Southern California Tennis

Association and manager of its tourna-

ments. “He was probably,” said Jones

the other day, "the most natural ath-

lete I have seen in 33 years at the Los

Angeles Tennis Club.”

But the natural athlete was not a

YEAR-OLD PANCHO WAS CHUBBY BOY

natural scholar, and presently Jones

banned him from tournament play be-

cause he quit going to school. “So,”

says Jones, “from age 15 to age 18

—

those very important years for a tennis

player— Gonzales was out and did not

get to play against his good contem-
poraries.” Many people said that Jones

barred Gonzales because of his Mexican

parentage. Both Jones and Gonzales

say that this was not true.

The truant spent his time on the

tennis courts of Exposition Park in Los

Angeles and in the hamburger stands

and tennis shops nearby. Idling about

there, playing first-rate tennis, he was

already a has-been without ever having

been. Then he spent 15 months in the

Navy, whose discipline suited him no

better than that of the classroom. Dis-

charged in January 1947, he went home

and faced still another kind of author-

ity. “Go to school,” said Manuel Gon-
zales, "or go to work; or leave my
house.” Pancho left home.
He had no place to go, of course,

but the Exposition tennis courts; and
there he went. For several weeks he

slept on a sofa in a one-room tennis

shop and took his meals in a hamburger
stand. Frank Poulain, the owner of

both establishments (and a tennis en-

thusiast), let Gonzales earn his room
and board, such as they were, by odd
jobs. Then his parents allowed him
to come home, finally convinced that

the talent and future of their first-born

lay in tennis.

FROM BUST TO BOOM

Perry Jones let him come home, too

— to the tournaments of the Southern

California Tennis Association . Gonzales

was 19, beyond the no-school-no-play

age. “The question arose,” said Jones,

“‘Should we let him play now?’ There
were some on our board who felt, ‘No,

we should not.’ What happened was
that I decided he should be allowed to

play, and so he was.

“In the southern California cham-
pionships that year, he and Herbie

Flam played in court No. 4. They
brought some pressure to bear on me
to put that match on in the center

court. But I took the attitude, ‘Why
glorify this boy right away?’”

With many spectators ignoring the

center court to watch the young legend

from the public parks, Gonzales glori-

fied himself by defeating Flam, the re-

cent national junior champion. The
bust was over: the boom was on. Soon
the whole tennis world knew of him.

Gonzales has been called lazy, stub-

born, snobbish, childish and rude. All

of the epithets derive from one central

fact about him: he will not do what he

doesn’t like doing. Few men nowadays
can take such a view of life, but Gon-
zales’ special gifts allow him to do so

and make it stick— with setbacks. He
won’t practice strokes by himself. He
wouldn’t go to school. He won’t train,

or work at a disagreeable job, or pay

any attention to the side of tennis that

involves cocktails and polite chatter.

Many a hostess has smiled with gritted

teeth because the cornerstone and lode-

star of her tennis party— the champion
— was missing. He is not missing be-

cause he feels uncomfortable at such af-

fairs. He always seems to feel more

comfortable than anyone else, showing

a composure that is probably linked to

his physical coordination and grace;

but he just doesn’t like such functions.

Parties bore him, but food does not.



Gonzales likes baked potatoes with his

steaks and sour cream on the potatoes.

He likes beer, and tacos, and fried

beans, and waffles with ice cream, and

tortillas made with flour. Nowadays,
prudence and the rigors of profession-

al touring help keep him at his best

playing weight, between 180 and 183

pounds. But in his amateur days nei-

ther prudence nor self-denial was prom-
inent in his makeup, and he sometimes

weighed as much as 206.

Backed by Perry Jones and the

Southern California Tennis Associa-

tion, he collected tournament experi-

ence in the summers of 1947 and 1948.

He took time out to elope to Yuma
with a pretty 18-year-old girl named
Henrietta Pedrin. Often he clipped off

a high-ranking player, and often an

unranked one clipped him. “In those

days,” he says now, “the excitement

of being involved in tennis— traveling

and meeting people and things like

that—seemed more important than

winning.” He went to Forest Hills for

the 1948 Nationals as No. 17 in the

U.S. Lawn Tennis Association’s nationt-

al rankings and was the last—eighth—
of the Americans seeded in the tourna-

ment. He defeated the top-seeded
Frank Parker in the quarter finals,

Jaroslav Drobny in the semifinals,

and Eric Sturgess in the final. Sixteen

months after Perry Jones had readmit-

ted him to organized tennis, he was the

national champion.
“After I won,” Gonzales recalls, “I

phoned Perry Jones in Los Angeles and
said I’d start home the next day by
car. He said, ‘You’re flying home to-

morrow.’ I did, and a week later I lost

to Ted Schroeder in the Pacific South-
west tournament. I just quit playing

then— I lost so many tournaments in

the next three months they called me
the cheese champion.” The USLTA
moved him up from No. 17 to No. 1—
and the champ went right on losing.

In April 1949 he managed to win the

indoor singles championship despite 13

pounds of overweight. Sweating off the

extra pounds in the heat of July, he

won the national clay court champion-
ship in Chicago. This gave him two of

the country’s four major titles. The
hard-court championship was out of

reach—Schroeder had already won it

—but there remained the Nationals.

And there remained Ted Schroeder.

He had won the National Singles title

in 1942 and had passed it up thereafter.

People argued that if Schroeder had
played at Forest Hills in 1948, Gonza-
les would never have won: again and
again, both before and after Gonza-
les became national champion, Ted

family group shows the Gonzales chil-

dren gathered round their parents for a por-

trait in 1949. Yolanda (kneeling in front

of parents) is youngest. Boy beside her is

Schroeder had beaten him. Now the

question was to be settled: both were

entered at Forest Hills.

They met in the finals. Five times

Gonzales was within a point of winning

the first set—and he lost it 16-18. He
lost the second set 2-6, badly out-

played. Defeat would confirm him as a

cheese champion, mark him as a flashy

upstart without discipline or control,

put the biggest dent of all in his ca-

reer. In the stands Henrietta Gonza-

les was in tears. Then Pancho won the

third set 6-1. There was a 10-minute

break. He drew even with the fourth

set, 6-2. Then, double-faulting in the

very last game, coming up from 30-40,

he pulled out the final set 6-4 and kept

his championship.

A week later, in California, he de-

feated Schroeder again, this time in the

Pacific Southwest tournament where

Schroeder had beaten him the year be-

fore. Then he turned professional.

He entered a strange new world. The
pro tennis player lives a mixed-up life.

He is celebrity, roustabout and stroll-

ing player, all in one. He may find him-

self being presented to royalty one eve-

Ralph; then ( rear row) Bertha, Margaret,
l’aneho and his wife Henrietta; Manuel Jr.,

who is Margaret 's twin, and Terry. The par-

ents are Carmen and Manuel Gonzales Sr.

ning and fixing a flat in the rain the

next. He is highly paid, yet often poor-

ly fed because no good restaurant is

near. Sometimes he is called on to drive

all night and then to play tennis as if

he had slept all night. In the pro world

there is room for the top man and the

three or four nearest the top. All the

rest, except for an occasional tourna-

ment, are unemployed.
Jack Kramer was the top man that

Pancho faced. Gonzales was 21 ; he was

the father of one child and his wife was
expecting another. He looked forward

to earning some $80,000 as he defeated

Jack Kramer. He earned the money all

right, but lost to Kramer by the ap-

palling score of 96 matches to 27.

“1 was lying on the grass in the

yard,” recalls his old school friend

Chuck Pate, “when he walked up, just

back from that tour. I was mad. I said,

‘What do you mean, boy, letting him

beat you like that?’ He said, ‘Oh, well,

I made about the same money losing

as I’d have made winning.’
”

But he made no money at all on the

1951 tour— there was no room on it for

continued
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last year’s unsuccessful challenger.

Kramer looked around for new compe-

tition and Gonzales entered his second

stretch as a has-been. He did not

emerge from it completely and official-

ly until he defeated Tony Trabert in

1956.

As he had done in an earlier banish-

ment, he spent a lot of time at the Ex-

position Park tennis courts. There is

something about the place that seems

to attract and comfort Gonzales. In

some curious way it is home. It may be

simply that he has put in so many
hours playing tennis there, or it may
be the atmosphere of the place it-

self. There are grass and trees, sun

and games. Everything is dwarfed by

the huge, gray, empty Los Angeles

Coliseum. In the side streets children

wash and repair their cars. And
clumped around the Hoover Street en-

trance to the park are a series of casual-

ly constructed hamburger stands, ten-

nis shops and frozen custard parlors.

The total effect is of a subdued and
dreamlike carnival, one that will go on

forever.

At one time Gonzales took over

Frank Poulain’s tennis shop— the one

he had slept in— and ran it for a year.

But he lacked the shopkeeper’s tem-

perament, and (according to some re-

ports) he was not even a good racket

stringer. It was an epoch of confusion,

discovery, trial and error. Gonzales

made some minor tours; he and his

wife separated for a time; he and his

brother Ralph discovered hot rods and

drag racing. And, of course, he played

tennis.

In 1954 Kramer, by then the pro-

moter of the tour rather than its star,

signed Gonzales for a round robin series

with Pancho Segura, Frank Sedgman
and others. Gonzales won it. A better

chance came in 1955: the Australian

stars Lew Hoad and Ken Rosewall, who
had agreed to turn pro and play against

the brand-new professional, Tony Tra-

bert, decided not to do so after all.

Eventually Kramer signed Gonzales to

oppose Trabert. Gonzales’ guarantee

w’as $15,000. Trabert’s was $75,000.

There was nothing happy-go-lucky

about the way Gonzales went after

Tony Trabert. His speed was as great

as ever, and his control as sure; he was

lean and hungry after a long stretch

out of the limelight and out of the

money. He found no satisfaction in

contemplating the difference between
his pay and that of Trabert, the recent

amateur champion. Neither of the two

felt any burning friendship for the

other. The tour ended with Gonzales

the victor, 74 matches to 27, and Tra-

bert not only the loser but the victim—
of Gonzales’ serve, his lean years, his

knife-edged self-assurance and his skill.

Not just in fact, but by the record,

Pancho was now the best tennis player

in the world.

The self-assurance is genuine, like

the skill, and Gonzales knows how to

use it. “If you think the other guy

may beat you, then he has a better

chance to do it. But if you think you’ll

win, and let him know you think so,

then it helps you. You have to use a

little psychology.” He uses it on the

gallery, too, inviting hecklers to come
down and take his place. “So far no-

body has.” And he has been known
to go through the motions of remov-

ing a pair of imaginary glasses from

his own nose and offering them to a

linesman who has just made a call he

disagreed with.

ONE SET OF MANNERS

Gonzales likes snooker, hot rod rac-

ing, bowling and poker. His favorite

spot for snooker and bowling is the

20th Century Recreation Club, a one-

story institution of yellow stucco and
neon tubes on Western Avenue in Los

Angeles. It has 12 bowling alleys, six

pool tables, a lunch counter and a

"cocktail lounge” whose lights are

dimmed to a midnight blue even at

one o’clock in the afternoon. “That's

where I go to see my friends,” he says,

"when I’m in Los Angeles.” The 20th

Century Recreation Club is a world

removed from Forest Hills. But Gon-
zales has brought the same set of man-
ners-excellent manners—to both

places.

Ken Rosewall, the present challeng-

er, is a 22-year-old who won the Na-
tional Singles championship of the

United States last year and turned pro

in December after helping defend the

Davis Cup for his native Australia.

Rosewall is 5 feet 6 inches tall to Gon-
zales’ 6 feet 3. He is popular with the

crowds because he is the smaller, be-

cause he still looks like a schoolboy

and because he plays not only with

skill, but with a spunky underdogged-

ness that never quits.

Unless the cyst in his right hand
gives Gonzales new trouble, there is

little doubt that he will win the pres-

ent 100-match series. He leads by a

wide margin already. But that does

not lessen the pleasure of watching the

two experts play. Rosewall reacts with

flash-bulb speed. His ground strokes

are classic, and he does a remarkable



at forest hills in 1949 , Gonzales poses <left i with his trophy and Ted Schroeder, the

rival he had to defeat to win it, and i right) gets a victory hug from his wife Henrietta.

job— far better than Trabert— of re-

turning the big serve.

The 1949 Ford which Gonzales drove

to his Los Angeles workouts that recent

Thursday was blue with black spots;

it badly needed paint. But it was fresh-

ly upholstered in the best black leather

with white trim. All the chrome parts

had been replated, and they glittered.

Under the hood was a Cadillac engine

with balanced pistons, four carburetors

and a special cam. “All it needs now is

a paint job,” said Pancho. “I have

spent $3,000 on it, and it’s better than

new.” It was his current hot rod.

After his Friday workout Gonzales

put the Ford-Cadillac through a few

acceleration runs on the long parking

strip in front of the Pan Pacific Audito-

rium. Then, on the same improvised

track, he held a drag race with a friend

in a rather battered Cadillac and beat

him decisively. That night, with Hen-

rietta Gonzales and several guests look-

ing on, Pancho lost to Rosewall 6-4, 6-3.

The following night he appeared at

the auditorium after the preliminary

match (between Segura and Pails) was

well under way. He wandered out to

a refreshment stand and, in rattling

Spanish, asked for coffee. The counter-

men greeted him as a friend. He bought

a pack of cigarets from a machine and

lit one, and then, smoking his ciga-

ret and drinking his coffee, strolled

back to the brightly lit dressing room.

“Where are my tennis shoes?” he

asked. “I left them here last night.”

Someone was dispatched through the

evening traffic to obtain a pair of ten-

nis shoes and bring them to the audi-

torium. The preliminary match, a one-

set affair, went into extra games. When
the brand-new shoes were brought, ev-

erybody tried to help Gonzales get

ready and so end the delay. Among the

helpers was Ted Schroeder, Gonzales’

old nemesis, who was to umpire the

main event. He was putting the laces

into one of the new shoes. “I never

thought I’d see the day,” said Schroe-

der, wagging his head in mock sorrow,

“when I’d be lacing Gonzales’ shoes.”

That night Pancho won 6-4, 8-6.

To the question, “What is the best

thing about being a celebrity?” Gon-
zales replies, “The money.” The cur-

rent tour may bring him $100,000; he

will soon be in a position to retire. But
first he would like to defeat Lew Hoad,
the young Australian who is now out of

reach because he is an amateur.

“I could have a cocktail lounge,”

says Pancho, talking of the future. “Or
I could be a tennis instructor. I aver-

age 180 at bowling and I could turn

pro.” But there are even better things

in life than these. Gonzales thinks se-

riously of owning a garage and machine

shop equipped not only for work on

standard cars, but for turning old heaps

continued
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into good hot rods. In his pre-truancy

days, he showed a gift in high school

for mathematics and mechanics. Being

himself souped-up by nature for high

performance, he responds to the same
quality in engines. He would like to

drive in the Indianapolis “500.” He has

never been in an Indianapolis-type car,

but “I have read a lot about them,”
he says. “I think I could do it.”

“Pancho is conservative," says Per-

ry Jones. “He always has been.” And
he goes on to explain that by "conserv-

ative” he means well-behaved.

“His powers of concentration are

not what I’d call those of a champion,”
says his old friend and doubles partner

Pancho Segura. "He goes into lapses.

He can still improve a lot, but I can’t.

I’m already doing my best.”

“When he runs his car through the

drag strip at a hundred miles an hour,”

says Henrietta Gonzales, “he has the

widest grin—just like a little boy.”

“He just had it,” says Chuck Pate,

now a Los Angeles truck driver and

still a friend of Pancho. “He always

had it.”

“My timing?” said Ken Rosewall to

a reporter, after losing a match to Gon-
zales. “I had no time for timing.”

“When Richard was a little boy,”

says Mrs. Manuel Gonzales, a tall, per-

fectly groomed woman still in her 40s,

“we were poor, but we were proud. I'm

still proud.” N o)

pancho'S nemesis in his days as truant,

Perry Jones, here presents a cup to him.



IT’S TIME TO
OPEN UP TENNIS

by WILLIAM F. TALBERT

I
N AN era when segregation has be-

come a household word and arguing

point, tennis finds itself with a segre-

gation problem of its own. How long

must the professional tennis player be

treated as an outlaw and barred from

a role in the scheme of big-time tennis?

The problem is not a new one. But it

is one which seems to erupt every few

years, with no change in the official

attitudes. And this year it has erupted

again —more violently and more signifi-

cantly than at any time since Big Bill

Tilden made his vigorous—but unsuc-

cessful-bid for an open tournament

back in the middle 1930s. For today,

at least seven of the 10 best active play-

ers in the world are pros, and the list

is steadily growing.

Heading any sort of combined rank-

ing of professionals and amateurs would

be Pancho Gonzales, Frank Sedgman
and Ken Rosewall. Then you would

have to place Lew Hoad, Australia’s

fine amateur— but after him you would

have to pick up the pros again, with

Pancho Segura, Tony Trabert, Ken
McGregor and Rex Hartwig. Well down
the list would be such amateurs as

Ham Richardson, Vic Seixas, Budge
Patty, Ashley Cooper, Neale Fraser,

Herbie Flam and Sam Giammalva.
The segregation of these two groups

of tennis players—the best in the game
—is a problem which has brought into

sharp conflict the biggest policy-

making tennis men of Australia, the

most tennis-minded country in the

world and the present home of the

Davis Cup. Sir Norman Brookes, long-

time president of the Lawn Tennis As-

sociation of Australia, who recently re-

tired, has come out strong for mingling

of the pros and amateurs. But Don
Ferguson, who succeeded Sir Norman
as president of the Australian Associa-

tion, blasts the pros as a threat to

amateur tennis and the Davis Cup,
and urges amateur organizations to

disdain them.

Sir Norman, a former Davis Cup
player and for years one of the most
influential spokesmen in the game,

says: "The amateurs have nothing to

fear from the pros. Their tournaments

and the Davis Cup are firmly estab-

lished. The pros have no organization.

It’s foolish to be afraid, and it’s bad

not to take in all of tennis, as they do
in golf.”

But Ferguson is among those who
fear that the amateur would suffer in

comparison with the pro. He believes

that traditional tournaments, such as

Wimbledon, Forest Hills, the Austra-

lian Nationals, and competition, such

as the Davis Cup and Wightman Cup
matches, would lose their stature. He
has warned the state associations in

his continent to freeze out the pros.

"They’ll kill our tennis and our Davis

Cup,” he maintains.

Ferguson backs up his arguments

with statistics from the recent events

at Melbourne, a city already drained

of sports money by the Olympic Games.
Against Ferguson’s warnings, the Vic-

torian Association rented Kooyong
Stadium, Melbourne’s Wimbledon, to

Promoter Jack Kramer’s troupe, fea-

turing Pancho Gonzales and Ken Rose-

wall. The pros drew 8,000 and 10,000

fans. The Australian championships,

hurt by the loss of Rosewall to pro

ranks, suffered, with crowds sometimes

as low as 800.

Open tennis is a problem so im-

mediate that Renville McMann, pro-

gressive president of the United States

Lawn Tennis Association, saw fit at the

January convention in Chicago to set

up a special committee (whose names,

at this writing, have not yet been re-

vealed) to study its various aspects.

"This doesn’t mean I am for open ten-

nis,” McMann stated. “I just think

that, in view of the circumstances, it’s

time we take another cold, hard look at

the whole matter. The committee will

report to us in September, and we can

kick the question around again then.”

Down through the years—with one
mild exception— there has been solid

opposition from the men who run

American tennis to lowering the bars

for the pros.

Gonzales' power is symbol of the profes-

sionals' present domination of the game.

In 1932, in the regime of Louis Car-

ruthers, the USLTA went before the

International Lawn Tennis Federa-

tion, the sport’s world-governing body,

with the suggestion that each country

be permitted to set its own course of

action in the matter of open tennis.

It wasn’t that the United States want-

ed open tennis necessarily; it was more

a bid for “home rule.” The move was

beaten decisively.

In 1934 and 1935, when Merrill Hall

was president of the USLTA, Tilden,

who with Vincent Richards had left

amateur tennis to make the pro tour,

waged a strong campaign for an open

tournament. He was the biggest name
in tennis at the time, and his efforts al-

most succeeded. He was beaten by his

own ambition and effrontery. “He
wanted to run the tournament him-

self,” Merrill Hall recalls, “and he

demanded that the pros get half the

proceeds. We turned him down cold.”

Hall said he saw no reason for sur-

rendering the dominant position of the

USLTA, with all its rich history and

organizational know-how, to a few pros

so that they could line their pockets

with more dollars.

"I thought then, and I think now,

that professional tennis, if all the bars

continued
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OPEN TENNIS

continued

were removed, would be a threat to

our big amateur tournaments and the

Davis Cup.”
Holcombe Ward, who is also a past

USLTA president, enunciated the offi-

cial viewpoint in 1946 when he said:

“The real reason for an open cham-
pionship is to make money. Its purpose

would be to draw large crowds of spec-

tators, big gate receipts, big names,

large cash prizes to be divided among
professionals. Amateur officials would

be expected to give their time to build

up a new title of commercial value

which the winner, if a professional,

could capitalize on for personal profit

by exhibition matches, radio talks,

commercial endorsements and the like.”

Ward’s opposition was categorized as

follows: 1) an open tournament would
be inconsistent with the ideals of play-

ing for the love of the game; 2) one

open championship would lead to oth-

ers “like a vicious spiral of inflation”;

3) there would be a double standard of

expenses for pros and amateurs; 4) an

open tournament would tax an already

crowded schedule.

In 1955, James H. Bishop, another

president, also took issue with the by
now familiar query: “There is open

golf, why not open tennis?” He said:

“In open golf all players play the full

three days, and they play against par

for a score. No player can claim so

many amateur scalps for his advertis-

ing belt with scores attached to show
he mowed them down. One shouldn’t

mind shooting at a target for a score

against a professional marksman. It

would be quite different shooting at

each other to see who gets eliminated.”

In trying to work out the profession-

al problem, other differences in the ten-

nis and golf pictures become apparent.

Organization, for one. In golf, the

pros have a strong ruling body of their

own in the Professional Golfers Asso-

ciation, which works hand in glove

with the U.S. Golf Association, the rul-

ing body of the sport. The tennis pros

have no working organization to speak

of. In golf, amateurs are forbidden to

receive expense money for tourna-

ments. In tennis, amateurs are per-

mitted expenses, and this has been an

area for abuses which have drawn
widespread criticism.

In golf, there was never a problem

of mixing the pros and amateurs. They
played together from the beginning.

The British Open golf tournament
started in 1860; the U.S. Open in

1895. The opens are conducted by the

amateur organizations, the Royal and
Ancient in Britain and the USGA in

the United States.

Another aspect of the matter is that

until recently the tennis pros were too

few in number and with too little in-

fluence to make their voice heard. Not
so today. The pros are strong, and speak
with an increasingly strong voice. And
it is interesting that one of the men
championing open competition is one

who would be most hurt by such a de-

velopment— Promoter Jack Kramer.
He acknowledges that an open cham-
pionship probably would kill off the ex-

hibition tours from which he has gar-

nered such vast profits.

JUST THREE LOSERS

“I figure there are three men who
wouldn’t profit by an open champion-
ship,” says Jack. “They would be the

pro champion, in this case Gonzales;

the amateur champion, who might lose

prestige in a head-to-head clash with

the pro champ; and, of course, the pro-

moter, who would most likely be me.

“But I feel that tennis as a whole

would benefit greatly. Open competi-

tion would raise the caliber of amateur
tennis because it would give the ama-
teur a chance to play against the best.

It would arouse new interest generally

and bring more youngsters into the

game.”
The problem definitely is with us

and, like Renville McMann, I don’t

think we should run from it. We should

stand up and face it. Personally, I am
not horrified at the thought of the pros

playing with the amateurs. I have seen

the idea work well with golf and see no

reason why it could not be translated

—with careful planning—into tennis.

It isn’t an idea which calls for hasty,

scatter-shot action. Serious study and

solid groundwork must precede it.

In this spirit I would like to propose

what I call “seven steps to open ten-

nis.” These procedures are detailed

on the opposite page. In any merger

both sides should benefit if the merger

is to be a profitable one, and I believe

that a merger along these lines will

benefit the pros, the amateurs and the

game itself.

In essence, the amateurs and pros

must forget their old feuds and differ-

ences and work together for a better,

fuller sport. I believe all the greats of

tennis, either amateur or pro, belong

to the game. Their aims may be differ-

ent, but their ideals are the same.

In assessing the problem, we need ask

ourselves one question and one alone:

“Is it for the good of the game?” I

think it is.

48 SPORTS II I IISTRATFD



7 STEPS TO
OPEN PLAY

1
Publish and disseminate the report of

Mr. McMann’s committee to all USLTA
bodies, requesting them to study and act

upon it without prejudices.

2 Seek again a ruling from the Interna-

tional Federation for “home rule,”

which would give us the right to try an

open tournament. Obviously, whereas the

United States and Australia, with the pre-

ponderance of pro talent, may be ready for

open competition, other countries, such as

Britain, France or Italy, may not.

3 Give the idea of open tennis an ex-

ploratory test—conduct a “shakedown
cruise.” Set up one open championship to

be conducted at Forest Hills. The tourna-

ment would be under the jurisdiction of the

USLTA and there would be a firm limit of

one tournament to prevent what Holcombe
Ward described as the "vicious spiral of in-

flation.” If the tournament proved a suc-

cess, others might be added, as conditions

permit— on clay, hardwood and hard court
— but the matter must be left entirely to

the USLTA, which can thus protect the

sanctity of its heavy amateur schedule.

4 Leave open competition in other coun-

tries— Australia, England and France,

for instance— entirely to those particular

nations. Different countries have different

problems.

5 Let the USLTA reorganize its admin-
istrative setup to deal with added re-

sponsibilities and to strengthen those it

already holds. Establish an executive direc-

tor, answerable to the USLTA directors, of

course, but with broad powers for pushing
and promoting the USLTA program and
enforcing its codes.

6 Let the tennis pros strengthen their own
organization and work through a cen-

tral office in cooperation with the USLTA.
The pro association, operating much on
the order of the Professional Golfers Asso-

ciation, could conduct weekly or occasional

pro tournaments, on the order of the PGA
tour, with sponsors providing prize money.
This long has been the aim of Jack Kramer.
This would be out of the province of the

USLTA. Amateurs would be allowed to

compete in these open tournaments (not to

be confused with the one big open cham-
pionship) without loss of amateur stand-

ing. For the protection of the amateur pro-

gram they should not be eligible for ex-

penses, except in such tournaments as do
not conflict with the scheduled amateur
events. In those cases, the USLTA could

authorize expenses. But naturally, ama-
teurs would not be eligible for prize money.

7 Like the USGA in golf, the USLTA
must be boss of the operation. It must

hold the whip hand and be the policy-

making and ruling body of all tennis in

America. The pros’ organization should deal

with matters strictly within the pro prov-

ince, with the USLTA holding full power in

matters involving both pros and amateurs.
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SCOREBOARD

. . . THESE FACES
IN THE CROWD . . .

RECORD BREAKERS
Michigan's Dick Hanley and Ohio Stale's A1

Wiggins put on world short-course record-

breaking show in Big Ten swimming champion-
ships at Minneapolis but couldn’t stop talent-

deep Michigan State from winning team title.

Hanley set pace by thrashing 220-yard freestyle

in 2:01.5 (March 8): husky Wiggins strong-

armed 100-yard butterfly in 54.3 (March 9).

Other records hauled down last week: Seattle's

perky Nancy Ramey whipped through 100-yard

butterfly in 1 :03.8 for world mark at Portland.

Ore. (March 9); Yale's Tim Jecko churned 200-

yard butterfly in 2:08.7 to break his own col-

lege standard at Cambridge. Mass, as Elis

trounced Harvard 59-27 for 156th straight dual

meet victory and 11th Eastern Intercollegiate

League crown (March 9).

Master Sergeant Huelet L. Benner, keen-

eyed West Point instructor, set sharpshooting

example for future generals, planting 18 bullets

in X-ring and barely missing with two more to

post 200 points and new world record for 20-

shot slow fire at 25 yards with .22 caliber pistol

(March 6). went on to win seventh national

midwinter title with over-all score of 2,610-

106X at Tampa. Fla.

BASEBALL
Major league exhibition season got under way
in Florida and Arizona, with hitters well ahead

of cautious pitchers. Yankees and Dodgers
moved slowly, splitting first two games with

St. Louis and Milwaukee, respectively.

HOCKEY
Detroit finally cracked ice to beat Boston 4-2

after six winless games, held grimly to three-

point lead over Montreal as Canadiens and
Bruins (who trailed by five) sputtered through
bad week. Fourth-place New York, off on tear,

stretched unbeaten streak to seven.

Northrup Knox. 28,

displayed uncanny
skill in aiming heavy
wool and twine ball,

relentlessly wore
down 42-year-old Al-

ist air Martin 6-4, 6-4,

6-4 at Boston to end
his rival’s seven-year

reign as the national

court tennis cham-
pion.

BOXING
Federal Judge Sylvester J. Ryan caught IBC
(James D. Norris, president i and its sprawling

empire with not entirely unexpected left hook
in New York, setting off myriad speculation on

boxing's future. His ruling: IBC is indeed a

monopoly and in violation oi Sherman Anti-

trust Act (sec page 16).

Walter Byars, stubby little Boston welter-

weight unknown outside of native New Eng-
land and poorly regarded at 5 to 1. played it

cute, outhoxing, outthinking and even out-

punching lanky Garnett (Sugar) Hart for 10

exciting rounds to win decision in New York.
Sugar Ray Robinson, often guilty of post-

poning fights for one reason or another, will

have to wait one more week (until May li to

get return shot at Middleweight Champion
Gene Fullmer in Chicago. Reason: beer and
toiletries TV sponsors requested change from
April 24 date to coincide with early May sales

promotion campaign.

HORSE RACING
Llangollen Farm's Corn Husker. held off

early pace by heady Eddie Arcaro. sloshed up
in final quarter to catch front-running Spinney
in $115,500 San Juan Capistrano Handicap at

rain-drenched Santa Anita (arc page 6.1 1.

Federal Hill. Clifford I.ussky's hustling

3-year-old, broke out of gate on top. held firm

in face of challenging stretch run by Shan Fac
to win $48,100 Louisiana Derby at Fair Grounds
in New Orleans (see page 63).

CURLING
Matt Baldwin, shrewd Edmonton curler, made
brilliant use of draw shot to skip his rink

to upset over famed Campbells of Avonlea,
wound up six-day bonspiel with 10-0 record to

win MacDonald Brier Tankard and Canadian
championship at Kingston, Ont.

Sandra Morgan. 14,

latest of Australia's

many water sprites,

upset Olympic dou-
ble gold-medal win-

ner Lorraine Crapp
in 200-meter free-

style in 2:25.2 for

new Aussie junior

record at Melbourne,
happily crowed: "I

did it on oysters."

FOOTBALL
Ronnie Knox, curly-topped glamour boy
whose hectic and well-publicized football ca-

reer has carried him (and ubiquitous stepdaddy
Harveyi from California to UCLA to Canadian
pros to Chicago Bear draft list, has given up
on bis movie ambitions. Ronnie asked lor and
got release from MGM contract, marched off

to Fort Ord to begin six-month hitch with Na-
tional Guard —this time without glib Harvey.

TRACK AND FIELD
Ron Delany. running just fast enough to win,

loped home in 4:09.4 mile in New York, but
biggest huzzas went to Tom Courtney, who
raced 1,000 in 2:08.8; Charlie Jenkins, 600
winner in 1:11; I’itt Freshman Mel Barnwell,
surprise winner of 60-yard dash in 6.2.

Max Truex. hustling little USC runner, made
his first start on boards a memorable one, over-

hauling Houston's Polish-horn John Macy to

win two-mile in 8:56.7 at Milwaukee.
Bobby Morrow and Fiddle Southern held

spotlight in Border Olympics at Laredo. Texas.

Morrow sprinted 100 in 9.5 and 220 in 20.2,

anchoret! record-breaking (40.8) Abilene Chris-

tian 440-yard relay team: Texas' Southern took
120-yard high hurdles in 14.3 and 220-yard
lows in 22.8, both meet records.

Herb Elliott, bony 19-year-old Aussie, hus-

tled through last quarter in 57.8 to post 4:00.4

mile at Melbourne, drawing accolade from re-

tired John Landy: "The greatest natural run-
ner I have ever seen.”

BASKETBALL
All-America teams began to make their ap-
pearance. First three (A.P., U.P., National
Association of Basketball Coaches) showed
unanimity of opinion on Kansas' Wilt Cham-
berlain, North Carolina's Len Rosenbluth and
West Virginia's Hot Rod Hundley; two picked

FOCUS ON THE DEED

early-bird anglers, on hand to open trout season, are

silhouetted by sunlight slanting through the mist as they crowd
around Suzy Hole Stream in Missouri's Bennett Spring State Park.

competing teams parade in Moscow's Central Stadium
before start of world and European hockey championships, won
by Sweden after holding Soviets to 4-4 tie in Lenin Stadium.
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Adrian McManus,
60-year-old golfer
from Fresno, Calif,

and father of three

golfing sons, shot 83-

75-158 to win Trans-
Mississippi seniors
championship at Las
Vegas for second
time, issued chal-

lenge to any amateur
foursome in world.

Shirley .Majors, best

known as father of

Johnny, Tennessee’s

All-America tail-

back, but also highly

regarded as success-

ful coach at Hunt-
land H.S., where his

teams had 70-1-1
record in seven years,

has been named head
coach at Sewanee.

Columbia's Chet Forte; one vote each- went to

Iowa State's Gary Thompson. South Carolina’s
Grady Wallace, SMU’s Jim Krebs, Louisville's

Charlie Tyra. (For other new*, *ee page 59.)

NBA season headed into final days with Bos-
ton and Syracuse assured of playoff berths in

East while Philadelphia and New York were
dog-fighting for third spot. In West, St. Louis,

Fort Wayne and Minneapolis clinched places.

GOLF
Barbara Romack, pretty Sacramento stroker,

made good use of her short game ("that old

chipper and putter just worked for me"i to beat
16-year-old Ann Middlemas 5 and 4 for Florida

East Coast amateur title at St. Augustine.
Altar-bound (with Pro Buddy Porter) in May,
Barbara credited romance with relaxing her
game, but plans to curtail tournament schedule
in order to “raise some junior golf champions.”

FIELD TRIAL
Home Again Mike, W. C. Jones’s white-and-
liver pointer, already winner of National Pheas-
ant and Continental Quail titles, added one
more crown to his bulging list, running widely
and hunting earnestly through sloppy weather
to point five coveys for his second National
Amateur Quail championship, at Orange, Va.

MILEPOSTS
married—Sammy Giammalva, 22, power-
hitting U. of Texas tennis star, budding U.S.
Davis Cup hope for future; and Cecile Abdo,
20; at San Antonio, Texas.
died—Babe Risko (real name; Harry L. Py-
lekowski), 46. chunky ex-sailor who slugged
way from obscurity to brief fame after beating
Teddy Yarosz for middleweight title in 1935,
only to lose crown to Freddie Steele 10 months
later; in his sleep, at Syracuse, N.Y.

FOR THE RECORD
BOXING

CHARLIE HUMEZ. 10- found decision ovci Germinal
Ballarin. middleweights. Pans.
GIL TURNER, 4-round K0 over Rudy Gwin. welter-

weights, New York.

ART WALL JR., Pocono Manor, Pa., Pensacola (Fla.)

Open, with 273 tor 72 holes.

MICKEY WRIGHT. San Diego. Jacksonville (Fla.)

Women's Open, with 295 lor 72 holes.

GYMNASTICS
ILLINOIS. Big Ten title, with 143 V5 pis .

Ann Arbor,

Mich.
ARMANDO VEGA, Penn State, all-round title, with

1.574 pts. in 6 events. Eastern Intercollegiate indi-

vidual championships. Syracuse.

HORSE RACING
JABNEH

. 5106.350 Hialeah Turl H,. IV* m„ by 2V4
lengths, in 2:31 1,5, Hialeah. Willie Harlach up,

SKIING
DAVE JACOBS. St. Lawrence U.. Canadian downhill

title, in 4:03.7 tor 2 runs, Mont Tremblant, Que. Wom-
en's champion: Gigi Seguin. Mont St. Castm SC.
HAROLD RUBER, Denver U

.
15-kil N American

cross-country title, in 1:12:46, Gilford, N.H.

SPEED SKATING
JACK DISNEY. Los Angeles. N. American indoor sr.

men's title. Champaign, III. Women's champion:
Jeanne Ashworth. Team champion: Illinois.

SQUASH RACQUETS
BEN HECKSHER, Harvard, over John Griffiths. Navy,

12 15, IS 7. 15 10, 15 7. natl. college title, Cambridge.
Mass. Team champion: Harvard.

OKLAHOMA. Big Seven title, with 161 pts., Norman,
Okla. Runner up: Iowa State, with 80 pts.

VIC SEIXAS. Philadelphia, over Mervyn Rose. 7-5,

6 1, 6-8, 9-7, Masters title, Jacksonville, Fla.

PANCHO GONZALES, over Ken Rosewall. 3 matches
to 1, Gonzales leads World Pro Tour. 18-8.

WRESTLING
MINNESOTA. Big Ten title, with 55 pts., ColumbMS.

BIG LEAGUE trick suspends Scotty
Scott in mid-air as pert Nancie Cooper
churns up white swell at Cypress Gardens.

big league ritcm is made to Dodg-
ers, O'Malley and Snider by Los Angeles’

Mayor Poulson (pointing

)

at Vero Beach.
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CLOTHESPINS AND
A CODE OF CALM

These are the appurtenances of Smoke Tree Ranch, where refugees

from the executive way of life can relax as California primitives

O
N AN arid oblong in the California desert, hard by
the Indian lands and 2 }

, miles from the glittering gulch

of Palm Springs, a doughty band of the U.S.’s foremost ex-

ecutives play truant from their suites each winter, holed up

amid the mesquite and burro bush of Smoke Tree Ranch.

There isn’t a key on any door or a uniform on most
employees at Smoke Tree, and except for a petunia patch

in front of the office and a small lawn alongside the dining

room to keep the dust down the 400 acres of ranch real

estate remain unlandscaped. Guests live in squat bungalows

sprinkled over the mesa which would, by a devotee of

chrome and glass motels, perhaps be considered primitive.

Nor is there a bar, but in deference to conviviality a pick-

up truck distributes a bucket of ice to every bungalow

about 4 o’clock. A dinner bell clangs out across the desert

twilight, and guests report into the dining hall at 6:30

sharp. Having been given a wooden clothespin upon arrival,

a guest will find it attached to a napkin at dinnertime,

grouped with others on the long bunkhouse tables.

Although the first and last courses are served by a wait-

ress, the captains of industry and their ladies, according to

ranch rule, file into the kitchen for the main course, where

they help themselves to side dishes as the chef stands in

front of the range and doles out the roast. In the evening

there might be square dancing or bingo in the lounge, a

public room decorated in the mode of a respectable maiden

aunt in modest circumstance, but lights snap out early.

They have to. Breakfast is over at 9 a.m., and, as a sign in

each room indicates, anyone who doesn’t want to rise for

this deadline can have fruit juice, toast and coffee served

in the cottage as late as 9:30.

Despite the fact that it is not always full for its entire

fall-to-spring season, Smoke Tree is one of the most difficult

resorts in the country to get into. The ranch is owned
collectively by a group of 70 colonists, who, having agreed

not to keep hogs or goats on the land, or dig for oil, or

shoot firearms, or train dogs, have been permitted to buy
property on one end of the reservation. Among those who
have built homes, which must be of early California ranch

house design, painted white, with not more than 10% of

their lots planted to grass, are Paul Hoffman; Donald Gil-

more, chairman of the board of the Upjohn Co.; Paul

Trausdale, Texas real estate promoter; Walter Disney; and
George Murphy, the former actor who staged last summer’s
Republican Spectacular at San Francisco. Stuart Syming-
ton, the only Democrat in memory at Smoke Tree, has

since sold his home and retired from the ranch.

To spend a vacation in one of the desert cabins at Smoke
Tree, a guest must be recommended by one of the colonists

and then pass a five-man board of admissions. “They
are terribly screened,” a hostess explained. “Wonderfully

screened, I think,” a guest added. One vacationist who
passed this rigid code was Dwight Eisenhower, who visited

here in 1953, staying at the home of the late Paul Helms,

of Los Angeles bakery and Olympic fame (SI, Nov. 19).

Guests, who pay about $17 a day with meals, and colo-

nists, who are taxed $10 a month, can swim in the pool,

bowl on the green, play tennis on the concrete courts or

join the breakfast rides into the canyons, over the lands of

the Cahuilla Indians. Use of the extensive Smoke Tree

stables, the only ranch facility open to the general public,

costs extra. Some 90 horses are maintained on the grounds,

including those kept at the Smoke Tree Relay Station, an

outpost to which riders can travel by car before mounting
their horses for the trip into the canyons.

For colonists and clothespin holders. Smoke Tree is an
enclave of serenity, an unfettered track of desert where they
can hold out against the jazz of downtown Palm Springs,

whose glow, like an irrepressible neon-lighted glacier, seems
to move closer every year. But, guarded by a gatekeeper,

an electrically controlled redwood gate and a rigid set of

house rules, the colonists are yet secure and only rarely wan-
der into such lapses as occurred the other night. Consider-

ing what to do about spotty guest business in the early sea-

son, a colonist gingerly tossed out a suggestion. “Do you
think,” he said, “we ought to take in a few Democrats?”
It was such a preposterous notion that the room rang with

laughter for many minutes. —Horace Sutton

ROUGHING IT BENKATH GIANT PALMS IN ANDREAS CANYON. COLONISTS ENJOY HAPPY CLIMAX OF A BREAKFAST RIDE ^





BREAKFAST RIDERS cross Smoke Tree Flat to-

ward Andreas Canyon through mosquito, grease-

wood, indigo and desert sage just after sunup.

SMOKE TREE RANCH colonists Mr. and Mrs. Ronald
Heath, also of Ixrng Beach, Calif., watch lawn bowlers.

Mr. Heath is vice-president of Signal Oil Company.

OLYMPIC POOL surrounded by lush green lawn
at Smoke Tree is, as at all Palm Springs inns, a

center of social life after riding or playing tennis.



STABLE FOREMAN Bud Kinnaman, a former rodeo
star, instructs such Smoke Tree youngsters as Becky
Rounds of Wichita in western arts of roping, riding.

OLD hands Channing Wells, ex-president of American
Optical Co., and Donald S. Gilmore, Upjohn Co. board
chairman, winter at ranch. Wells gave bowling green.
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PALM SPRINGS
fantasia

by HORACE SUTTON

L
ifting his head and gazing across

j the2 J miles that separate his ranch

home from Palm Springs, Mr. Paul

Hoffman (opposite ) might well wonder

if what he really saw was a mirage.

After all, it is a barely believable oasis

that comes equipped with a thousand

swimming pools, a nightclub built of

lavender bricks and a golf club where

one round could cost a guest $32 be-

fore tips. And where else is there a wa-

ter hole where the palm trees are lamp-

posts, the shopkeepers are movie stars,

and anybody who wants to give a

chuck-wagon dinner on the desert can

call up and have it catered?

All this and much more is Palm
Springs, a bizarre Bide-a-wee bloom-

ing on the great southwestern desert,

one hundred miles east of Los Angeles.

Snuggled up against the brown, barren

rock mountains which wall it from the

winds and shelter it from the smog,

warmed by an 80° desert sun in the

day, cooled to an easy-to-sleep-in 45°

at night. Palm Springs has become a

haven for millionaires and pensioners

and a winter suburb for Hollywood, a

scant air hour away.

One homey hacienda is a quarter-of-

a-million-dollar nook which features a

built-in, time-controlled sprinkler sys-

tem that wets the olive trees at 4 on

Tuesdays, the palms at one on Wednes-
days and automatically rains off sched-

ule on days that are unseasonably dry.

The TV set descends on electric sig-

nal from the ceiling, the foyer is cov-

ered by a sliding glass roof, there are

blue-tiled diamond designs on the ice-

box, and ice water flows from the head-

board. The d6cor throughout is brass

and blue, and the asking price includes

a parrot imported from Africa because

his yellow breast matches the metal

trim and the blue of his wings is just

like the house paint.

Although many a Palm Springs resi-

dence might satisfy a Saudi prince, its

villagers, as they are sometimes quaint-

ly called, live their waking hours in

their clubs, which are both handsome

and high priced. One of the oldest and

certainly the most famous is the Rac-

quet Club, which was started by Char-

lie Farrell and Ralph Bellamy, who
bought the property in the '30s. Bella-

my pulled out in favor of an oil deal,

but Farrell stayed with it, made it a

club in 1935. Members and guests can

rent one of the 60 rooms in 15 cot-

tages scattered over 1 1 acres. Rates are

about $15 to $35 a day without food,

and the woods are full of Liz and Mike,

Dana and Greg, and other local ver-

sions of Helo'ise and Ab61ard.

A BUILT-IN WATERFALL

While the Racquet Club embraces

Hollywood, the socialites play in the

more rarefied atmosphere of the Ten-
nis Club, whose clubhouse offers a bar

with a sunken floor so bar flies can view

the courts over the barman’s head, and

a fireplace with a built-in waterfall that

cascades down its face and courses in a

modest rivulet in front of the flames.

There is nothing quite that spectacu-

lar over at society’s golf grounds, the

Thunderbird Country Club, unless it

be Robert McCulloch’s pushbutton

house which, like many another extrav-

agant abode, is built along the club’s

fairways. Among other necessities, the

McCulloch place has an electrically

controlled seven-place human Lazy
Susan that revolves with the sun.

Though mostly limited to high society,

the Thunderbird has accepted such

luminaries as Perry Como, Hoagy Car-

michael, Desi and Lucy, Gordon Mac-
Rae and Ralph Kiner. Should any of

these members bring guests, the greens

fee is $15, a cart (which everyone uses

out here) $12, and a caddy is $5.

A few years ago some members of

the community became so incensed

over the Thunderbird’s entrance re-

quirements they bought a tract of

sand and greasewood. It cost almost

a million dollars, but Paul Adessi, who
built the Arizona Biltmore’s links,

grew a magnificent green course which
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PALM SPRINGS
continued

became known as the Tamarisk Coun-
try Club. The first ball went off the

fairway six months after ground was
broken. Ben Hogan was brought in as

pro. The present golf pro is that old

tennist Ellsworth Vines, and the names
on the lookers look like a sign on a Hol-

lywood lot— Sinatra, Hope, Crosby.

Gable, Danny Thomas, Danny Kaye,

Jack Benny, the Marx Brothers and
one labeled merely "Hoppy.”

Of the old-line nests, El Mirador,

built in the expansive style of the late

’20s, seems to be about as ageless and
as ample as Kate Smith. For peace and

seclusion there is the Ingleside, late-

ly visited by Norman Vincent Beale,

where the red-tile-topped white cot-

tages are up to their Spanish rafters in

oleander and flame vine. Although mo-
tel is a vulgar word in Balm Springs

and never mentioned in public, the

Oasis is a charming hotel where the

newer rooms are built in a double tier

around a meadow of grass inlaid with

pool, shuffleboards and pallets for tan-

ning. A glass-walled dining room over-

looks it all. Rooms in the original part

of the Oasis Hotel across the street are

as low as $14, but, with the building of

the new wing last year, the hotel now
has oases back to back.

Along Balm Canyon Drive, where

the street lights hang from the palm
trees, a stroller can buy a bag of nails

at Alan Ladd’s hardware store or a

$50,000 champagne diamond ring

which the other day decorated the n-
Inne of Andrea Leeds’s trinket shop. A
lady who dresses in pink, wears the

handle of Miss Winsome Courtney and

inhabits a pink fur store will peddle

passersby a set of four golf club covers

(cerulean mink, ranch mink, desert

gold mink and lutetia mink) for $100.

Most any afternoon at 5 boy meets

doll at the Doll House, a local, low-lit

restaurant where the elite eats to meet.

Stuffed dolls are sold at a counter, and

live ones are stuffed with reasonable

fare at the tables. There is a lively bar

up front. After that there is the Chi-

Chi, an armory built of lavender bricks

which encloses a restaurant and a

nightclub where Hildegarde, or some-

body, recites twice a night for a class

of (500. Finally, in the small hours, a

man can stagger into The Springs, an

all-night, $600,000 phantasmagoria-

with-food, settle himself comfortably

in a white bucket seat padded with a

purple cushion, order a pastrami sand-

wich and wonder what ever happened

to Beau Geste. dX*>



• BASKETBALL by jeremiah tax

CLIMAX ON THE COURT
A year of exciting basketball culminates in the NCAA tournament, with the big question

being whether form—which has held true all season— will also decide the national champion

ON the night of Feb. 11 Nebraska
and Missouri were playing a close,

ball-control game at Lincoln. At the

start of the second half, Missouri

grabbed the tip-off and all five Nebras-

kans hustled downcourt and conscien-

tiously set up their zone defense. Mis-

souri thereupon scored possibly the

easiest two points in all basketball

history— for Nebraska had surrounded

the wrong basket.

This may have been the only truly

startling surprise of the whole 1956-

57 season. In just about every section

of the country, form held true.

Even Iowa State's last-second de-

featof Kansascould have been —indeed,
was—predicted. Long before the season

started, and especially after Kansas’

opening game, in which Wilt Chamber-
lain scored a record 52 points, rival

coaches were hip-deep in assorted plans

to stop the big man. It was inevitable

that the right coaching and personnel

would catch Kansas on a night when
the whole team seemed unable to adapt

to a new defense—which is not to min-

imize Iowa State’s achievement. In the

same vein, however, it is to Kansas
Coach Dick Harp’s credit that his team
recovered quickly and won its con-

ference title easily. That goes also for

North Carolina, San Francisco, West
Virginia, SMU and St. Louis—among
others— all of whom held firm under

the season-long pressure of being their

league’s title favorite. Kentucky, too,

despite Coach Rupp’s early estimate

that this was his “weakest team in

years,” was no exception. No one, in-

cluding the members of his squad,

believed Rupp.
The closest approach to a conference

upset was Michigan State's showing
in the Big Ten— 10 straight victories

and an NCAA bid after three straight

losses. Coach Forddy Anderson, how-
ever, is no stranger to winning basket-

ball, as witness his series of great teams

at Bradley. And Big Ten conference

text continued on page 62

four-way bracket shown here ultimately will produce the intercollegiate cham-
pion. The speculative reader may enjoy indicating his choices in each bracket and
comparing them with the results. Sports Illustrated’s staff consensus pick is Kansas.
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CLIMAX ON THE COURT continued

THE COUNTRY’S TOP
IDAHO STATE

Rocky Mountain
Season: 23-3

Conference: 11-1

Coach: John Grayson

TEXAS WESTERN

Border

Season: 15-8

Conference: 8-2

Coach: George McCarty

Field goal percentage: 45.1

Free throw percentage: 69.1

Total points: 1,966: against: 1,647

j

Per game: 75.6; against: 63.3

CHARLES BROWN

Field goal percentage: 38.9

Free throw percentage: 66.4

Total points: 1,569; against: 1,499

Per game: 68.2; against: 65.2

NORTH CAROLINA LEN ROSENBLUTH

Atlantic Coast
Season: 24-0

Conference: 14-0

Coacn: Frank McGuire

rieiu goal percentage; «*o.o

Free throw percentage: 70.7

Total points: 1,928; against: 1,573

Per game : 80.3 ; against : 65.5

MOREHEAD STATE STEVE

Ohio Valley

Season: 19-7

Conference: 9-1

Coach: Bob Laughlin

Field goal percentage : 42.0

Free throw percentage: 68.0

Total points: 2,216; against: 1,976

Per game: 85.2; against: 76.0

SMU

Southwest

Season: 21-3

Conference: 11-1

Coach: E. O. (Doc) Hayes

Field goal percentage: 43.7

Free throw percentage: 73.3

Total points: 1,875; against: 1,528

Per game: 78.1; against: 63.7

BRIGHAM YOUNG TOM STEIN KE

Skyline

Season: 18-8

Conference: 11-3

Coach: Stan Watts

Field goal percentage: 35.0

Free throw percentage: 74.0

Total points: 1,861; against: 1,748

Per game: 71.6; against: 67.2

SEATTLE ELGIN BAYLOR

Independent

Season; 22-2

Coach; John Castellani

Field goal percentage: 45.7

Free throw percentage: 70.9
' Total points: 1,931; against: 1,681

Per game: 80.4; against: 70.0

CONNECTICUT

Yankee
Season: 17-7

Conference: 8-0

Coach: Hugh Greer

FRAN QUINN

Field goal percentage: 41.6

Free throw percentage: 63.6

Total points: 2,107: against: 1,819

Per game: 87.8; against: 75.8

KENTUCKY

Southeastern

Season: 22-4

Conference: 12-2

Coach: Adolph Rupp

Field goal percentage: 40.6

Free throw percentage: 69.7

Total points: 2,191; against: 1,781

Per game: 84.2; against: 68.5

LOUISVILLE CHARLIE TYRA

Independent

Season: 21-5

Coach : Bernard Hickman

Field goal percentage: 40.0

Free throw percentage: 74.0

Total points: 2,149; against: 1,770

Per game: 82.7; against: 68.1

Screen-type offense, four outside men
cut and split off post; strictly man-to-

man defense; weak bench since recent

loss of two starters through injuries.

Withdrew from NCAA tournament after

losing four starters through ineligibility;

strength is team speed, weakness is lack

of height; Brown is league’s top scorer.

I
Only discernible weakness is recent loss

|

of some reserves; excellent height, accu-

I

racy, fair rebounding; Kearns fine play-

maker, Rosenbluth really great shot.

Above average height, great speed, tops

in rebounding; fast break offense, zone

defense; Guard Harland Tolle is quarter-

back, Hamilton top scorer; weak bench.

Simple offense puts Krebs in post with

plenty of shooting room; Mills, Showal-

ter good outside shots; prefer man-to-

man defense; weakness is shallow bench.

Wins close games with excellent foul

shooting; fast break, middle open on

offense; man-to-man defense; strength

is speed, weakness is lack of height.

Strong rebounding team, with Baylor

second in nation; offense built around

Baylor, Stricklin or Humphries in post;

good over-all height, strong bench.

Fast breaking, shooting club, nation’s

leader in team offense; middle kept open;

man-to-man defense: great speed and

rebounding; bench lacks experience.

I

Fast break offense; man-to-man de-

|

fense; fifth in nation in rebounds de-

spite only fair height; strength is over-

all speed; weakness is lack of depth.

Excellent rebounding, Tyra near top in

I nation ;
man-to-man defense, pattern of-

fense around single post; only fair speed;

shallow bench; lacks one great shot.
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TWENTY TEAMS
Here are statistics and capsule comments on conference

champions and some standout independents, most of whom
play in either the NCAA or NIT tournaments this week

Missouri Valley

Season: 19-7

Conference: 12-2

Coach: Ed Hickey

HAROLD ALCORN

Field goal percentage: 41.0

Free throw percentage: 70.0

Total points: 2,031; against: 1,858

Per game: 78.1; against: 71.5

Three-lane fast break offense or three-

out, two-in-corner pattern with middle

open; man-to-man defense; strong re-

bounding; shallow bench; good speed.

MICHIGAN STATE

Big Ten
Season: 14-8

Conference: 10-4

Coach: Forrest Anderson

JOHNNY GREEN

Field goal percentage: 38.8

Free throw percentage: 63.8

Total points: 1,634; against: 1,531

Per game: 74.3; against: 69.5

Late-season surge emphasizes key
strength— team spirit; weakness is lack

of big man; driving offense, man-to-man
defense; balanced first five, good bench.

Independent
Season: 18-8

Coach: Tom Blackburn

Field goal percentage: 38.4

Free throw percentage: 61.6

Total points: 1,880; against: 1,567

Per game: 72.3; against: 60.3

One of top 10 in nation in rebounding;

offense run off single pivot, rarely fast

break; both zone and man-to-man de-

fense; lacks consistency and depth.

KANSAS

Big Seven

Season: 21-2

Conference: 11-1

Coach: Dick Harp

WILT CHAMBERLAII

Field goal percentage: 39.6

Free throw percentage: 64.0

Total points: 1,658; against: 1,347

Per game: 72.1; against: 58.6

Fifth in team defense; Loneski reliev-

ing pressure on Chamberlain on of-

fense; Elstun fine outside shot; only

weakness is tendency to lose poise.

YALE

Ivy

Season: 18-7

Conference: 12-2

Coach: Joe Vancisin

Field goal percentage: 33.6

Free throw percentage: 61.3

Total points: 1,730; against: 1,616

Per game: 69.2; against: 64.6

Two excellent shots in Lee and Downs;
Robinson good off boards; lacks height

and replacement for Robinson; over-all

speed poor; 10th in nation in rebounding.

SAN FRANCISCO

California

Season: 18-6

Conference: 12-2

Coach: Phil Woolpert

Field goal percentage: 34.7

Free throw percentage: 69.1

Total points: 1,516; against: 1,323

Per game: 63.2; against : 55.1 .3*
Key strength is pressing man-to-man
defense

; single-post offense, weaves, dou-
ble screens; fair speed, height; lacks

experience; Brown is play-maaer.

WEST VIRGINIA

Southern

Season: 22-4

Conference: 12-0

Coach : Fred Schaus

Field goal percentage: 41.4

Free throw percentage: 70.2

Total points: 2,247; against: 1,915

Per game: 86.4; against: 73.7

Excellent speed allows running offense,

some plays around single pivot; varied

defenses; sound experience, good depth,

adequate height; no glaring weaknesses.

MIAMI (OHIO)

Mid-American

Season: 17-7

Conference: 11-1

Coach: Bill Rohr

Field goal percentage: 36.4

Free throw percentage: 61.6

Total points: 1,928; against: 1,759

Per game: 80.3; against: 73.3

Good height, strong rebounding; offense

built around Embry in post; both zone
and man-to-man defense; strong bench;
weaknesses are lack of speed, accuracy.

MEMPHIS STATE

Independent

Season: 21-5

Coach: Bob Vanatta

WIN WILFONC

Field goal percentage: 43.5

Free throw percentage: 74.0

Total points: 2,237; against: 2,038

Per game: 86.0; against: 78.4

Near top in accuracy and team offense;

uses fast break and patterns; man-to-

man defense; Jack Butcher is play-mak-

er; lacks height, real speed and reserves.

CALIFORNIA

Pacific Coast

Season: 20-4

Conference: 14-2

Coach: Pete Newell

EARL ROBINSON

Field goal percentage: 39.3

Free throw percentage: 68.3

Total points: 1,632; against: 1,375

Per game: 68.0; against: 57.3

Pressing man-to-man defense, Newell
specialty, is key characteristic; well-

balanced pattern offense; Robinson is

quarterback; only fair rebounding.

continued
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COURT CLIMAX
continued from page 59

battles are always close affairs, regard-

less of the particular sport. This year,

loss of players through scholastic in-

eligibility (especially at Illinois) made
the race even tighter and Michigan
State’s strong bench and high morale

(see p. 61

)

were the deciding factors.

Speaking of coaches, the old master,

Hank Iba— in his 23rd year at Okla-

homa A&M — continued to demon-
strate his skill in the one area of the

game where a coach’s ability to teach

is incontrovertibly evident: defense.

A&M again led the nation in team
efficiency in this department. That de-

fense alone does not always win ball

games (A&M’s record was 17-9) is be-

side the point.

In a year, finally, in which consist-

ency appeared to be the keynote, little

Lawrence College of Appleton, Wis.

has, sadly, clear title to some kind of

award. Its record of 0-16 in the Mid-
west Conference and 0-20 for the sea-

son was consistency with a vengeance,

though, surely, involuntary.

If form continues to hold, next week-

end will find these four teams playing

for the national championship in Kan-
sas City— California, Kansas, Ken-
tucky and North Carolina. No team in

the eastern draw seems capable of stop-

ping Carolina and the same is true of

California in the Far West. In the

Southwest the key game is Kansas vs.

SMU on March 15 in Dallas. Here will

be staged the keenly anticipated duel

between All-Americas Jim Krebs and
Chamberlain, but a reasonably sound
prediction is that the result of this

personal combat will not decide the

winner. On the fair assumption that

these two giants cancel each other out,

the game will hinge on whether the

outside shooting of SMU’s Mills and

Showalter can score faster than the

driving of Kansas’ Loneski and King.

SMU’s Coach Doc Hayes may have

one tactical surprise up his sleeve: he

may pull Krebs out of the post and

anchor him in a corner. Then Kansas
Coach Harp will have to decide wheth-

er to forgo Chamberlain’s incalculable

value as a rebounder by sending him
out after Krebs.

In the midwestern draw, Kentucky
will have its hands full with Morehead
State if State, as it should, beats Pitts-

burgh in the opening round. But tour-

nament victory has long been a habit

with Kentucky and a loss would be a

definite upset.

Dark horses? There are two: St.

Louis and Brigham Young. djD>)
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• HORSE RACING

An invader captures the Louisiana Derby, and a lady’s

pet finds gold in California against backgrounds of

TRADITION

T
he spectacle at the Fair Grounds

in the old days must have been

beautiful to behold. The aristocracy of

New Orleans-a gay mixture of French,

Jjpanish, Creole and American-wheeled

down avenues of live oaks in barouches

and tallyhos on their way to the races.

The best Thoroughbreds in America

were summoned to the post by planta-

tion bells (the predecessor of the bugle),

but even the presence of the leading

horses and foremost jockeys didn’t

—

for years anyway— alter the tradition

that going to the races in Louisiana

was a happy social custom. So over-

come, in fact, was the racing reporter

for the old New Orleans Picayune one

fine spring day in 1873 that he described

with ecstasy the scene at what is today

the Fair Grounds racecourse: “The
grandstand was a picture of unusual

beauty, especially the dress circle divi-

sion, where silks, satins, new bonnets

and their attendants were intermin-

gled in lovely profusion . . . and the

man who could walk along the front

way and cast a glance at the fair faces

in the west end of the grand pavilion

without feeling that he was in the land

of the blessed and the home of the

prettiest women on earth ought to be

ruled off the course. . .

.”

Going to the races in New Orleans is

still considered a gay social event and,

on the final Saturday, as the Fair

Grounds last week wound up its long

83-day meeting, there were even more
pretty women with fair faces than a

visitor would have found 84 years ago.

But there was a certain amount of dis-

appointment, too, for those in the big

crowd who hoped to watch the local

favorites show their superiority. The
cause of it all was a visiting colt named
Federal Hill, who had just flown in

from Hialeah and proceeded to run off

with the $49,100 Louisiana Derby for

3-year-olds. Racegoers (18,468 of them)

made Beauguerre and Shan Pac— the

latter on a six-race win streak—the

favorites in this mi le-and-a-furlong

run, but from the minute the gates

opened it was Federal Hill all the way,

AND MUD
carrying top weight of 123 pounds to

a length-and-a-half victory over Shan
Pac (114 pounds) in l:49*i, which

equals the Fair Grounds’ record. Owner
Clifford Lussky, a paint manufacturer

from Louisville, has nominated Federal

Hill to all the major 3-year-old classics,

but the brown son of Cosmic Bomb just

doesn’t look as though he is capable of

handling a real distance. In the Fla-

mingo he was beaten 17 lengths by
Bold Ruler, and in the Louisiana Derby
he was looking for a chair at the finish,

as the saying goes. There are no resting

chairs an eighth of a mile from the

finish of the Kentucky Derby.

To the racing fans of New Orleans,

the minor and temporary disappoint-

ment of watching their Derby go to an
outsider was as nothing compared to

their more permanent racing troubles.

Nowadays the Fair Grounds— like

tracks in so many other states— is in-

volved in a grim struggle for survival

against tax-hungry city and state pol-

iticians, and its future is as uncertain

as that of any track anywhere.

“We don’t like to be subject to the

whim of elections every few years,”

says General Manager Gar Moore, who
would like nothing better than to

schedule the erection of a new double-

decked grandstand and an expanded
parking area. “We aren’t issued our

racing dates until two months before

our Thanksgiving opening. With this

sort of insecurity, how can you plan to

spend millions of dollars on improve-

ments when you don’t know from one
year to the next if you’ll be operating

—or for how long?”

No matter what happens, the Fair

Grounds can look back on 84 years of

organized racing which have contrib-

uted some historic moments to U.S.

turf history and have always provided

a lot of fun.

There was the time, for instance, at

the 1872 opening meeting that the

Grand Duke Alexis of Russia had such

a wow of an afternoon at the Louisiana

Jockey Club, where, so the report goes,

the champagne flowed like water, that

His Highness hastened to cancel an

evening appearance at the Academy of

Music. On another liquid occasion a

horse named Carter was said to have
been stimulated by a full quart of whis-

ky. It isn’t clear just how much of the

whisky Carter polished off, but the

record shows that his jockey, after “un-

ruly behavior at the post,” fell off.

Today, Fair Grounds devotees still

enjoy such stories of the good old days

almost as much as they do their horse

racing. The future may be uncertain

for them, but the past is golden.

—Whitney Tower
•

When the race, the grueling mile-

and-three-quarter San Juan Cap-
istrano on the rain-soaked grass at

Santa Anita, was over, Trainer Charlie

Whittingham was ready to award his

winning 4-year-old Corn Husker more
than the victor's blanket of red and
white carnations. "This horse, if he

puts on another hundred pounds, could

become another Swaps,” he proclaimed

gravely.

Even if Com Husker is not precise-

ly another Swaps, he at least demon-
strated Saturday that he is the undis-

puted champion of this year’s Santa

Anita meeting. It was his fourth win

of the season and was made under con-

ditions that might have unnerved a

ferryboat captain. The track was alter-

nately drenched with cloudbursts and
thunderstorms from a wild Pacific.

The race also set to rest the surmise

that Corn Husker swept the $100,000

Handicap two weeks ago only because

he got in the gate with a feathery 105

pounds. He had to carry a respectable

116 for the Capistrano and, although

he beat Maturity winner Spinney by
only a head, he had nonetheless hum-
bled the best colts in the West, plus

six foreign-breds—three from the Ar-

gentine, two from England and one

from France.

Corn Husker, as usual, was greeted

fondly in the winner’s circle by Owner
Liz Whitney Dunn, who treats horses

as pets, not breadwinners, albeit they

have won her $288,750 4tiis year. Liz

busily wiped her horse’s mouth of mud
and, when someone asked her why she

didn’t repeat the favor for Jockey Ed-

die Arcaro, who was at least as spat-

tered, she snapped sweetly: "Eddie can

wipe his own mouth.”

Afterwards, Arcaro was more guard-

ed than Charlie Whittingham in his

praise of Corn Husker: “He stopped

running, turning for home,” said Eddie,

“but then he started running again. He
might be a good one, at that.”

—James Murray



• OUTDOORS edited by THOMAS H. LINEAWEAVER

In Washington, D.C. last week Congress and the North

American Wildlife Conference gave all outdoorsmen

CAUSE TO CHEER
Herewith a report by Correspondent

Mark Sullivan of the Sports Illus-

trated Washington bureau:

O
utdoorsmen, for some time dis-

couraged in efforts to preserve their

diminishing recreational resources, last

week were considerably cheered by

two developments.

First, in the 85th Congress, now only

two months old, bills relating to out-

door resources and activities neared

:i record 1,000.

Second, at the 22nd North American
Wildlife Conference held in Washing-

ton, D.C., Administration officials dis-

closed a fresh and enlightened approach

to conservation problems.

Not all of those bills presented to

Congress will pass and some are even

undesirable, but many are deserving of

notice. One of the most Controversial

is the Wilderness Preservation System

Act, designed to keep already estab-

lished wilderness areas inviolate for-

ever. Another would require all hunt-

ing and fishing on military reservations

to be in accordance with state law, and

hence would do away with complaints

that in some areas military personnel

tend to harvest game in cavalier dis-

regard of local laws and wardens. Other

bills would, if ever passed, earmark

large sums of money to bolster flag-

ging wildlife and outdoor recreational

facilities.

At the wildlife conference, conser-

vation’s major annual conclave, some
1,500 state game commission mem-
bers, wildlife technicians, representa-

tives of federal agencies, hunters and
anglers were pleased with the news

that the sticky dispute in which the

Army tried to preempt 10,700 acres of

the Wichita Mountains National Wild-

life Refuge in Oklahoma as a firing

range had just been resolved, with the

refuge virtually intact.

This victory was one of several

attributed by the delegates to the vig-

orous policies of the new Secretary of

the Interior, Fred A. Seaton. These

policies were affirmed by Ross Leffler,

ASSISTANT SECRETARY1 ROSS LEFFLER

the nation’s first Assistant Secretary

of the Interior for Fish and Wildlife

(under the recent reorganization of the

Fish and Wildlife Service—SI, June

25). Leffler, an energetic Pennsylva-

nian of 70, for years a national conser-

vation figure and former assistant to

the president of U.S. Steel, delivered a

rousing address that put the Interior

Department squarely on the side of

the conservationists.

“We have as a nation,” Leffler

stated, ‘‘wasted and squandered our

migratory bird resources and habitat

on which they must depend for exist-

ence. ... It is downright appalling

to add up the score and find that about

70% of our original wetlands [potholes,

marshes, deltas, etc.] have either been

destroyed or eliminated as effective

habitat.

“Why have we as a nation been so

destructive . . . ? I’ll tell you why. We
have been too darned anxious to get

every last dollar return out of every

acre of land and every drop of water.

And this,” said the new Assistant Sec-

retary, “is where we start in the

building of a bright new program for

conservation.”

The cheers were as rousing as the

speech. And later Sports Illustrated
asked Leffler a number of questions

bearing on the Administration’s fresh

outlook:

Q. What is to become of fish and game
opportunities in this country?

A. I am not a pessimist on this point. I

think the answer lies in better manage-
ment of available habitat. ... I do
not object to the idea of shooting pre-

serves . . . but I think you have to

think in terms of hunting and fishing

for everybody, not just a select few.

Q. In view of increasing hunting and
fishing pressures do you feel that the

use of airplanes to gain access to remote
areas should be banned?

A. I think it is a good thing to ban air-

planes from going into some, not all,

areas. At Quetico-Superior wilderness

area, I recall, where airplanes have been

banned, opponents of the ban said that

without airplanes the area would go to

pot. Well, I understand that there are

more canoeists, more outfitters and
more use of the area than before the

planes were banned.

Q. Does the Assistant Secretary believe

that industry is becoming more con-

servation-minded?

A. Yes. I attended a water pollution

meeting recently in Harrisburg, Pa.

People came all the way from Maine.

That certainly shows interest. . . .

Good conservation is good business

management. Look at the enormous
tree-planting program of Weyerhaeuser

and Crown Zellerbach, for example. I

do not say that it is universally the

case that industry everywhere is con-

servation-conscious, but I think it is

becoming ever more so.

Q. How big is the new Fish and Wild-

life Service program you have men-
tioned going to be?

A. It is going to be the most compre-
hensive plan . . . ever attempted. We
will have our first study report in May.
... It will be a cooperative effort, a

kind of three-way stretch between the

Federal Government, the states and
the various conservation groups. . . .

But let me add something that I think

is important and about which nobody
has asked my opinion. We must also

think of wildlife from its esthetic point

of view. . . . We have got to think of

the future. Where will we have to go in

the outdoors in the future? Will our
recreation be in the barroom or the

outdoors, and which will make the bet-

ter citizen . . . ?

On that somewhat evangelistic note

the conference came to an end. The
outdoorsman still has battles ahead,

but with both Congress and the Ad-
ministration taking a sympathetic view

he could rightly feel that they were

half won. dS*.1*)
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In his debut on American snow, the pride of Austria

proved that the fastest skis in the world belong to

SAILER THE SUPERB

• SKIING by MORT LUND

ALITTLE over a year ago in Corti-

na, Italy a Hollywood-handsome

young Austrian did something no other

skier has done before him or is likely

to do after him. In five short days,

Toni Sailer of Kitzbiihel won gold

medals in the Olympic slalom, down-
hill and giant slalom, and became the

world’s most famous athlete—at least

for a while.

Three weeks ago, at the invitation

of his friend Friedl Pfeifer, co-director

of the Aspen Ski School, Sailer flew

to Colorado and gave American skiers

their first chance to analyze the world’s

fastest self-propelled human.

In his first week in the U.S., he made

a shambles of every race he entered.

Three days off the plane, he won the

Roch Cup giant slalom by four seconds,

and the next day he won the slalom

with an incredible second run that made
the rest of the field look like weekend
skiers. He ran six seconds better than

the next man and his performance drew

a traveling shock wave of sound from

the crowd which climaxed in a thunder-

clap shout as he shot across the finish.

The town of Aspen, which has seen

good skiers come and go in the past

10 years, went out of its way to pay
respects. One night half the village

squeezed into the taproom of the Gol-

den Horn to cheer as Sailer was pre-

&

sen ted with a 10-ga!lon hat and made
an honorary sheriff of Pitkin County.

But while everyone was ready to

admit Toni’s skiing mastery, no one

seemed able to explain it and Toni was
little help. After one race he was asked

—with reporters hanging on every

word— just what it was that made him
so good. “You have to like it,’’ he said

with a grin.

Watching him slam down the moun-
tain, many skiers have concluded that

the secret lies in his lightning-fast

reactions. This is an easy conclusion

to reach. His ankles and legs are like

precision machines adjusting flawless-

ly to the most drastic dropoffs and per-

forming contortions (see below) that

might snap the legs of an ordinary

skier. Yet no one is prepared to say

that top U.S. Skier Bud Werner can-

not match him, move for move, in pure

reaction speed.

Is it Sailer's mastery of the Austrian

racing style that makes him head and

shoulders above everyone else? The
Austrians’ style is no secret. They
have developed a method that com-
bines a minimum of arm and upper

body movement with extremely fluid

leg action—a method that is used by
all of the top racers.

The extreme form of the Austrian

style is a series of small linked turns

called wedeln (literally, “the wiggle”).

And, according to Fred Iselin, Pfeifer’s

co-director, more nonsense has been

written about wedeln than anything in

skiing. Part of this nonsense is that

Toni Sailer wins with wedeln. Actually

all top racers can wedeln, and the tech-

nique as such is useful only in limited

situations in racing. It would be closer

to the truth to say that the whole tech-

nique on which wedeln is built, the

Austrian, is superior for racing, and

that the Austrians, being best at it,

are the world's top racers.

Toni tends to agree. Watching some

of his international competitors he

commented abruptly, “Too cramped.”

Then he tapped his thighs. “It should

be loose and light here.”

This weekend Sailer is due to join

his fellow Austrians Josl Rieder and

Andreas Molterer at Stowe, Vt. for

the biggest race of the year. The
French, Swiss, Italians and Norwegians

will be there, but the fight will be—as

it has been in Europe all year— between
the Austrians. And that, according to

Sailer, is the main reason he is as good

as he is.

“They push me,” Sailer said earnest-

ly. “There are 10 in my country behind

me all the time. When we race each

other, it’s life and death.” •§ N °)
slamming through a slalom gate at Aspen, Colo., Austria’s Toni Sailer shows
the tremendous drive he used to win three gold medals at the Olympic Games last year.
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WINGS OF THE RED
Howe and Lindsay are their names, and for the 11th straight year they are

the driving spark of the great Detroit hockey team that Jack (Adams) built

I
N the brash motor metropolis of

Detroit, where all industry and

seemingly all life revolves around auto-

making, tradition is eyed with suspi-

cion. “Last year’s sales records don't

sell 1957 models,” they tell you at the

Detroit Athletic Club, social head-

quarters of the auto world.

The same attitude pervades an

equally successful Detroit industry—

that of producing championship hock-

ey teams. Perhaps that is why no oth-

er city can claim a more consistently

winning hockey tradition (if you will

excuse the expression) than the one

assembled by that city’s ever-changing

Red Wings.

“Sure I’m proud of our record if I

want to stop and look back at it. But
that doesn’t win tonight’s game or

this year’s championship,” says Jack

Adams, the Wings’ gruff, rotund gen-

eral manager, who arrived in town dur-

ing the big auto boom of the mid-’20s

and began assembling hockey teams

superior even to the models produced

in Canada. Since the modern period of

the National Hockey League began in

1926, none of Adams' rivals has won
more championships (11), more Stan-

ley Cups (7) or reached the cup play-

offs more successive times (this being

the 19th straight year).

In Adams’ formula for success there

are several other ingredients as impor-

tant as his indifference toward tradi-

tion. One is enthusiasm. After 40 years

in top professional hockey, 10 as a star

player and the last 30 as Detroit’s gen-

eral manager, Adams still comes up on

his toes every time the Wings play. His

emotional reaction is such that for the

past decade he has wisely refrained

from viewing the final periods of any
close games. At home games he'll retire

to his office and watch the game on

television; on the road or during cru-

cial playoff spots, he’ll hurry out of

the stadium for nervous walks during

which he badgers cab drivers for the

latest score via radio. Like any old-

timer, he’ll reminisce if one insists, but

he’d rather talk about the next game
or next season.

At the age of 61 Adams tolerates no

discussion of retirement: “What would

I do if I got out of heref'Why, after two
weeks in Florida following the playoffs

I’m a caged bear.” His dictatorial grasp

on the widespread farm chain and the

"big team” which he so carefully nur-

tured is as strong as ever.

Along with Adams’ enthusiasm goes

a hard headed approach to the busi-

ness of making hockey pay. He does so

by applying two fundamental tenets

which he puts this way: “We sell sea-

son tickets on the basis that you’ll be

seeing the champs play” and “Hockey
is the greatest spectator sport in the

world— it’s a man's game, but it's best

for women because the basic rules are

so simple that it’s easy to understand."

This kind of thinking has brought him

a home town following as loyal and

rabid as any in sports.

In adapting the thinking and meth-

ods of Detroit to the business of hock-

ey, Adams has gambled continually

with change-over models. Numerous
times he has stripped down his classy

championship teams with trades; then

with a restyled team he has come right

back the following season with a win-

ning product. Success has almost si-

lenced his ever-ready critics, but Ad-
ams acknowledges them with a stock

rebuttal: “I make these deals only to

strengthen this club and sentiment

can’t be involved. We were sentimen-

tal once and stood pat with our 1936-

37 championship teams. The next year

they collapsed, and we missed the play-

offs— for the last time.”

As usual, Adams has another con-

tender on the market this season. His

Wings, after taking and losing first

place five times since October 11, final-

ly assumed the lead on January 24 and

have never since been headed by either

Montreal’s colorful Canadiens, the de-

fending champions, or Boston’s sur-

prisingly hard-to-shake Bruins— the

two most persistent challengers. Still

the season has had novelty inasmuch
FIKST LINE of this year’s Red Wings are (from (eft) Ted Lindsay, Gordie Howe and
Norman UUman. Latter is the most recent center to play between these perennial stars.
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WINGS
by MARSHALL DANN

as Detroit isn't defending a single ti-

tle. Les Canadiens ended Detroit’s

seven-year reign as NHL champs and

their two-time hold on the Stanley Cup
by sweeping both honors last spring.

While continually redesigning his

teams throughout his amazing run of

titles, Adams has retained two players

of prolific and apparently permanent

scoring habits— Right Wing Gordie

Howe and Left Wing Ted Lindsay.

Each has already earned the ultimate

hockey accolade of super star and,

along with Captain Red Kelly, a com-
parable star on defense, and Marty
Pavelich, a utility forward, Howe and
Lindsay have spent 10 or more seasons

in the red-and-white uniform. As Ad-
ams abbreviates it, they are the x in

his x plus y equals z formula. This equa-

tion is translated into x as the untouch-

able nucleus of a winner, y as the hus-

tling young players who surround him,

and z, of course, as victory.

To illustrate what two such players

as Howe and Lindsay can do for a

team, they have combined to score

roughly one-third of all Red Wing goals

over the past nine seasons.

Jimmy Skinner, the cherubic coach

who has piloted Detroit for the past

three years, self-effacingly sums up the

advantages of having two such players

in his lineup by saying, "I can look

like the greatest coach in hockey just

by opening the gate and sending Gordie

and Ted on the ice.”

The quiet and the sassy

The phrase “Howe and Lindsay” has

given them a sort of twin identification

which they have even carried over into

their lives, yet these two linemates

and roommates are a rink-length apart

in appearance and disposition. Howe
is a slope-shouldered 204-pounder with

tremendous power, amazing agility and
lightning reflexes. An easygoing nat-

ural in any sport, Howe thinks of

hockey—even the rough, tough pro-

fessional version— as strictly a game.
The day he landed on the club he

hooked up with the sassy little ;5 foot 8,

RED WINC; NEST is tended with irascible rare by General Manager Jack Adams,
whose fledglings make him so nervous he very seldom sits through a complete hockey game.

168 pounds) Lindsay, already a recog-

nized star, and they’ve been buddies

ever since. For several years the retir-

ing Howe was comfortable only when a

joint interview was arranged. "I’ll let

Ted do the talking,” he would remark

and then sit back as an onlooker while

Lindsay answered questions for both.

Lindsay also did the selecting, every-

thing from Gordie’s first automobile to

the size of the pregame steaks. Their

association will continue after hockey,

too, for they are partners along with

Pavelich in a thriving young Detroit

industrial concern supplying engineer-

ing services to auto manufacturers.

Early in their careers they were

united with Sid Abel, then a veteran

center, on a line which became one of

the best-known and highest scoring

units in hockey history. It was called,

with good reason, the production line.

This threesome was such a smashing

success that Abel’s career was pro-

longed considerably and he reaped a

flock of honors long after he expected

to retire. Now a radio-TV commenta-
tor for Detroit’s home games, Abel has

said, "And I still could center them
today, even if I had to play in a rock-

ing chair.”

Since Abel’s retirement in 1952,

Howe and Lindsay have continued to

click with nine different centers run-

ning from Abel to the latest choice,

Norm Ullman, a chunky youngster

who was just starting grammar school

when Lindsay first joined the Wings.

Significantly, Alex Delvecchio and
Dutch Reibel, Detroit’s two other reg-

ular centers this season, were both

groomed at the coveted spot ahead of

Ullman. They learned their lessons so

well that they were then handed lines

of their own to develop, but they are

always ready in case a trained replace-

ment is required in an emergency.

"Actually, it is tough for a new cen-

ter to play between them,” Abel points

continued
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THE RED WINGS
continued

out. “They are both unorthodox, criss-

crossing on the ice so that no one really

is a right wing, a center or a left wing.

The man centering for them has to

learn quickly to forget all the regular

rules about playing center and just let

them freewheel and adapt himself to

it.” Yet the statistics show that there

is not an ice chip’s difference in the

Howe-Lindsay results, no matter who
their center happens to be.

Despite all the evidence to the con-

trary, Jack Adams modestly attributes

much of the Red Wings’ success in as-

sembling their winning teams—and
particularly Howe and Lindsay— to

luck.

“Look at the luck we had in landing

a player like Lindsay, another like

Howe and another like Kelly,” he said

recently. "Howe was invited to a Rang-
er tryout camp one year but became

discouraged when told that he might

as well go home because he’d never be

a hockey player. A year later he had

developed so much that no scout possi-

bly could have overlooked him, but we
had him sewed up by then. Then there

were Lindsay and Kelly playing on

Toronto kid teams in the Maple Leafs’

backyard. The Leafs’ scout missed

them, but ours didn’t. Then there was

more luck in getting all three at the

same time when they were young
enough to build a team around. You
bet I’m proud of this team and my
part in it, but I have to be honest with

you and say I’m mighty thankful that

I’ve been able to make a success of

what luck provided.”

The quick jump

Howe is middle-aged as hockey play-

ers go. At 28 (he’ll be 29 on March 31)

he is in his 11th season and defers to

only four players in the league in sen-

iority. The heavily muscled Westerner

from Saskatchewan hit the NHL with

a minimum of preliminaries after his

turndown by the Rangers, and Adams
will never forget his first look at the

raw product. “We had a flock of young
kids in at training camp and I couldn’t

AND NOW THE STANLEY CUP

The team that is in first place when the Na-

tional Hockey League season ends on March
24 will win a little-known piece of hardware

called the Prince of Wales Trophy- but the

season will by no means be over. Two days

later the league's top four teams will begin

three weeks of Stanley Cup playoffs— in

which the first- and third-place teams and

the second- and fourth-place teams tangle

in two best-of-seven series. (This year—
barring the unforeseen — it will be Detroit

against Boston in one, Montreal against

New York in the other.) The winners then

meet in a final four-out-of-seven duel for

the cup- a battered trophy which repre-

sents the real professional hockey title.

Hockey people consider this postscript to

the regular season eminently sensible. Club

owners appreciate the added gate receipts,

players the monetary incentives the league

supplies, and fans the repMtoye afforded to

teams which fared poorly in the regular

season because of slumps or injuries. Four-

teen league champions have been upset in

Stanley Cup play in the last 30 years, and,

due to the cup’s prestige, the league title

has consequently been reduced to little

more than an academic honor.

To predict the eventual winner of the cup

melee is to skate on thin ice. Detroit and

Montreal should be co-favorites this year.

The Red Wings have been rebuilt around

their “superstar” wings, Howe and Lindsay

(sec above). With the help of the league’s

best defense, the Wings took over first place

in January and were still clinging to it with

only six games to play, despite a late-season

slump coinciding with a final rush by Mont-
real. The Canadiens, spearheaded by Mau-
rice Richard and Jean Beliveau, have the

most powerful scoring machine in the league

(three 30-goal players, backed by three

15- to 20-goal men) and a sturdy defense

that is also offensively potent and an out-

standing goaltender in Jacques Plante.

This is virtually the same team which

blasted the Wings from their perch atop the

league last year and went on to win the

Stanley Cup. Against Detroit, the Cana-
diens have a 6-3-4 record.

Pressing the leaders this year has been a

perennial also-ran, Boston. Bruin Coach
Milt Schmidt has molded and inspired a
group of veterans, castoffs and rookies into

a surprisingly well-coordinated outfit which

led the league in early months and contin-

ues to harry the leaders. They have no
superstars, but they do hold a slight sea-

son’s edge (6 4-3) over their probable first-

round opponent, Detroit— and could pro-

vide this year’s Stanley Cup upset.

The New York Rangers are the little en-

gine that thinks it can. They have huffed

and puffed their way past Toronto into

fourth place— their boiler stoked with pure

fight by Coach Phil Watson. They have the

league’s weakest defense and comparatively

poor scoring except as provided by Andy
Bathgate. Beaten regularly by Detroit and
Montreal, the Rangers hope to meet Bos-

ton, over whom they hold a 7-4-1 season's

edge, in the opening round of cup play.
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take my eyes off a big rangy one,” he

recalls. “I called him over and asked

his name. ‘Gordon Howe,’ he drawled

back and added, ‘But I’m no relation

to that other Howe over there.’ I told

the kid that if he worked hard, some
day he might be as good as Syd Howe,
one of our best forwards at the time.

But honestly I never dreamed that

he'd do it.”

Technical ineligibility prevented
Howe from playing with the junior

amateur farm club to which he was
assigned that season, and by the next

year he was too good for that level. So
he was signed to a pro contract for

Omaha in the now-defunct United

States League. His jump from juvenile

to pro was about as startling as a Little

League baseballer leaping to the ma-
jors. One season at Omaha was all

Howe required in the way of pre-NHL
grooming, for already the signs of great-

ness were showing through. Hap Day,
Toronto’s general manager, will vouch

for that. “I took a scouting whirl

around that league and spotted this

youngster who could do everything,”

Day relates. ‘‘He kept the puck about

95' I of the time, outfaking forwards,

crashing through defensemen and firing

shots the goalie never saw. After one
period I was convinced that here was
the best player outside the NHL and
probably better than most in it. I

checked up in a hurry only to find that

Detroit had him sewed up tight. At
least I’ve got the satisfaction of know-
ing I was right the first time I ever

saw him.”

Howe didn’t hit his real scoring stride

until his fourth season with Detroit

and then a near tragedy in the open-

ing game of the playoffs that spring

almost ended his career. Critically in-

jured in a collision at the boards with

Toronto’s Ted Kennedy, Howe under-

went an early-morning emergency
brain operation which doctors believe

saved his life. While Howe and*Adams
emphatically deny it, reports persist

that Howe has played ever since “with

handcuffs”— under orders not to get

into stick fights and other rough stuff.

The infrequency of his fighting prob-

ably is due more to the respect all

rivals hold for the speed and power in

his huge fists than any caution on his

part. There was considerable contro-

versy at the time over Kennedy's role

in the mishap, but Howe’s reaction

was typical of him: “I don’t remember
what happened but I guess I sure

looked bad on the play, eh?”
Extreme modesty has characterized

Howe ever since he has been accepted

continued
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THE RED WINGS
continued

as one of the outstanding players of

all time. The dexterity of his stick-

work and the finesse and power of his

shooting still amaze expert hockey
men, but Howe seems more amazed
because other players can’t do the

same. Following a game which Howe
won with an exceptional play, his re-

sponse when pressed for details was
“Oh, I just shot it at the net and it

wont in.” There was no change in at-

titude, expression or tone the next

night when he failed on a far easier shot

which would have been decisive. “I

guess I just missed,” was his laconic

reply.

This nonchalant manner carries over

onto the ice where Howe is a cool ex-

ception to the usual hypertensions of

hockey. Like many natural athletes,

he achieves the difficult with such

graceful ease that it often appears as if

he were only half trying. Frequent

criticism has been heard that he doesn’t

have enough “fire in the belly,” hockey

lingo for competitive desire. Howe
vigorously dissents, claiming, “I’m
trying every minute I’m on the ice.

But some nights my legs are light and

other nights they’re logy. I’m sure it

has something to do with second wind,

maybe nature’s way of keeping you
from burning yourself out.” Whether
he’ll admit it or not, Howe does play

his best in late stages of close games
and at his worst late in games already

wrapped up by a decisive score.

By a rather complicated sort of rea-

soning, the observation was made earli-

er this season that Howe already might
be over the hill as a hockey player. The
record book was quoted as reference,

showing that he had topped the 80-

total-point level four years in a row

and the 40-goal mark three straight

times but had failed to do either in the

past two seasons. Genuinely surprised

when questioned, Howe said, “I never

looked at it that way but I’d sure hate

to think my future was all behind me.”
A more complete answer came in his

subsequent performance. Howe spot-

ted Montreal’s Jean Beliveau a 12-

point lead in the individual scoring

race about Christmas time, then start-

ed another of his typical last-half surges

which carried him to the top. With
only 9 games left to play he was lead-

ing the league both in goals, with 39,

and total points, with 79.

Howe was only 23 when he became
the youngest winner of the Art Itoss

Trophy as league scoring champion
and kept it for the next four years. He
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was also voted the Hart Trophy twice

in succession as the Loop’s most valua-

ble player. It was natural that he also

should fill the right wing position on

the official All-Star team, yet this se-

lection touched off a bitter debate

among hockey fans, and it still goes

on. In achieving that honor, Howe
nudged out Montreal’s Maurice (The

Rocket) Richard who had filled the

berth for the six previous years due to

his fabulous scoring feats. Here was
The Rocket, widely haded as the great-

est of them all, losing top billing at his

own position to a youth of 23.

The endless debate

Hockey’s most stimulating hot-stove

argument is still over the question : who
is better, Richard or Howe? In the last

eight seasons each has been on the first

All-Star team four times. Perhaps Howe
may some day become the leading scor-

er in history, but Richard still holds

that ranking and is fast approaching

the 500-goal target. Howe, second only

to Richard in the record books, trails

by some 140 but is seven years younger.

So time is in his favor. Both men are

understandably shy about discussing

such a comparison. Howe’s stock reply

is: “Richard is a great player. He must
be. Look at his record. I wish I had 488

goals.” The Rocket takes about the

same line: "Many people have tried to

start a feud between us, they say I don’t

like Howe. It’s not true. He is a great

hockey player. If I had to make any
comment about the guy it would be

that he doesn’t seem to go all out every

time he’s out there. If he did, there’s

no telling what he might do to the

record book.”

Adams is vocal about this compari-

son, although his stand may vary from

day to day. He has stated from many
banquet tables that "Howe is the great-

est player I ever have seen or hope to

see. Richard can’t carry his stick.”

Then he also has shifted gears in pick-

ing his personal alltime all-star team
by planting Howe at right wing and
then shockingly insisting: "Richard is

a natural left wing so I’ll list him at

that position.” This looks like a rebuff

to his own Lindsay, hockey’s highest

scoring left winger and a seven-time

All-Star.

The relationship between the fiery

Lindsay and his equally fiery boss has

become somewhat delicate in recent

years. Always a tempestuous player,

Ted was under attack for a while be-

cause he drew so many penalties. “A
man can’t score from the penalty box,”
Adams would say, yet Lindsay still

continued
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THE RED WINGS
continued

managed to rank high in the scoring

list year after year. This season Lind-

say went on an eyebrow-raising peace

offensive, became a relative stranger in

the penalty box and promptly drew
Adams’ wrath for "complacency.”
When Lindsay is in hot water with

his general manager, that makes it

pretty much unanimous around the

league, since he is a pet peeve with

rival players, referees, league adminis-

trators and the fans of five cities. Ted
hit this league, fighting, 13 years ago
and is a cinch to go out the same way,

yet his dominant characteristics are

those that count the most in hockey:

a truly outstanding ability at playmak-
ing and scoring, plus a superb quality

of leadership.

Lillie guy technique

Never one to alibi and always will-

ing to confess his faults, Lindsay can

talk about himself with candor and
clarity: "I’m a little guy and I soon

learned what that meant in this busi-

ness. They find out in a hurry if you can

take it; and if you can’t they run you
out of the league. A little guy has to

have plenty of self-confidence, and I

was ready to prove it. O.K., so I was

cocky. I had the idea that I should beat

up every player I tangled with, and I’m

still not sold that it wasn’t a good idea.

Probably I’d do it the same way if I

was just starting in again. That’s the

way I’m built.

"I’ve had my ears pinned back plen-

ty of times. My first season Butch Bou-
chard accidentally sent me to the hos-

pital for three days with a concussion,

but I never backed away from Butch
or anyone else after I came back. Since

then I’ve been slashed, speared, el-

bowed, board-checked, butt-ended and

hit on the head as much as anyone. I

just like to keep that ledger balanced.

Truthfully, I didn’t start 50^ of the

trouble I’ve been in. But I’m just not

the type to walk away.
"Hockey, however, is more than a

job to me. I love the game just as much
as the day I first broke in. If that love

wasn’t there, no amount of salary would

make hockey worthwhile. I’ve had a

broken shoulder, a broken instep, a bro-

ken hand, about 250 stitches in my
face from more cuts than I care to re-

member. But I still tell you it was worth

it— that’s how much I love hockey.”

And that is why Lindsay is the per-

fect counterbalance to the phlegmatic

Howe, the spark in hockey's most ex-

citing partnership. C* N p)
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THE READERS TAKE OVER

JOHN FRASER: THIS STRANGE FRATERNITY

Sirs:

I agree with Sports Illustrated that
charges of corruption against a basketball

official in ANY conference should be made
public and investigated (Basketball : The
Fix Again?, SI, March 4). Whether the

charges which your magazine has made
against John K. Fraser, Missouri Valley
Conference basketball official, are valid is

something for investigators to decide. The
important thing, it seems to me, is that the

charges have been made public.

But, I implore the editors to give some
serious consideration to publicizing the fact

that there are an overwhelming majority
of us basketball officials who are honest.

I’m afraid . . . your fine article gave the

“I-told-you-so” spectators what they think
is a leg to stand on when they ridicule our
judgment in some future games.

If you will, tell them how many thou-
sands of us there are in this strange frater-

nity; tell them how we read and reread
crazy rules which change almost as fre-

quently as the seasons of the year; tell them
how and why we hold regular meetings to

discuss play situations and mechanics; tell

them how many years good officials worked
in YMCA and church leagues before they
developed the know-how of position, judg-

ment and courage to move up the ladder to

high school and then college officiating;

tell them that it is not a business with us,

but a hobby; tell them, if you can, how
it feels to have thousands of screaming par-

tisans pinpointing their wrath at your
striped shirt, with the official knowing full

well that not one person in one hundred
knows the mechanics, techniques, style or

rules of the game of basketball; tell them
about the investment in time and money
we make to pursue our hobby (very few
basketball officials can count on their fees

for the major part of their livelihood); tell

them about the tests we have to take to

become legally qualified; tell them about
the four miles we run during the course

of every game. . . .

Perhaps it would make our job a little

easier, a little more fun, and a little more
appreciated if many of your readers under-

stood us. I hope that this week when
I’m officiating at the State Finals in Lin-

coln, Nebraska that some irate spectator

doesn’t throw your article in my face!

Think about it.

Lloyd Berg, President

Nebr.-Iowa Coaches &
Officials Association

Omaha

• The editors concur wholeheartedly
with Mr. Berg’s eloquent statements
on the tireless, exacting and selfless

work demanded and given by virtually

every basketball official and also agree

that in the case of John Fraser the im-
portant thing is that the charges have
now been made public. See page 18
for further details.—ED.

JOHN FRASER: REVISION IN THE VALLEY

Sirs:

Here’s hoping your fine article ends at-

tempts at fixing basketball games in the

Missouri Valley Conference. The Valley

seems destined to revise their methods of

selecting referees.

Aaron Goldman
Stillwater, Okla.

JOHN FRASER: TOOTS 'EM AS HE SEES ’EM

Sirs:

I am a charter subscriber and I respect

the enterprise and photographic skill and
writing talent of your men. But, like all of

us in the trade, they need to go out and
have a good bath once in a while.

The piece about Johnny Fraser is a case

in point. I have seen him work many, many
times and I’ll take him in preference to any
official you can name. He is alert, fast on the

reflexes, honest and impartial.

Johnny worked high school games around
here for years, still does. He is one of four

or five of the 40 or 50 we see each season

who is known as a “non-homer.” In the

Big Ten, in particular, that means a tre-

mendous lot, because there is no league in

the country where the home team gets

more breaks. And that is not to say that
the “homers" are crooks. They are just

more easily swayed by the howling mob.
I’d say that if Fraser were booked into

Oklahoma A&M, for instance, the odds on
A&M against anybody ought to shift by at

least 10 points. He is one of the very
few who can stand up to that howling,
crazy Cowpoke crowd and still toot ’em
as he sees ’em.

Karl Monroe
Collinsville, 111.

JOHN FRASER: SAD COMMENTARY
Sirs:

You are to be commended for your blunt

and forthright opening of what might be

a real cesspool. Of course, the facts at this

time are still rather vague. However, I feel

that your article will do for basketball

what previous articles on boxing filth did

for boxing. ... It is a pretty sad com-
mentary on Missouri Valley Conference
basketball when such a man as Fraser is a
referee.

Bernard S. Gorfaine
Los Angeles

SPIKE WEBB: UNDUE ALARM
Sirs

:

A statement of opinion attributed to

Capt. T. S. King in the Spike Webb story

(SI, Feb. 11 and 18) has had more to do
with the demise of intercollegiate boxing
than any single incident: "Boxing stands
alone, in all recognized sports where the

final objective is the incapacitating of an
opponent. In other sports incapacity is a
possibility, but it definitely is not the

objective.”

The ultimate aim and objective of box-
ing is the same as in any intercollegiate

continued
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THE ANTISEPTIC LIP BALM

sport to win! To say that the objective
is to injure the other contestant must imply
intent on the part of the individual partici-

pating. This casts a reflection on all coaches
and participants in all contact sports where
injuries occur.

The objectives of intercollegiate boxing
are clearly stated in the preamble to the

rules in the Official Intercollegiate Boxing
Guide. Stated in part:

Boxing is a sport of skill participated in

for the fun and satisfaction derived. There
are many boys who have need of a direct

method of dissipating their aggressions, and
boxing provides that opportunity. Inter-

collegiate boxing as a sport has as its prime
purpose the outscoring. out-thinking and
out-maneuvering of the opponent through
the medium of well placed blows or hits; to

win on points, to decision an opponent be-

cause of superior technical skill, ring strat-

egy and physical condition. . . .

To verify my contention that the critics

of boxing in education are biased and un-
duly alarmed, you are reminded that there

is still a vigorous intramural boxing pro-

gram at the Naval Academy.
Ray Chisholm

Secretary, NIBCA
Minneapolis

CHALLENGE AND RESPONSE (CONT.)

Sics-.

Some weeks ago Events & Discoveries
reported the unusual, to say the least, feat

of Francis Wharton, who shot a buck, fash-

ioned himself a set of false dentures from
the animal’s teeth and therewith ate the

buck (SI, Jan. 28). I thought readers might
be interested in a look at Francis Wharton
and his buck teeth (see above).

Mr. Wharton for many years lived in the

woods of British Columbia like an Indian,

tanning his own hides, making his own
clothes and living with the animals. He is

an inventor and mechanical craftsman of

great skill, which I think is shown not

only by the homemade teeth but by the

unusual hand gun Mr. Wharton machined
for himself.

W. A. Cowley
Kamloops, B.C.
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PAT ON THE BACK

GERALD N. COUGHLAN

This picture of a man dwarfed by a

fish is evidence of the extraordinary

prowess of Jerry Cough Ian, top man
in the plug casting division of the Met-
ropolitan Miami Fishing Tournament
for the past eight years. As leading

contender for the 1957 championship

with this 137}-2-pound tarpon taken in

12 minutes on a 15-pound test line off

Islamorada, Fla., Coughlan will prob-

ably get his ninth Outstanding Angling

Achievement Award. His phenomenal
record shows that this is his 38th tarpon

weighing more than 100 pounds taken

on regulation tackle under Miami tour-

nament rules— in a division in which

only three other anglers have ever

caught tarpon exceeding that weight.

Fishing and excelling in sports

come naturally to Coughlan. Born in

Youghal, County Cork, Eire, he fished

the Blackwater, famed for its great

salmon and trout, as a boy. He was a

talented half-miler and in 1928 set an

Irish record for the distance (1:56.6)

that stood for 27 years— until broken

by Ron Delany. In 1932 he accompa-
nied the Irish track team to Los An-
geles for the Olympic Games, and on a

post-Games visit in the East met an

East Orange, N.J. girl, fell in love and
decided to settle in the U.S.

Nowadays, with Mrs. Coughlan and
their three children, he makes his home
in Caldwell, N.J. and is president of his

own manufacturing firm. When time

allows, he’s off to Florida’s great tarpon

fishing grounds to meet the challenge

of trying to better his record catch.

Burton Davidson

SPORTS ILLUSTRATED



Known by the Company it Keeps

>cacimm$VO
SEAGRAM. OISTIUERS COMPANY, NEW YORK CITY 86.8 PROOF. CANADIAN WHISKY —

A BIEND...OF RARE SEIECTED WHISKIES • SIX YEARS OID



Has bounce . . . will Iravel!

Top favorite casual weighs little,

feels soft, looks great— the Pedwin

Pivot
This popular glove-leather lightweight

scores high for easy-going flexibility.

Sole is pliable crepe.

Fit? Wonderful! In Smoke,

Champagne, Charcoal, or Dixie Tan.

Pedwin Division,

Brown Shoe Company, St. Louis.


